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A

SPEECH
BY

HON.

CHARLES SUMNER,

United States Senator from M1111chu11tu, and Chairman of the Senate Committee
on Foreign Relation,.

/

OUR FOREIGN RELATIONS :
SIIOWlXG

PRESENT PERILS FRO)I ENGLAND AND Fr..\NCE; TIIE NATGr.E AND
CONDITIONS OF IXTERYENTION BY ~IEDI.\TION; AND ALSO BY
RECOGNITION; TUE nIPOSSIDILlTY Ol•' ANY RECOGNITION
OF A NEW P OWER WITH SL..\n:r.y AS A CORNERSTONE; AND TIIE WTIONGFt;L CONCESSION
OF OCEAN BELLIGERENCY.

SPEECH

IION. CHARLES suiI NER,
Dl!FOl!E THE

CITIZENS OF NEW YORK, AT THE COOPER INSTITUTE,
SEPT. 10, 1 8 63.

- - - Jn.m non ad culmtna rtrum

J rju.!tos cre.vls3e queror. Tollu.ntur In altum
Ut lapsu 8T&Vlore ruanL
-CLA.ti'Dlil.

NEW YORK:
Y OUNG l\IEN'S RF.PUBLICAN UNION.

1 8 G3 .

I

"To thls condition the Constitution or this Conrederacy reduces the whole African rnce; and
whilo declaring these to be its principles, their founders claim the privilego of being admitted
into the society of the nations or the earth !-principles worthy only of being conceh•ed and
promulgated by the inmates of the infernal regions, and a fit constitution for a confederacy
in rnndcmonium I Now, as
as the 11alure of tl,is co11stitutioo is h-11/y e:r:pllli11cd and
t1n&ruood, is itpouihle thal, th& no.twn, of the earth can admit such a {:Qnfahracy into their
soci,ty r Can any nation, calling i1$e/f cfrilizetl, auociate, icith any sense of 1tlf-rt{P(ct, t1:ilh
a naticm avmoin9 and practicing such p1·inciples 1 Will oot every civilized nation, when the
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nature of this Confederacy is understood, come to the side of the United States, and refuse
all association with them, a•, in truth, they are hos/ts human, gentris t For the African
is as much entitled to be protected in the rights of humanity as any other portion of the
human race. .A, to Great Britain, her course is, in tl1e nature of tliin91, already fixed and
immutable. She muu, ,oon,r or later, join the United Stalt1 inthi, icar, or be dugraced
througliout al/futm·e time; for the principle of that ch·ilization which this Confederacy reptt•
diates was by her-to her grent glory, and with unpnralleled Mcrifices-iutroduced into tho
code of civilization; and she will prove herself recreant if she fails to maintain it."-Spttel,,
of Ilon. JoslAII Qui.-.;CY, II> tlie Union Club of Boiton.

Wrl~h~ .t Potter, Printers, !\o. 4 Spr1D11 Lane, Boston.

INTROD UCTORY.
The following Speech was delivered at the invitation of the New York Young
Men's Republican Union, at Cooper Institute, on the 10th of September, 1863.
The announcement that Mi·. SUMNER had consented to address the citizens of
New York on a subject so momentous attracted an audience numbering not less
than three thousand persons, among whom were most of the acknowledged representatives of the inteJligence, wealth and influence of tho Metropolis. Long
before the hour appointed for the delivery of tho speech, the entrance doors
were besieged by an impatient and anxious crowd, who, as soon as the gates
were opened, filled the seats, aisles, lobbies and platform of the vast hall, leaving
at least an equal number to return home unable to gain an entrance to the
building.
Of the follol\·ing named gentlemen, who were imitcd to occupy seats upon
the platfonn, a majority were present, while in the auditorium were seated
hundreds of equally prominent citizens, who preferred to retain seats near the
ladies whom they had escorted to the meeting :FnAxcis

Lnm,m, LL. D.,

WrLLTA)r

H. AsPl~"VALL,

GKOIIGE l.lA:-<CIIOFT,

OuvEH Jo11NSON 1

JIOl<.\CE GIIEELEY1

WILLIAM Cu1tT1s Nons
Rttv. D11. Hnc11coc1<,

J.l.\JUH-l iE!'\EHAL.

Dtx:,

Gt-:on:oK GmsWOLD,
Jou:-< E. W1LLl.\)IS,
W.W. OR Fo11EsT1

COIIXELlllS VA:-<DEIUlILT,
A0IIA)I WAKl!llA.'<,

R,w. IJn. TYxo,

Cvuus W.
ALEX.

FtKLD,

T . STE\\'ART,

lhrn.,cK W1<11sn:n, LL. D.,
Jo.i.F.PII LA wnv.scE,

Jonx A. Sn:vP.xs,

PP.t.ATIAII PY.ttl'I',
J,UIES ,\. IIAMILTON,

H . LI. CLAFl,t:'<,
T. L. 1'1101t~J-:LL,

,v
RP.V, Drt. Tuom•so",

COi,. \\'ILLI \)I U OROEX,
I Ll,IA)I GOOl>ELt,,

W. M. EVARTS,

S11EPIIEIID K:-<AFP,
, v1LLIAM H. WEso,

JAMt<S W. G1mAno,

AXS0'1 Lt\'ll<GSTOX,

FttA:SK w. BALLAllD,
I SAAC II. B ,\ILEY,

GEORGI! B. Lt:<COL'<,
Gorn. IIA11vi,;Y BnowN,
Rt:v. l)u. SuEoo,

l<Ev. 011. Dunorn,
PETER

Coor1rn,

MAJOH~Bx. OoullLEDAY,
C11A1<LES II. MArtSUALL,

MAnsnA,,L Q. RooEll'rs,
J UDGE flRAOPORD,
CnARLP.S II. Htissi;u,,

E. 01::1,AVIELT) S)IITII,
R>:\'. 1)1L Gll,LKTTE,
1-IAlIILTO:'< Ftsn,
W11.l.l.\)I CULl,Y.'1 BRYANT, Hon1rnT U. ll[rNTURN1
1\L,JuH-UV.:SKllAL .F'ttE.ltu.NT,

A. A. Low,

Jou:-< J .,Y,

Jl ~!'J HY nntsSP.LL,

J.\" Ks(; \Lt.A r1s,
Cm·11.,s llHAINJ•:no,
W ILLIA)l 13. AsTvR,

s. n. CmTTF.:so""·
C 11A11Lv.s

T. Hov01ms,

l\L\l<K IIOYT,

l.~WIS TAPPA~,

l<i,;v. DR. STORRS,

]{1-.v. OR. AoA)1s,
l <1:v. 011. Vrn1·ox,
DA:<IEL Dni,;w,
l 'RA-'(CIS HALL,

G1<0. WILLIAM CURTIS,

J UDGP. E D>IOXDS.
R£Y. Dn. A SA D. S111ru,

T IIU)IA:'< S)llTIT,
,v1LL1,\)I A. IIAu,,
Pnosl'lm M. ,vETMORE,
Il. ~'. ~]A:-<IY.lll<E,
GP.ORO& P. l'UT:s,ur,
E. C. Jonxso:-<,
HP.v. On. Osoooo,
E1.LtOTT C. Cnwor'1,

REV. T. RALSTO-'i S>IITII,
J. S. $CUULTZ,

~r. A1n1STH0:so, Jn.,

l>. A. IIAWl<ISS,

R&v. Du. C111:EvE11,
F. 8. CUTTIXO,
CnARLES K1:-<o, LL. D.,

EnoAn KETc uu11,
JnsP.PII lloxrn,

1-:x-G<n·1<11:-<on K1'101

JA><P.S McKAn:,
Gv.oRr.e F. Bunnx,
J)AVlD IJUVLl!Y fu-:Lo.

RE\'. On. Fr-mous,

GEnHGF: Jlu1..<1JOl1,

S.UIIJHL ll. R UGGLES,

H1w. D11.

B1:1.u,w, ,

(;i,;s. S. C. Pm1Enov,

The President of the United States and the members of the Cabinet were also
invited to be present.
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At least one thousand bdics were in the audience, among wl1om :\[rs. L,xcOL)I
was an allracli\"C and <:onspicuous personage. The wiYes and daughters of many
of New York's wealthiest and worthiest citizens, by their presence and enthusiasm
e,-inced the deep interest they felt in the occasion, the speaker, and the theme
discu&csc<l.
D,\ YID Dc;DLF.Y FIELD, Esq., who had been selected by the Committee as
Chairm:111 of the meeting, introduced Mr. SUM)IER to tho audience in the
following words : -

P..EM.AR:KS OF

um.

FIELD.

GE::iTLE)lt:)I :-At no former period in the history of tho countr y, has the condition of its foreign relations been so important and so critical as
it.is at this moment. In what agony of mortal struggle this nation bas passed
the last two years, we all know. A rebellion of unparalleled extent, of indcscriballle enormity, without any justifiable cause, without eYen a decent p1·etext,
stimulated by the bad pa,,.;ions which a barbarous institution had originated, and
encoura~ed by expucted and promised aid from false men among ourselves,
has filled the laud with desolation and mourning. During this struggle it has
been our misfortune to encounter the C\"il disposition of the two nations of
" 'estern Europe, with which we arc most closely a..ssociated by ti(•s of blood,
common history, and mutual commerce. P erhaps I ought to have said, the evil
disposition of the Governments rather than of' the Nations, for in Frante the
people bave no voice, and we know only the imperial will and policy, while in
England the masses have no powers, the H ouse of Commons being elected by
a fr.iction of tho people, and the aristocratic cl,,sses being against us from dislike
to the freedom of our institutions, and the mercantile <·lasses from the most sordid
motives of prirnte ~ain. To what extent this e,·il disposition has been carried,
what causes have stimu1atcd it, in what ll<"ts it bas manifest,•d itsdf, and what
consequences may be expected to follow from it in future, will be explained hy
the distin..,uished orator who is to addrcs.~ you this e,·cning. His position, as
Chairman°of the Senate Committee on Foreiin Relations, has given him an
acquaintance with tbo sul\jcct, <'qual, if not superior, to that of any other pc~on
in the country, Ile nC'eds no introd,wtion from me. H is name is an intro<luction an<I a p·,s~port in any free community between the Atlantic and the Pa<'ific
Seas; therefore, without saying more, I will give way for C1L\nu:s Su~1~nm, of
Massachusetts.
LADIES AXD

Amid the most marked demonstrations of s:itisfaction, expressed frequently
by long-continued applause and hearty cheers, llr. SU)IXER proceeded in the
delivery of his discourse. The meeting adjourned about an hour before
midnight.
I t may be proper to add, as an evidence of the importance attached to Mr.
Su11::,.1m's treatment of the subject, that three :Kew York newspapers, and two
in Boston, printctl the entire speech on the day following its delivery.
Copies of the speech will be mailed to those who may r equest them. Address
"Cor. Sec'y of Young Men's Republican Union, Box 1219 P.O. New York
City."

SPEECH.
FELLOW-CITIZENS,-From the beginning of the war in which we
are now engaged, the public interest has alternated anxiously
between the current of e.ents at home and the more distant
cnrrent ahroad. Forei~n Relations ha,o been hardly less absorbing than Domestic Relations. At times the latter ha re seemed
to wait upon the former, and a packet from R11rnpe has heen like
a messenger from the seat of war. Rumors of Foreign lnterre11tio1t are constant, now in the form of .Mediation, a11d uow in the
form of Recognition ; and more than once tho country has been
summoned to confront the idea of England, and of France too,
in open comhination with Rebel Slave-mongers hattling, in the
name of Sla,·ery, to build au infamous Power on the destruction
of this Repuhl1c.
It may be well for ns to turn aside from battle and siege here
at home-from the blazing Jines of Geuysuurg, Vicksburg and
Charlei:ton-to glance for a moment at the perils from abroad; of
course I mean from England and France, for these are the only
F oreign Powers that thus far ham been mo.eel to intcrmcddle 011
the side of , Javery. The snl~ect to which I now iuvite attention
may not ha,·e the attraction of waving standards or victorious
marches, but, more than any co1,fli ct of arm~, it concerns the Civilization of tho a~e. lf Forei~n P owers can j11~t ly in torfero against
Human Freedom, this Repul>lic will not IJo the only sufforer.
There is always a natural order in unfolding a subject, and I
shall try to ptrn,ue it on this occasion, under the following heads;
First-Tho per1 ls to om· cou II try from Foreign Powers, ei::peeially
as foreshadowed in the unexpected and persistent conduct of
Eni:i;land and France siuce tho outbreak of tho war.
Secondly-The uuture of Foreign Intervention by Mediation,
with the principles applicahlo thereto, as illnstrated by historic
iustances-showiug especially how England, hy her co11spicuons,
wide-spread and mo!.t determined luter,ention to promote the
extinction of African Sht,·ery, is frrevocabtv cormnittP.tl against
any act or po/i,-y t/i ,,t ca,i Pnrourage this criminal pretension.
Tltirdly-'rhe nJture of F oreign Intervoution by Reco~nition,
with the principles applicable thereto, as illustrated by historic
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instances-showing that by the practice of nations, and especially
by the declared seutiments of British Statesmen, there can be no
Foreign Recognition of an insurgent Power where tlte contest for
Independence is still pending.
Fourtltly-The moral impossibility of Foreign Recognition, even
if the pretended Powe1· be de facto Independent, where it is composed of Rebel Slave-mongers seeking to found a new Power with
Slavery for its declared "corner-stone." Pardon the truthful
plainness of the terms which I employ. I am to speak not
merely of Slave-holders; but of people to whom Slavery is a
passion and a business-therefore Slave-mongers; now in Rebellion for the sake of Slavery-therefore Rebel Slave-mongers.
Fijthlg-T he absmdity and wrong of conceding Ocean B elligerency to a pretended Power, which, in the first place, is without
a Prize Court-so that it cannot be an Ocean Belligerent in factand which, in the second place, even if Ocean Belligerent in fact,
is of such au odious character, tliat its Recognition is a moral
impossibility.
From this review, touching upon the present and the past;
leaning u pon history and upon law; enlightened always by principles which are an unerring guide, our conclusion will be easy.

[I.]
PERILS FRO~I FOREIGN POWERS.

T he perils to our country, as foreshadowed in the action of
Foreign Powers since the outbreak of the war, first invite our
attention.
'fhere is something in the tendencies of nations, which
must not be neglected. Like individuals, nations influence
each other; like the heavenly bodies, they may be disturbed by
each other in their appointed orbits. This is apparent even in
peace; but it becomes more apparent in the convulsions of war,
sometimes from the withdrawal of customary forces and sometimes from their increased momentum. It is the nature of war
to enlarge as it continues. Beginning between two nations, it
gradually widens its circle, sucking other nations into its fiery
maelstrom. Such is human history. Nor is it different, if the
war be for Independence. Foreign Powers may for a while keep
out of the conflict; but the examples of history show how difficult
this has been
The Seven United Provinces of Holland, under that illustrious
character, William of Orange, the predecessor and exemplar of
our Washington, rose against the dominion of Spain, upheld by
the bigotry of Philip II., and the barbarity of his representative,
Ah·a; but the conflict, though at first limited to the two parties,
was not slow to engage Queen Elizabeth, who lent to this war of
Independence the name of her favorite Leicester and tile u ndying
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heroism of Sidney, while Spain retorted by the Armada. The
United Provinces of Holland, in their struggle for Independence,
were the prototype of the United States of America, which I need
not remind you, drew into their contest the arms of France,
Spain, and Holland. In the rising of the Spanish Colonies
which ·followed, there was less interposition of otlier nations,
doubtless from the distant and outlying position of these Colonies,
although they were not beyond the ambitious reach of the Holy
Alliance, whose purposes with regard to them were so far thwarted
by Mr. Canning, backed by the declaration of Mr. Munroe-known
as the Munroe doctrine-that the British Statesman felt authorized
to boast that he had called a New World into existence to redre~
the balance of the Old. Then came the struggle for Greek Independence, which, after a conflict of several years, darkened by
massacre, but relieved by an exalted self-sacrifice, shining with
names like Byron and Bozzaris, that cannot die, at length challenged the powerful interposition of England, France and Russia.
The Independence of Greece was hardly acknowledged, when
Belgium, renouncing the rule of the Netherlands, claimed hers
also, and here again the Great Powers of Europe were drawn in to
the contest. Then came the effort of Hungary, inspired by
Kossuth, which, when auout to prevail, aroused the armies of
Russia. There was also the contemporaneous effort of the Roman
Republic, under Mazzini, which when about to prevail, aroused
the bayonets of France. And lastly we have only recently
witnessed the resurrection of Italy, inspired by Garibaldi, and
directed by Cavour; but it was not accomplished until Louis
Napoleon, with his well-trained legions, carried the imperial
eagles into the battle.
Such arc famous instances, which are now so many warnings.
Ponder them and you will see the tendency, the temptation, the
irresistible fascination, or the commanding exigency under which,
in times past, Foreign Nations have been led to take part in conflicts for Independence. I do not dwell now on the character of
these various interventions, although they have been mostly in the
interest of Human Freedom. It is only as examples to put us
on our guard that I now adduce them. The footprints all seem
to lead one way.
. But even our war is no! without its warnings. If thus far m
its progress other nations have not intervened, they have not
succeeded in keeping entirely aloof. The foreign trumpet has
not sounded yet; but more than once the cry bas come that we
shonld soon hear it, while incidents liaYe too often occurred,
exhibiting au abnormal watchfulness of our affairs and an uncontrollable passion or purpose to iutermeddle in them, with signs of
unfriendly feeling. Of course, this is applicable especially,. if not
exclusively, to England and France.
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Perils from England.
(1.) There is one act of the British Cabinet which stands foremost as an omen of peril-foremost in time-foremost also in the
magnitude of its consequences. Though plausible in form, it is
nono the less injurious or unjustifiable. Of course, I refer to t hat
inconsiderate Proclamation in the name of the Queen, as early as
May, 1861, which, after raising Rebel Slam-mongers to an equality
with the National Government in Belligerent Rights, solemnly
declares "neutrality" between the two equal parties ;-as if the
declaration of equality was not an insult to the National Government, and the declo.ration of neutrality was not a moral absurdity,
ofensive to reason and all those precedents which make the
gfory of tho British name. Even if the Proclamation could be
otherwise than impl'Oper at any time i11 such a Rebellion, it was
worse than a blunder at that early date. Tho apparent relations
between the two Powers were more than friendly. Only a
few months before, the youthful heir to the British throne
had been welcomed every where throughout the United States
- except in Richmond- as in tho land of kinsmen. And yet
- immediately after tho tidings of the r ebel assault on Fort
Sumter- before the National Government had begun to put
forlh its strength-and eve11 without waiting for the arri~al of
om· newly-appointed Minister, who was kuown to be at Lirnrpool on his way to Lou<lon, the Proclamation was sudde11ly
launched. I doubt if any well-informed person, who has read
Mr. Dallas's despatch of :.::!<l May, 1861, recouuting a conversat ion
wilh lhe British Minister, will undertake to vindicate it in point
of time. Clearly the alacrity of this concession was unhappy, for
it bore an air of defiance or at least of heartlessness towards an
ally of kindred blood engaged in the maintenance of its traditional power against an infamous pretension. But it was more
unhappy still, that the good genius of England did not save this
historic nation, linked with so many triumphs of freedom, from
a fatal step, which, under the guise of "neutrality," was a
betrayal of civilization i tself.
It is difficult to exaggerate the consequences of this precipitate,
unfriendly and immoral concession, which has been and still is
an overflowing fountain of mischief and bloodshed-!tac Jonte
derivata clades ;-first, in what it vouchsafes to Rebel Slavemongers on sea and in British ports, and secondly, i11 the impediments which it takes from British subjects ready to make money
out of Slavery ;-all of which bas been declared by u ndoubted
British authority. Lord Chelmsford-of professional renown as
Sir Frederick Thesiger-now an Ex-Chancellor-used t hese words
recently in the H ouse of Lords ; " If tho Southern Confederacy
had not been recognized as a belligerent Power, he agreed with
his noble and learned friend [Lord Brougham] that, under these
circumstances, if any Englishman were to fit out a privateer for
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the purpose of assisting the Southern States a~ainst the Northern
States, !te would be guilty of piracy."-But all this was changed
by tho Queen's Proclamation. For the Rebel Slave-monger there
is tho recognition of 11.is flag; for the British su1 0cct there is the
opportunity of trado. For tho Rebel Slave-monger thero is fellowsh ip and equality; for the British subject thero is a 11ew customer,
to whom ho may lawfully sell Armstrong guns and other warlike
munitions of choicest British workmanship, and, as Lord Palmerston tells us, e,eu ships of war too, to be used in behalf of Sfovery.
What was uulawful is suddenly made l awful, whilo the ban is
taken from an odious felony.
It seems almost superfluous
to add, tlrnt such a concefsion, thus potent iu its reach, must
havo been a direct encouragement and overture to the Rebellion. Slavery itself was exalted when barbarous prctc11dcrsbattling to found a new Power in its hateful name-without so
much as a si11gle port on tho ocean where a prizo could be
carried for condemnation- were yet, in t!te face of this essential
deficiency, swiftly aclrnowlcdged as ocean 1Jelligcre11ts, while,
as a co11sequc11ce, their pirate ships, cruisi11g for plu11der in
behalf of Slavery, were acknowledged as National i;hips, e111i1lcd
to equal privileges with the National shi ps of the Uuitcd 8tulcs.
This ~implo statement is enougll. It is vain to say, that such a
concession was a " necessity." There may have Licon a strnug
temptation to it, constituting, perhaps, .an jmagined necessity, as
with ma11y persons there is a strong temptatio11 to Siu very itself.
But such a concessiou to Rebel Slave-mongere,fighting forHarnry,
can lie ,i udicated ouly as 81arnry is Tindicated. As well undertake
to declare "11eutrality" between Right and Wrong-between
Good a11d Evil-with a eoucession to the latter of Belligerent
Rights ; and then set ,1p the apology of" necessity."
(2.) I t was natmal that au act so essentially unfriendly in
character and also in the alacrity with which it was done, should
create throughout England an unfriendly sentiment towards us,
easily stimulated to a menace of war. And this menace was not
wanfing soon afterwards, when the two rebel emissaries on board
tho T rent were seized by a patriotic, brave commander, whose highest fault was, that, in the absence of ins tructions from his own Government, ho followed too closely British precedents. This accident
- for such it was and nothing else-was misrepresented, and, with
an utterly indefensible exaggeration, was changed by t he British
nation, backed by the British Government, into a casus belli, as if
such an unauthorized incident, which obviously involved no question of self-defence, could justify war between two civilized Nations.
And yet, in the face ofa positive declaration from the U11ited States,
that it was an accident, the British Government made preparations
to take part with rebel slave-moTl{;ers, and it fitly began such ignoble
preparatious by keeping back from the British people, tho official
despatch of 30th November, 18Gl, where our Governmeut, after
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announcing that Capt. Wilkes had acted " without any instructions," expressed a trust that" the British Government would consider the subject in a friendly temper," and promised " the best
disposition on our pa1·t." It is painful to recall these things. But
they now belong to history, and we cannot forget the lesson tlley
teach.
(3.) But this tendency to espouse the side of Slavery, appears
in small things, as well as great, becoming more marked in
proportion to tho inconsistency involved. Thus, for instance,
where two Britisll subjects "suspected" of participation in 'tho
Rebellion were detained in a military prison, without the benefit
of !tabeas corpus, tho British Minister at Washington was directed
by Iler Majesty's Government to complain of their detention as
a11 infraction of tlte Constitution of tlte United States, of which this
iutermeddliug Power assumed for the time to be the " expounder;"
nnd the case was accordingly preseuted ou this ground. But
the British cabinet, in its instinctive aptness to mix iu our
war, if only by diplomatic notes, seemed to have forgotten t_h e
British Constitution, under which, in 1848, with the consent of
the leaders of all parties,-Brougham aud Derby, Peele and
D'Israeli,-the habeas corpus was suspended in Ireland and the
Go,·ernment was authorized to apprehend and detain "such
persons as they shall suspect." The bill sanctioning this exercise
of power went through all its stages in the House of Commons in
ono day, and on the next day it went through all its stages iu the
House of Lords, passing to be a law without a dissenting vote.
It will hardly be believed that Lord Russell, who now complains
of our detention of "suspected" persons, as an infraction of the
Constitution of the United States, was the Minister who introduced this Bill, and that, on that occasion he u sed these words:
" I believe in my conscience that this measure is calculated to
prevent insurrection, to preserve internal peace, to preserve t!te
unity of tltis empire and to save the throne of these realms and
tho free institutions of this country."
(4.) The complaint about the l1abeas corpus was hardly
answered when another was solemnly presented, on account of tho
effort to complete the blockade of Charleston, by siukiug at
its mouth ships laden with stone, u sually known as the "stone
blockade." In common times her Majesty's go,ernment would
have shrunk from any intermeddling here. lt could not have
forgotten tllat history, early and late, and especially English
history, abounds in similar incidents ; that as long ago as 1456,
at the siege of Calais by the Duke of Burgundy, and also iu 1628
at the memorable siege of Rochelle by Cardinal Richelieu, ships
laden with stone were sunk in the harbor; that during the war
of the Revolution in 1778 six vessels were sunk by the British
commander in the Savannall River, not far from this ,ery Charleston, as a protection against the approach of the 1!'1-ench and
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American naval forces; that in 1804, under the direction of the
British Admiralty, an attempt was made to choke the eutrance in to
the harbor of Boulogne by sinking stone vessels, and that in 1809
the same blockade was recommended to the Admiralty by no less
a person than Lord Dundonald, with regard to another port:, saying,
"Ships filled with stones will ruin forevet· the anchorage of Aix,
and some old vessels of the line well loaded would be excellent
for the purpose." But this complaint by the British Cabinet
becomes doubly strange, when it is considered that one of the
most conspicuous treaties of modern history contained solemn
exactions by England from France, that the harbor of Dunkirk,
whose prosperity was regarded with jealousy, should be permanently
"filled up," so that it could no longer furnish its accustomed hospitalities to commerce. This was the Treaty of Utrecht, in 1713.
But by the Triple Alliance, only four years later, France was constrained to stipulate again that nothing should be omitted" which
Great Britain could think necessary for the entire destruction of the
harbor," and the latter Power was authorized to send commissioners as" o<,ular witnesses of the execution of the Treaty." These
humiliating provisions were renewed in successive treaties down
to the peace of Versailles in 1783, when the immunity of that
harbor was recognized with American Independence. Ent Great
Bl'itain, when compelled to open Durkirk, still united with the
Dutch in closing the Scheldt, or as a British writer expresses it, she
"became bound to assist in obstructing this navigation." (Encyclopmdia Britannica. Vol. x. p. 77, a1·tiele, l!1 rauce.) One of
the two reasons put forth by Great Britain for breaking peace with
France in 1792, and entering upon that world-convulsing war,
was that this revolutionary Power had declared it would open the
Scheldt. And yet it is Great Britain, thus persistent in closing
ports and rivers, that now interferes to warn us agaiust a. "stoue
blockade."
(5.) The same propensity and the same inconsistency will be
found in another instance, where an eminent peer, once- Foreign
Secretary, did not hesitate, from his place in Parliament, to
charge the United States with making medicines and surgical
instruments contraband, "contrary to all the common laws of
war, contrarv to all precedent, not excluding the most ig·norant
and barbarous ages." Thus exclaims the noble lord. Now I
ba\'C nothing to say of the propriety of making these things contrabautl. My simple object is to exhibit the spirit against wliich
we are to guard. It would be difficult to believe that such a display could be made in the face of the historic fact, exposed in
the satire of P eter Plymley's Letters, that, Parliament, in 1808,
by large majorities, prohibited the exportation of Porn rian Bark
into any territory occupied by France, and that this measure was
introduced by no less a person than Mr. P er.cival, and commended
by him on the ground that " the severest pressure was already
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felt on the continent from the want of this article, and thnt it
was of great in1pol'La11cc to the armies of the enemy." (II11nsurd's Purliameulary D1batn.) Such is authentic British precede11 t, i11 a11 age neither" ignoraut" nor" uarbarous," which is uo,v
OSICII tatiomly forgotten.
(6.) This i;awc recklessness, which is of such evil omen, breaks
forth airaiu in n. del'patch of the Foreign ~ecretary, where he
u11t.lrrtukcs to communicate to Lord Lyons the jud!!IDf'llt of the
Britbh Cabiuet on the President's Proclamation or Erna11cipation. IIere at least, you will say, there can ue 110 mis1111dcrsta11di11g, and no criticism; hut you are mistaken. 8uch an act,
haYi11g snch an ol0ect, and 1Jei11g of such uuparalelled import:wce,
would, under any ordinary circumsta11ces, when great pa~sions
found no vent, have been treated by the Minister of a Foreign
Power with supreme cautio11, if not with sympathy ; but, under
the terrible infltte11ce of tho hour, Lord Russell, not content with
co11demni11g the Proclamation, misreµrcse11ts it in the mo~t barefaced manner. Gathering his co11dem11a1ion i11to one phrase, he
says, that it" mukes Slavery at once legal and illegal," whereas
it is oliYious, on the face of the Procla111atio11, to the most careless
observer, that, whatever may be its faults, it is not obnoxious to
this criticism, for it makes :::.larnry legal nowhere, while it makes
it illegal iu an immense territory. An official letler, so i11comprehe11sible in motire, from a stale:-man usually liberal if 11ot
cautious, must be regarded as a11othe1· illmtration of that irritating tendency, which will be checked ouly when it is fully
comprehended.
(7.) The aclivity of our na~y is only anolher occasion for
criticism iu a similar spirit. Nothing can be done a11y where to
please our selJ~con~tituted mouitor. Our naval officers i n the
West fodies, acting nuder instructions modelled on the judirmeuts
of tho British Admiralty, are reprehended by Lord Russell in a
formal despatch. Tho judges iu our Prize Court are indecently
belittled by this same Minister from his place in Parliament, when
it is notorious that there are se,·eral who will compare favorably
with any British Admiralty Judge siuce Lord Stowell, not even
excepting that noble and upright magistrate, Dr. L ushington.
And this same Minister has u11dertaken to throw the British
shield over a newly-invented contraband trade with the rebel
slave-mongers via Metamoras, claiming that it was "a lawful
branch of commerce," and "a perfectly legitimate trade." 'l'he
D olp/ii,i and P eterlwff were two ships elaborately prepared in
London, for this illicit commerce, and they ha,·o been duly condcmued as such; but their seizure by our cruisers was made the
occasion of official protest and complaint, with the insinuation of
"vexatious capture a11d arbitrary interference," followed by the
menace, that, under such circumstances, "it is obrious Great
Brilaiu must interfere to protect her !lag."
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(8.) This persistent, inexorable criticism, even at the expense
of all consistency or of all memory, has also broken forth in
forms incompatilile with that very" neutrality," which was so
early declared. I t was bad enough to declare neutrality, when
the question was between a friendly P ower and an insulting Barbarism; but it was worse after the declaration to depart from it,
if in words only. The Court of Rome at a period whe11 it powerfully i110uenced the u sage of Nations, instructed its cardinal
Legato, on an important occasion, as a solemn duty first and above
all thi11gs, to cultivate" indifference" between tho parties, and in
this regard he was to be so exact, that, not only shoulu no partiality
be seen in his conduct, but it sl1ould not be remarked even
"in the words of his domestics." (Wicquefort, Parfait Ambassadenr, Liv. ii. p. 144.) If in t!1at eal'ly d,1y, before steam and
telegraph, or e,·en the newspaper, neutrality was disturbed by
"words," how much more so uow, whe,1 every word is multiplied
indeliuitcly, and wafted we know not whe,·e-to bciriu, wherever
it fulls, a subtle, wide-sRread and irrepressible i11fl ,1ence. But
this injunction is in plain harmony with the refined rule of Couut
Berustoff, who, in his admirable despatch on this subject, at the
time of the Armed Neutrality, says seuteutiou~ly, "Neutrality
does not exist when it is not perfect." I t must be clear and
al.Jove suspicion. Like the reputation of a woman, it i s lost when
you begi11 to talk about it. Uahappily there is too much occasion
to talk about the "neutrality" of England. I say 11othi11g of a
Parliamentary utterance that tho Natioual cause was "detested
by a large majority of the House of Commons," or of other
most uunentral ~peeches. I confi1io myself to official declaratior,s. IIere the case is plain. Several of the British Cabinet,
including the .J<'oreign Secretary and the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, two great masters of "words," have allowed themselves in public speeches, to characterize offansi vely our present effort to put down Rebel Slave-mongers, as "a contest
for empire on one side and for independence Oil the other."
H ere were " words," which, under a specious form, were uuderstood to give encouragement to Rebel Slave-mongers. But they
were more specious 1han true-rerealiug nothing but the side
espoused by the orators. Clearly on our side it is a contest
for N'ational life, imolving tho liberty of a race. Clearly on the
other side it is a contest for Slavery, in order to secure for
t his hateful crime new recognition and power. Our En1µire is
simply to crush Rel.Jot Slave-mongers. Their Indepeudcnce is
simply the unrestrained power to whip women and sell children.
E ven if at the beginning, the National Goverume11t made no
declaration Oil the subject, yet the real character of 1 he war was
none the less appare11t in tlie repeated declarations of the other
side, who did not hesitate to assert their purpMe to build a new
Power on Slavery- as in the Italian campaign of Louis Napoleon
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against Austria, the object was necessarily apparent, e,en before
the Emperor tardily at Milan put forth his life-giving Proclama•
tion that Italy should be free from the Alps to the Adriatic, by
which the war became, in its declared purpose, as well as in
reality, a war of Liberation. That such a Rebe1lion should bo
elevated by the unueutral "words" of a Foreign Cabinet, into
a respectability of which it is obviously unworthy, is only another
sign which we must watch.
(9.) But these same orators of the British Cabinet, not content with giving us ·a bad name, have allowed themselves to pro•
nounce against us on the whole case. They declared that the
National Government cannot succeed in crushing Rebel Slavemongers and that dismembeqoent is inevitable. "Jefferson
Davis" says one of them" has created a nation." Thus do these
representatives of declar!Jd "neutrality" degrade us and exalt
Slavery. But it is apparent that their procb.mation 1 though
made in Parliament and repeated at public meetings, was founded
less on any special information from the seat of war, disclosing
its secret, tha11 on political theory, if not pr~judice. It is true
that our eloquent teacher, Edmund Burke, in his famous letter to
the Sheriffs of Bristol, argued most persuasively that Great
Britain could not succeed in reclaiming the colonies, which had
declared themselves independent. His reasoning rather than
his wisdom, seems to have entered into and possessed the British
statesmen of our day, who do uot take the trouble to see that the
two cases are so eutirely unlike that the example of the one is not
applical>le to the other; that the colonies were battling to found
a new Power on the corner-stone of "liberty, equality and happiness to all men," while our Slam-mongers aro battling to found
a new Power on the corner-stone of" Slavery." The diffe1·e11ce
is such as to become a contrast-so that whate,·er was once generously said in favor of American Independence now tells with
unmistakable force against this uew-fangled pretension.
No British statesman saw the past more cleal'iy than Lord
Russell when long ago, in striking phrase, he said that England,
in lier war against our fathers, "had engaged fqr the suppression
of Liberty;" ( Hansard's Parliamentary Debates, 2d series, Vol.
viii. p. 1036, April 16, 1823,) but this is precisely what Rebel
Slave-mongers are now doing. Men change; but principles are
the same now as then. Therefore, do I say, that ernry sympathy
formerly bestowed upon our fathers uow belongs to us their
children, striving to uphold their work against bad men, who
would 11ot only break it in pieces but put in its stead a new
piratical Power, whose declared object is "the suppression of
Liberty ." And yet British ministers, monn ting the prophetic
tripod, presume most oracularly to foretell the doom of this
Republic. Their prophecies do not disturb my confidence. I
do not forget bow often false prophets have appeared-includ-
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ing the author of the Oceana, who published a demonstration
of the impossibility of monarchy in England only six. months
before Charles I l. entered London amidst salvoes of cannon,
and the hurrahs of the people. Nor do I stop to consider how
far snch prophecies uttered in public places by British Ministers are consistent with that British "neutrality" which is so
constantly boasted. Opinions are sometimes allies more potent
than subsidies, especially in an age like the pre~ent. Prophecies
are opinions proclaitl)ed and projected into the future, and yet
these are given freely to Rebel Sla~·e-mongers. '!'here is matter
for reflection in this instance, but I adduce it now only as
anothe1· illustration of the times. Nothing can be more clear
than that whomever assumes to play the prophet becomes pledged
in character and pretension to sustain his prophecy. The learned
J erome Cardan, professor aud doctor, and also dabbler in astrology, of great fame in the middle ages, undertook to predict the
day of his death, and he maintained his character as a successful
prophet by taking his own life at the appointed time. If British
Miuisters, who ha,·e played the prophet, escape the ordinay influences of this craft, it will be from that happy nature, which has
suspended for them human infirmity and lrnman prejudice. But
it becomes us to 11ote well the increased difficulties and dangers
to which on this account the National cause is exposed.
(10.) Bnt it is not in" words" only,- of speeches, despatches
or declarations,-that our danger lies. I am sorry to add that
there are acts also with which the Briti:sh Government is too closely
associated. I do not refer to the unlimited supply of "munitions of war," so that our army at Charleston, like out· army at
Vicksbnrg, is compelled to encounter Armstrong guns and .Blakeley guns, with all proper ammunition, from England; for the
right of British subjects to sell these articles to Rebel Slave-mongers was fixed when the latter, by sudden metamorpl1o~is wern
chanp:eJ from la wlcss ,agran ts of the ocean to lawful Belligerents.
Nor do I refer to the swarms of swift steamers," a pitchy clond
warping on the Eastern wind," always under the British fiJg, with
contributions to Rebel Slave-mongers ; for these too, enjoy a kindred immunity. Of course, no Royal Proclamation can change
wrong iuto right or make such business otherwise than immoral;
but the Proclamation may fake from it the character of felony.
But even tl1e Royal Proclamation gives no sanction to the prep-.
ara.tion in England of a naval e:1;pedition against the commerce of
the Uuitcd States. It leaves the Parliamentary Statute, as well
as the general Law of Nations, in full efficacy to restrain and
puni,h such an offence. .Aud yet in the face of this obvious prohibition, standing forth in the text of the law, and founded in reason
"before human statute purged the common weal," abo exemplified by the National Gm·ernment, which, from the time of Washington, has always guarded it:; ports against such outrage, powerful
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ships have been launched, equipped, fitted out and ·manned in
England, with arms supplied at sea from another E:igli!>h vessel,
and then, assuming that by this insulting hocus pocus all Engli~h
liability was avoided, they ham proceeded at once to rob a11d
destroy the commerce of the United 8tates. EnJ.;land has been
their naval base from which were derived the origiual forces and
supplies which enable them to sail the sea. Se,·eral su1..:h sldps
are now depredating on the ocean, like Captain Kidd, under pretended commissions-each in itself a naval expedition. As Eugland is not at war with the United States, these ships can be
nothing else than pirates; and their conduct is that of pirates.
Unable to provide a Court for the trial of prizes, they re\'i,e
for every captured ship the barbarous Ordeal of Fire. L ike
pirates, they burn all that they cannot rob. Flying from sea to
sea, they turn the ocean into a furnace and melting-put of American
commerce. Of these incendiaries the most famous is the Alabama,
with a picked crew of British sailors, with "trained gunners out
of her :Majesty's naval reserve," and with every tliing else from
keel to top-mast British! which, aftel' more than a year of unlawful
havoc, is still burning the property of our citizens, without once
entering a Rebel Slave-monger r,ort, but always keeping the
umbilical connection with England, out of whose womb she sprung,
and never losiug the original nationality stamped upon her by
origin, so that at this day she is a British pirate ship-precisely
as a nati,·e-born Englishman, robbing on the high seas, aud uever
naturalized abroad, is a British pirate subject.
It is bad enough that all this should proceed from England.
It is hard to bear. Why is it uot stopped at once? One cruiser
might perhaps elude a watchful Government. But it is difficult
to see how this can occur once-twice-three times; and the cry
is still they sail. Two powerful rams are now announced, like
stars at a theatre. Will they too be allowed to perform ? I wish
there were not too much reason to believe that all these prrfurmauces are sustained by a prevailing British sympathy. A Frenchman, who was accidentally a prisoner on board the Alabama at
the destruction of two American ships, describes a British packet
in sigllt whose crowded passengers made the sea resound with
cheers as they witnessed the captured ships handed o,·er to the
flames. The words of Lucretius were verified; Suave etiarn
)Jelli cfftamina ma;:,o-na tueri. But these same cheers were echoed
in Parliament, as the builder of the piratical craft gloried in his
deed. 'l'be verse which filled the ancient theatl'e with glad
applause, declared a sympathy with Humanity; but English
applause is now given to 8lavery and its defenders; "I am an
Englishman, and nothing of Sla,eryis foreign to me." Accordingly
Slavery is helped by English arms, Eugli::,h gold, Englbh ships,
English speeches, English cheers. .And yet for the honor of
England, let it be known, that tllere are Englisllmeu, who have
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stood firm and ' unshaken amid~t this painful recreancy. Their
names cannot bo forgotten. Allll still moro for tho honor of
E11gla1:d, let it be spoken that the workiug classes, who were called
to suffer the most, have bravely borne their calamity, without
joiuiug with the enemies of the Republic. Their cheers have
been for Freedom and not for Slavery.
But tho cheers of the Ilouse of Commons seem to prevail in
her Majesty's ~ovemment. :Municipal Law is violated-while
International Law, in its most solemn obligation to do unto others
as we would ha,e them do unto us-is treated as if it did not
exist. Eminent British functionaries in Conrt and Parliament,
vindicate the naval expeditions, which, in the name of Slavery,
have beon unleashed against a frieudly Powor. Taking advantage of an admitted principle, that "munitions of war" may
be supplied, the Lord Chief Baron of the Ex.chequer tells us,
that "ships of war" may be supplied also. Lord Palmerston
echoes tho Lord Chief Baron. Each vouches American authority. But they aro mistaken. Tho steel which they strive to
"impell" cannot be feathered from our sides. Since the
earliest stage of its existence tho National Government has
asserted a distinction between the two cases; and so has the
Supreme Court, although there are words of Story which l1ave
been latterly quoted to the contrary. But the authority of the
Supreme Court is positivo 011 both the poi11ts into which the
British apology is di,ided. The first of these is that, oven if a
"ship of war" cannot be furnished, the offence is n ot complete
until tho armament is put aboard, so that where the ship, though
fitted out and equipped in a British port, awaits her armament
at sea, sho is not liable to arrest. Such an apology is an insult
to the understanding and to common sense-as if it was not
obvious that tho offence begins with the laying of tho keel for
the hostile ship, knowing it to be such; and in this spirit tho
Supremo Court has decided that it" was 11ot necessary to find
that a. ship on leaving port was armed or in a. condition to
commit hostilities ;-for citizens are restrained from such acts as
are calculated to involve the country in a war." U. S. vs. Quincy,
6 Peters, 4-!5.) The second apology assumes, that, oven if tho
armament were aboard so that the" ship of war" was complete at
all points, still tho expedition would bo lawful, if the juggle of a
sale were adroitly employed. But on this point tho Supremo
Court, speaking by Cllief Justice :Marshall, has left no doubt of
its deliberate and most authoritatirn judgment. Iu the case
before the Court, the armament was aboard, but clea red as
cargo; the men too were aboard but enlisted for a commercial
Yoyago; the ship, though filled out to cruiso against a. nation
with which we were at peace, was not commissioned as a privateer,
and did not attempt to act as such until she had reached the
River La Plata, where a commission was obtained and tlte crew
2
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re-enlisted, yet, in the face of these extenuating circnmstanccs, it
was declared by the whole Court that the neutrality of the Uuitc<l
States had been ~·iolated, so that tho guilty ship could not afterwards be recognized as a legitimate crniser. All these disguises
were to no purpose. The Court penetrated them every one,
snying that, if such a ship could lawfully sail there would be on
our part" a fraudulent neutrality, di,graceful to our g;overnment,
of wh ich no nation would be tho dupe." ( Tit~ G ran P ara, 7
Wheat., 471, and also four otlter cases in same volume.) Dut a
" neutrality " worse even than that coudemncd in advance by our
Supreme Court," of which no nation would be the dupe," is now
served out to us, which nothing but the fatal war Fpirit that has
entered into Great Britain can explain. There was a time when
the Foreign Secretary of England, truly eminent as statesman
aud as orator, Mr. Canning, said in the House of Commons: , " If
war must come, let it come in the shape of satisfaction to be
demaudcd for injuries, of rights to be asserted, of interests to be
protc,cted, of treaties to be fulfilled. But, in God's name, let it
not come on in the paltry, pettifogging way of filling out s!tips in
our harbors to cruise for gain. At all events lrt t!te country disdain to be sneaked into a war." (Canning's Speeches, Vol. v.
p. 51.) These noble words were uttered in r eply to Lord John
Russell and his associates in 1823, on their proposition to repeal
the Foreign Enlistme11t Act and to overturn the statute safeguards
of British neutrality. But they speak uow with greater force
than tlien.
Eren ifit be admitted that" ships of war," like" muuitions of
war," may be sold to a Belligerent, as is asserted by the British
Prime Minister, echoing the Lord Chief Baron, i t is ob\'ious that
it can be only with the distinction, to which I have already alluded,·
that the 'sale is a commercial transaction, pure and simple, and
not, in any respect, a hostile expedition fitted out in l!:ngland.
The ship must be " exported" as an article of commerce, aud it
must continue such until its arrival at the belligerent port,
where alone· can it be fitted out and commissioned as a "ship of
war," when its hostile character will commence. Any attempt
in England to impart to it a hostile character, or, in one word, to
make England its naval base, must be criminal; but this is
precisely what l1as been done. And here are the leonine footprints which point so badly.
(11.) But not content with misconstruing the decisions of our
Supreme Court, in order to make them a cover for naval expeditions to de predate on our commerce, our whole history is forgotten
or misrepresented. I t is forgotten, that, as early as 1793, under
the administration of Washington, before any Act of Congress on
the subject, the National Government recognized its liability,
under the Law of Nations, for ships fitted out in its ports to deprcdate on British commerce; that Washington, in a :Message to
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Congress, de~cribcs rnch ships as " ,csscls commi,:sionrd or
equipped in a v:arlike form, within the lin1its of t he U11ited
States," an<l also as " milita ry expeditions or e11terprises,"
(Aml'rican State J>a,pers, Vol. i. p. 2J,) and that J efferson, in
vindicating this policy of repression, said, in a letter to the F rench
Minist er, that "it was our wish to preserve the morals of om·
citizens from heing vitiated by courses ol' law less pluuder and
murder;" (Ibid, 148.) that, on this occa~io11 t he National
Go,·emment made the disti11ction between" mu11itio11s of war"
which a 11c11tral might supply in the way of commerce to a 1,elligent, and "ships of war," which a neutral was not allowed to
supply, or ernn to augment with arms; that Mr. IL1mmond, the
British ple11ipotentia1·y at th-tt time, by his letter of 8th .May,
1793, after complaining of two French privateers fhted out at
Charleston, to cruise against Britbh Commerce, expres~ly declares
that he considers them "breaches of that neutrality whidi the
United States profess to ohserve, and direct co11t1·a1·entio11s of the
Proclamation which the President had issued," ( Wharton's State
Trials, p. 49,) and that Ycry soon there were criminal proceedings, at British instigation, on account of these privateers, in
\Vhich it was affirmed by the Court, that such s hips could not be
fitted out in a neutral pnr t without a violation of international
obligations; that, promptly tl!erea fterwards, on the application
of the British Government, a statute was enacted, in harmony
with the Law of l\'atious, fo r t he better maintenauce of our 11cutrality; that, in 1818, Congress enacted another slatute in the
nat ure of a Foreign Enlistment Act, which was proposrd as
an example by Lord Castlereagh , when urging a siluilar statu te
u pon P arliament; that in 11:,23 the conduct of the Uuitcd
States on this whole l1ead was proposed as an example to the
British Parliament by Mr. Canni11g; that, in 1837, duri11g the
rebellion in Canada, on the application of the British Guverument, and to its special satisfaction, as was announced in Parliament by Lord P almerston, who was at the time Foreign
Secretary, our Government p1·omptly declared its purpose "to
maintain the supremacy of those laws which had been passed to
fulfil the oliligations of the Unit.ed States towards all nations
which shonlLl be engaged in foreign or domestic warf!1re;" and,
not satisfied with its existiug powers, undertook to a~k additional
legislation from Congress; t hat Congress proceeded at once to the
enactment of another statute, calculated to meet the immediate
exigency, wherein it was provided that collectors, marshals and
other officers shall '· seize and detain any vessel which may be
pro,·idcd ot· prepared for any military ei-pedition or enterprise
against the territories or dominions of any Foreign Prince or
P ower." (Statntcs at Large, Vol. v . p. 2U.) lt is something
to forget these things; but it is convenient to forget still further
i.nat, on the breaking out of the Crimean War, in 1854. the
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British Government, jointly with France, mado finother appeal to
the United States, that our citizens "shonld rigorously abstain
from taking part in armaments of Russian privateers, or in any
other measure opposed to tho duties of a strict neutrality" and
this appeal, which was declared by tho British Government to be
"in the spirit of just reciprocity," was answered ou om· part by a
sincere and determined Yigilance, so that not a single Bl'itish or
French ship suffered from any cruiser fitted out in our ports.
A.nd it is also convenient to forget still further the solemn obligations of Treaty, binding on both parties, by which it is stipulated,
·"That the subjects and citizens of the two nations shall not do any acts of
ltostility or violence against eaclt other, nor accept commissions or instructions
~o to act from any foreign prince or state, enemies to the otber party ; nor
shall the enemies of one of the parties be permitted to invite or endeavor
to enlist in their military sen-ice, any of the Bubject;i or citizens of the othe1·
party; and tlie laws against all such offences and a_qgressions shall be punctually executed." (Statutes at Large, Vol. viii. p. l:.!7.)

But at tho date of this Treaty, in 1794, there was little legislation
the subject in either country; so that the Treaty, in harmony
with the practice, testifies to the requirements of tho Law of
~ations, as understood at the time by both Powers.
.Aud yot, forgetting all these things,-which show liow faithfully the Natio11al Government has acted, both in measures
of 1·epression and measures of compensation-also how often tho
British GoYernment has asked and recei,ed protection at our
hands, and how highly our example of neutrality has been appreciated by leading British statesmen- and forgetting also that
"spirit of just recipl'Ocity" which, besides being the prompting
of an honest nature, had been positively promised-ship after ship
is permitted to leave British ports to depredate on our commerce;
and when we complain of this outrage, so unprecedented and so
unjustifiable, all the oblig-ations of Iutornational Law arc ignored,
and we are petulantly told that the evidence against the ships is
not sufficient under the statute; and when wo propose that the
statute shall be rendered efficient for the purpose, precisely as in
past times the British Government, under circumstances less
stringent, proposed to us, we are pointedly repelled by the old
baronial declaration, that there must be no change in the laws of
Eugland; while to cap this strange insensibility, Lord Palmerston,
in one of the last debates of the late Parliament, brings :igainst
us a groundless charge of infidelity to our neutral duties during
the Crimean war, when the fact is notoriously the reverse, and
Lord Russell, in the same spirit, imagines an equally groundle~s
charge, which he records in a despatch, that we have recently
enlisted men in Ireland, when notoriously we have done no such
thing. Thus all the obligations of reciprocal ser,ice and good
will are openly discarded, while our public conduct, as well in
the past as the present, is openly misrepresented.
011
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(12.) This flagrant oblivion of history and of duty, which seems
to be the adopted policy of the Briti:;h Govemment, lrns been
characteristically followed by a flat refusal to pay for the damages
to our commerce caused by the hostile expeditions. The Uuited
States, under Washington, on the application of the British
Go,ernme1it, made compensation for damages to British commerce
under circumstances much less vexatious, and, still further, by
special treaty, made compensation for damages "by vessels originally armed" in our ports, which is the present case. Of course,
it can make 110 difference-not a pin's difference-if the armament
is carried out to sea, in another vessel from a British port, and there •
transhipped. Such an evasion may be effectual against a Parliamentary statute, but it will be impotent against a demand upon
the British Government, according to the principles of International Law; for this law looks always at the substance and not the
form, and will not be di,erted by the trick of a pettifogger.
Whether the armament be put on board in port or at sea,
Euglaud is always the naval base, or, according to the language
of Sir William Scott, in a memorable case, the "station" or
"vantage gronnd,"-wliich he declared a neutral country could
· not be. ( Twee Gebroeders, 3 Robinson, R. 162.) 'l'herefore,
ihe early precedent between the United States and England
is in every respect completely applicable, and since this precedent was established - not only by tlte consent of England but
at her motion - it must be accepted on the presen t occasion
as an irreversible declaration of International duty. O~her
nations might differ, but England is bound. And now it is
her original interpretation, first made to take compensation from
us, which is flatly rejected, when we ask compensation from her.
But even if the responsibility for a hostile expeditiun fitted out in
British ports were uot plain, there is something iu the recent conduct of the British Government calculated to remorn all doubt.
Pirate ships are reported 011 the stocks ready to be launched, and
when the Parliamentary statute is declared insufficient to stop
them, the British Government declines to amend it, aud so doing,
it openly declines to stop the pirate :;hips, saying, "if the Parliamentary statute is inadequate then lot them sail." It is not
needful to consider the apology. 'l'hc act of declension is positive
and its conseque,ices are HO less positive, fixing bf'/JOnd quPstion
the nisponsibility of tfte British Government for tltese criminal
expeditions. In thus fixing this responsibility, we I.mt follow the
sugge:,tions of reason, and the text of an approved authority,
whose words have beeu adopted iu .Euglaud.
"It must be laid down as a ma.:r:im, that a sovereign, who, knowing the
crime$ of his suhjects, a$ for example that they practice pirar!J on strangers,
anil being n],;o able nnd obliged to binder it, doe$ not binder it, renders
himself criminal, because he has consented to t}ie bad action, tlie commission

of iolticl1 lie /,r,s permiflerl. It is pre~u_med thnt n 8~\"erei~n kno~s w~al
J,is s11hjt•ds orwnly anti frequently commit, anrl, as to las pou·er of hmder111g
tlie en'/. tllis likewise is always presumed, uulcss the want of it be clearly
proved."

811('h are the words of Bur1amaqni, in his work on Natural Law,
qnotcu with approbation Uf Phillimore in his work on tho l,aw
of Natious.-(Phil/imore, Vol. i. p. 237 .) Uule~s these words arc
discarded as "a maxim,"-whilo tho early precedent of llritish
dema11d u pon us for compensation is al; o rudely rejected-it is
difficult to see how the British G1n-cn1111c11t can amid the consequences of complicity with tho pirnto f-hips in all their lawless
devastation. But I forbear to dwell on this accumulating liability,
aruounting already to many millions of dollars, with accumulating
cxa~µcrations also. My present ol~cct is accomplbhed, if I
mako you see which way danger lies.
(1:3.) But beyond acts and words this same British rabbia
shows i~elf in the official tone, which has been adopted towards
the ~ational came in its unparalclled struggle-especially
throllghout the cor1·cspondcnco of the British ]foreign Office. Of
cour~e, there is no frieud~hip in any of these letters. Nor is there
any S) mpathy with the National championship against Rebel ~la.emong11r,;, 11or one word of mildest dissent e\·en from tho miscreant
apostolate which was preached in thcit· behalf. Naturally the
tone is in harmony with the sentiment. Hard, curt, captiou~,
cy11ical, it e1·i11ces an indifforcaco to those kindly relations which
natiuus ought to cultivate with each other, and which shoulc.1 be
the s1udy or a wi~c i,tatesmanship. Tho i\Ialay rn11s a-muck, aud
such is the favorite diplomatic style in dealing with us. This is
p~i11fully com-picuous in all that co11cerns the pirate ships. But
I ca11 well understand that a ?ilini,,tcr, who so easily conceded
Bellige rent Rights to Rebel Sla1·0-mo11gcrs, and then so easily
permitted their ships to sally forth for piracy, would bo very
indifferent to the touc of what ho wrote. And yet e\·on outrage
may ho soothed or softened uy gentle words; but none such have
come ont of British diplomacy to us. Most deeply do I regrnt
this too suirge~tiYe failure . .And belieYe me, fellow citizens, I say
these things with sorrow unspeakable, anc.1 011 ly in dischargo of
my duty on this occasion, when, face to face, I meet you to
con!'itlcr the aspects of our a!Tairs auroad.
(1-1.) l311t there is still auother head of danger in which all
others culminate. 1 refer to an intru~ivo :\Iediation or, it may l>e,
a Rccoguition of the Sla\'C•monger pretension ns an Independent
Nution; for such p1·opositio11s have Jiecn openly made in Parliament and com,tantl_y urged hy tho British press, and, though 11ot
yet adopted liy her .Majesty's Go\·crnrucnt, they hare uever ucen
repP!lcd on principle, so that they constitute a. perpctunl cloud,
thrcalcuiug to urcak, in our foreigu relations. lt i~ plain to all
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who have not forgotten history, that England never can be guilty
of such Recognition without an unpardonable apostacy; nor can
she htcrvene hy way of Mediation except in the interests of
Freedom. A.nd yet such are the strange " elective affinities"
newly born between England and Sla,~ry; such is the t<?wering
blindness with regard to our country, km<lred to that winch prenilcd in the time of George Gren,ille and Lord North, that her
Majesty's Governme~t, instea? of rcpelli1!g the proposition, s_imply
ad.JOlll'll it, mcan~l11le _a~optrng the a_tt1tnde of one watchmg to
strike. 1·1ie British :M:1111ster at Washrngton, of model prudence,
whose indiddual desire for peace I cannot doubt, tells his Gornrnmeut in a dc~patch which will be found in the last Blue Book,
that as yet be secs no sign of "a conjuncture at which Foreign
Powers may step in with 11ropriety and effect to put a stop to the
effusion of ulood." Hero is a plain assumption that such a conjuncture may occur. But for the present we arc left free to wage
the battle against Slavery without any such Intervention in arrest
of our efforts.
Such arc some of the warnings which lower from the English
sky, bending over the graves of Wilberforce and Clarkson, while
sounding from these sacred graves are heard strange, un-English
voices, crying out, "Come unto us, Rebel Slave-mongers, whippers of women and sellers of children , for yon are tbe people
of onr choice, whom we welcome promptly to ocean rightswith Armstrong guns and naval expeditions equipped in our
ports, and on whom we lavish sympathy always and the prophecy
of success ;-while for you, who uphold the Republic and oppose
Siavery, we have hard words, criticism, rebuke and the menace
of war."
Perils from France.
If we cross the channel into France, we shall not be encouraged
much. And yet the Emperor, though actiug habitually in concert
with the British Cabinet, has not iutermeddled so illogically or
displayed a temper of so little international amiability. The
correspondence under his direction, even at the most critical
mome11 ts, leaves little to be desired in respect of form . Nor has
there been a single blockade-runner under the French flag; uor
a single pirate ship from a :French port. But in spite of these
things, it is too apparnnt that the Emperor has taken sides against
us in at least four important public acts-positively, plainly,
olfensively. The Duke de Choiseul, Prime Minister of France,
was addressed by Frederick the Great, as" the coachman of
Enropc,"-a title which belongs now to Louis Napoleon. But he
must not try to be'' the coachman of America."
(1.) Following the example of England Louis Napoleon has
aclrnowledged the Rebel Slave-mono-ers as ocean Bellio-erents so
that with the sauctiou of Frauce, ;ur ancieut ally, tl~eir pi/ate
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~hips although without a single open port which they can call
their 'own, enjoy a complete immunity as lawful cruisers, while all
who sympathize with them may furnish supplies and munitions of
war. This fatal concession was aggravated by the concurrence
of the two great Powers. But, God bo praised, their joint act,
though capable of giving a brief vitality to ~Javery 011 pirate
decks, will be impotent to confirm this intolerable pretension.
(:!.) Sinister events are not alone and this recognition of
SJa,·cry was followed by an expedition of France, in concurrence
with .England and f:-\pain, against our neighbor Republic, Mexico.
The two latter Powers, with becoming wisdom, Yery soon withdrew; but tho Emperor did not hesitate to enter upon an invasion,
A French fleet with an unmatched iron-clad, the cousummato
product of French naval art, is now at Vera Cruz aud the French
army after a protracted siege has stormed Puebla and entered tho
famous Capital. T his far-reaching ontorpriso was originally said
to bo a sort of process, ser.cd by a general, for the rcco,cry of
outtitanding debts due to French citizens. Bnt the Emperor in a
mystic letter to General Forcy gave to it another character. Ro
proposed nothing less than the restoration of the Latin race on
this side of the Atlantic, and more than intimates that the United
States must be restminod in powe1· and influence o~er the Gulf
of Mexico and the Antilles. And now the A1·chduke Maximilian
of Austria. has been proclaimed Emperor of Mexico undor tho
protection of Franco. It is ob.ions that this imperial invasion,
though not openly directed against us, would uot ha,e been made,
if our con,ulsions had not left tho door of the continent ajar, so
that foreign Powers may uow bravely enter in. Aud it is moro
ob,·ions that this attempt to plant a throne by our side would
"have died before it saw the light," had it not been supposed that
the Rebel Slave-mongers wore about to tl"inmph. Plainly the
whole transaction is connected with our affairs. But it can be
little more than a transient experiment-for who can doubt that
this imperial exotic, planted by foreign care and propped by
foreign bayonets, will disappear before the ascending glory of the
Republic.
(3.) T his enterprise of war was followed by an enterprise of
diplomacy uotless hardy The Emperor, not content wi~h stirring
agaiubt us the gulf' of Mexico, the Antilles and the Latin race,
eutcred u pon work of a different character. He invited E11irland
and Russia to unite with Fra11ce in tendering to the two Belligereu ts ( such is the equal designation of onr Republic aud tho
embryo sla~e-monger wockery !) their joint Mediation to procure
"an armistice for six months, during which every act or war,
direct or indirect, should pro,isio11ally cease on sea as well as on
l aud, to be renewed if ueee~sary for n. further period." T ho
Cabinets of :England and Russia, better ini;pireu, decliued tho
inYitation, which looked to little short of Recoguitiou itself. U11dcr
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• the armistice proposed all our vast operations mm}t have been
suspended-the tlockade itself must have ceased-while the rebel
ports were opened on the one side to unlimited imports of supplies
and military stores, and on the other side to unlimited exports of
cotton. Trade for the time would have been legalized in these
ports and Slavery would have lifted its griuuing front before the
civili~ed world. Not disheartened by this failure, the Emperor
alone pushed forward his diplomatic enterprise against us, as he
had alone pushed forward his military enterprise against Mexico,
and he proposed to our Government tile uusupported mediation
of France. His offer was promptly r~jected by the President.
Con"'rcss by solemn resolutions, adopted by both llouses, with
sin,,.~lar unanimity, and· communicated since to all foreign governmc7i ts announced that such a proposition could be attributed
only '~ to a misunderstanding of the trno state of the question
and the real character of the war in which the Republic is
engaged; and that it was in its nature so ~ar injurious_to t!1e
national interests that Congress would be obliged to consider its
repetition an unfriendly act." This is strong language, but it
frankly states the true position of our country. Any such offer,
whate,·e1· may be its motive, must be an encouragement to the
Rebellion. ln an age when ideas prevail and even words become
things, the simple declarations of statesmen are of incalculable
importance. But the head of a great nation is more than statesman. The imperial proposition teuded directly to the dismembennent of tho Republic and the substitution of a ghastly Slammonger nation.
Baffied in this effort, twice attempted, tho Emperor does not
yet abandon its policy. Wo are told that "it is postponed to a
more suitable opportunity;" so that he too waits to strik0-if the
Gallic cock does not sound the alarm in an opposite qnarter.
:Meanwhile the development of the Mexican expedition shows too
clearly the moti\'e of mediation. It was all one transaction.
Mexico was invaded for empire, and mediation was proposed in
order to help the plot. But the invasiou must fail with the
diplomacy to which it is allied.
(4.) But the policy of the French Emperor towards our
Republic has not been left to any uncertain inference. For a
long time public report has declared him to be unfriendly, and
now public report is confirmed by what he has done and said.
The. ambassa_dorial attorney of Rebel Slave-mongers has Leen
received by l11m at the Tuilleries; members of Parliament, on an
errau~ of hostility to om cause, have been received by him at
Fontameuleau ; and the official declaration has been made tliat
lie drsires to recognize the Rebel Slave-mongers as an Independent
Power. This has been hard to believe; but it is too true. The
~rench Emperor is against us. In an evil hour, under temptat1011s which shoukl be scouted, he forgets the precious tradi-
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tions of France whose blood commingled with ours in a common
causP; he forgetll the sword ol' Lafayette and Rocha111l1cau 11 ,~hing uy tho sido of the sword of Wa~hington a11d Lincoln, while
the lilies of the ancient monarchy floated toge1her with the
stars of out· infant flag; ho forgets that early alliance, scaled
l1y Franklin, which gar~ to tho Republic t ho assura nce of
national life, and made ]!'ranee tho partner of her rbing glory;
lieu pielas, lteu prisca fldes,-manibus date /ilia plenis; a11d he
forgets still more the ohligations of }tis own uame.-how the
first Napoleon surrendered to 11s Louisiana and tho whole reirion
West of the Mississippi, saying, "this accession of territory
establi&hes for ever the power of 1hc Uuited States, and gives to
England a maritime rirnl destined to humble her pride;" and
he forgets a lso how h e h imself, when beginning his luter,cution
for Italian Liberty, boasted proudly that France always stood for
a n "idea ; " a nd , forgetting t hc~e t hings, which mankind cannot
forget, he seeks t he dh-junction of this R epublic, with the spoliation
of that ,ery territory, which h ud come to us from the fint Napoleon, while France, always standing for an "idea" is made under
h is auspices to stand for t he " idea" of welcome to a new enlllgel
of Sla,cry, with Mason and Bl idell as the evangelists. 'l'lllls is
the imperial influe11co thrown on the side of Rebel .. laxc-mo11gcrs.
Unlike tho ancient Galli, the Emperor forbears for the present to
fling his sword into tlie scale; but he flings his hea,y hand, if
uot his sword.
But only recently we ha,e the menace of the sword. The
throne of :Mexico has been offered to an Austrian Archd uke. The
dc5iro to recognize tho Iu<lepe11dencc of Rebel Slave-mongers has
been officia lly declared. 'l'hesc two incidents arc to be taken
together- as the complements of each other. A11d now wo are
assured by concurri ng report, that Mexico is to lio maintained as
an Empire. T he policy of tho Holy Alliaucc, origi11ally orga11ized
against tho great Napoleon, is adopted by his representatirn
on the throne of France. What its despot authors left u n<lono
the present Emperor, 11ephew of the fir5t, proposes to accompfo,h.
It is said that 1'cxas also is to be brought under the Imperial Protectorate, thus ra.,ishing a posses&ion, which belonAS to this
Republic, ns much as Norman<ly belongs to France. The'· partition" of Poland is acknowledged to be the great crime of the last
century. It was accomplished by T hree Powers, with the 5ilcn t
connivance of the rest; but not wi tbou t pangs of remorse on the par t
of one or tho spoilers. "I know," said Maria T here~a to the ambassador of Louis XVI ., " that I harn brongh t a deep stain 011 my
reign Ly what has been done in Poland; but l am sut·o that I ~hould
be forgi,cn, if it could be known what repugnance I had to it."
(Flossan, Ilistoire de la Diplmnatie Francaise, Yo!. ,ii. p. 1:23.)
.But the French :Emperor seeks to play on this COl~tinent the Yery
part which of old caused tho contrition of )Iai-ia Theresa; nor could
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tho" partit:on" of our broad conntry:-if it; an e,il hour it were
accornplid:e<l-fail to be the great cnme ot the J)l'eseut century.
Tram,-ler upon the Rep_ublic in France:-tramplcr upo1! the Republ ic in Mexico-it rema111s to be ~ccn 1f tlie French Empel'or can
prernil as trampler upon this R epublic. I do 11ot think _he can;
llOl' am I anxious 011 account of the uew Emperor of llex1co, who
will IJo as powe rless ns King Ca1111te a~ai11st the rising tide of the
American people. His chair must IJo withdrawn or he will be
orel'whelmed .
.And hero I bring to an end this unpleasant review. It is with
small satisfaction, aud only in explanation of our r elations with
Foreicrn Powers, that I have accumulated these instances, 11ot one
of wl~ich smnll as well as gl'eat, is without its painful lesson,
while th~y all testify with a single voice to the perils of our
couutry.

[II.]
FOREIGN INTERVENTION, BY MEDIATION OR INTERCESSION.

But there is another branch of the subject, which is not less
impol'taut. Considering all these things aud especially how groat
Powers abroad have constantly menaced Intervention in our war,
now hy criticism and now by proffers of Mediation, all tending
painfully to something further, it becomes us to sec what, according to the priuciµles of International La w o.ud tho examples
of history will ju~tify Fnrei)!n Interrention, in any of the forms
which it may take. Aud here there is 011e remark which may
be made at the ontset. Nations arc equal in the eye of International Law, so that what is right for oue is right for all. It
follows that no uation can justly exercise any right which it
is not uound to coucede undet· like circnmstauces. Therefore,
should our cases be rerersed, there is nothing which Euglaud
and France have now proposed or which they may hereafter
propose which it will uot be our equal right to propose, when
Ireland or India ouce more r ebel, or when France is in the throes
of its next revolution. Generously aud for the sake c,f that International Comity, which should uot be lightly hazarded, we may
r eject the precedents they uow furnish; but it will be hard for
them to complain if we follow them.
Foreign In terve1Jtion is 011 its face incon~isten t with e,·ory idea
of National Independence, ·which in it~elf is 11othing morn than
the conceded right of a 11ation to rest undistnrbed so lowr as it
doe_s not disturb others. If 11a1io11s stood alisolutely alu~e, dissoc~ate<l from_ each other, so that what passed in one had little or
no 111fl'.1?nce 111 ano~her, ouly a tyrannical or i11termeddli11g spirit
?oul<l J~il to recoglllze this right. J~ut civilization itself, by drawmg nations uearer to~cther and bringing them in to one society,
has brought them unde1· reciprocal iufluence, so that no nation
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can now act or suffer by itself a lone. Out of the relations and
suggestions of good neighborhood-involving, of course, the admitted right of self-defence-springs the only justificatiou or apology
which can be found for Foreign Intervention, whicil is the general
term to signify au interposition in the affairs of another country, whatever form it may take. Much is done under the name
of" good offices," whether in the form of Mediation or InlPrcession; and much also by military power, whether in the declared will
of superior force or directly by arms. Recognition of I,1drper1r
dence is also another instance. Intervention in any form is
interference. If peaceable it must be judged by its motive and
tendency; if forcible it will naturally be resisted by force.
Intervention may be between two or more nations, or it may be
between the two parties to a civil war; and yet again, it may be
where there is 110 war, foreign or domestic. In each case, it
should b_e governed strictly by the same principles, except, perhaps, that, in the case of·a civil war, there should be a more
careful consideration, not only of the rights, but of the susceptibilities of a nation so severely tried. This is the obvious suggestion of humanity. Indeed, Interve11tion between nations is only
a common form of participation in foreign war; but intervention
in a civil war is an iutermeddling in the domestic concerns of
another nation. Of course, whoever acts at the joint invitation
of the belligerent parties, in order to compose a bloody strife, will
be entitled to the blessings which belong to the peace-makers;
but, if uninvited, or acting ouly at the inYitation of one party,
he will be careful to proceed with reserve and tenderness, in the
spirit of peace, and will confine his action to a proffer of good
offices in the form of .Mediation or 'l ntercession, unless he is ready
for war. Such a proffer may Lie declined withont offence. But
it can neve1· be forgotten that, w!terH one side is obviously fighting
for Barbarism, auy Interventiou, whatever form it may tuke,-if
only by captious criticism, calculated to give encouragement to
the wrong side, or to secure for it time 01· temporary toleration,
if not fiual success,-is vtainly immoral. If uot contrary to the
Law of Nations, it ought to be.
Iuterventiou, in the spirit of Peace and for the sake of P eace,
is one of the refinements of modern civilization. Intervention,
in the spirit of war, i f not for the sake of' war, has filled a large
space in history, ancient and modern. But all these instances
may be grouped uuder two heads; first, Iuten·ention in external
affairs; and, secondly, fotervention in internal affairs. The first
may be illustrated by the Intervention of the Elector Maurice, of
Saxony, against Charles V.; of King William against Louis
Xl V . ; of Russia and France, in the seven years' war; of Russia
again between France and Austria, in 1805, and also between
France and Prnssia, in 1806; and of France, Great Britain and
Sardinia, between Turkey and Russia, in the war of t he Crimea.
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The Intervention of Russia, Austria, and Prussia, in the affairs
of Poland; of Great Britain among the llative Powers of India;
and of the Allied Powers, under the continued inspiration of tho
Treaty of Pilnitz, in the French Re,olution, are illustrations of
the second head. But without dwelling ou these great examples,
I shall call attention to instances, which show more especially the
growtll of intervention, first, in external, and, then, iu internal
affairs. And h ere I shall conceal nothing. Instances, which
seem to be against tho principles which I have at heart, will at
least help to illustrate the great subject, so that you may see it
as it is.

Intervention in External Affairs.
(1.) First in order, and for the sake of completeness, I speak
of Intervention iu external affairs, where two or more nations are
p!lrties.
As long ago as 1645, France offered Mediation between what
was then called " the two crowns of the North," Sweden and
Denmark. This was followed, in 1648, by the famous Peace of
Westphalia, the beginning of our present Law of Nations, which
was negotiated under the j oint Mediation of the Pope aud the
Republic of Venice, present by Nuncio a11d Ambassador. Shortly
afterwards, in 1655, the Emperor of Germany offered his Mediation between Sweden and Poland, but the old liistorian records
that the Swedes suspected him of seeking to increase rathe1· than
to arrange pending difficulties, which was confirmed by his
appearance slwrtly afterwards in the Polish camp. But Sweden,
though often belligerent in those days, was not so always, and, in
1672, when war broke forth between :France and England on one
side and the Dutch Provinces on the other, we find her proffering
a Mediation, which was promptly accepted by England, who justly
rejected a similar proffer which the Elector of Brandenburg,
ancestor of the kings of Prussia, had the hardihood to make while
marching at the head of his forces to join the Dutch. The
English notes on this occasion, written in what at the time was
called" sufficiently bad l!'rench but in most intelligible terms,"
declared tha~ t(ie Electoral proffer, though under the pleasant
n ame ·or med1at10n, (par le doux nmn de mediation,) was in reality an arbitration, and that, instead of a Mediation, unarmed and
disinlfrested, it was a Mediation, armed and pledged to the
enemies of Euglaud. (Wicquefort, L' Ambassadeur, Vol. i.
p. 135.)
Such are some of the earlier instances, all of which have their
lesson for us. But there are modern instances. I allude only to
the Triple Alliance between Great Britain, Prussia and Holland
which , at the close of tho last century, succes~frely intervened'
by a Mediation, which could not be resis.ted, to compel Denmark_:
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which ha<l sided with Russrn. against Rwcclen-to r emain n eutral for
the rest of tho war; then iu 17!:ll to dictate the terms of peace
between Austria and· the Porte; and lastly in 1 i92, to cont-train
Russia into au almndo11ment of lier designs upon the Tu rkis h
Empi1·3, by the p eace of Jassey. On this occa::-iou the Elllpress
o f Ru~~ia, Catharine, pe1·9mptorily refn~cd tho .A.lediation of
Prns~ia and tho Mediating J\ lliancc made its approaches throu gh
Dcnnrnrk, by whose good offices tho Empress was fiually induced
to eonse>nt to tho Treaty. While tl111s engaged in a work of professed Mediation, England, in a note to tho French ambat-~ador
dccli 11ed a proposition to act as Mediator between Prance aud tho
Allied P owers; leu,·i11gtha tworld-om bruci11gwar to proceed. But
England has u ot only refused to act as :Mediator but has also refused
to submit to a mediation. '!'his was during tho last war wi th the
United States, when Russia, at that time tho ally of England,
proffered her :Mediation l,etwcon tho two belligerents, which was
promptly accepted by tho United States. I ts rejection at the
time by England, c a nsi11g the prolongation of hostilities, was
considered by Sir James .Afackinto!>h le~s justifiable, as "a mediator is a common friend, who counsels both parties with a weight
proportioned to their belief in Jais integrity and thcit· ro!'pect for
his power; but 110 is 11ot an arbitrator to whoso decision they subrnit thei r differences where award is binding on them." The
peace of G hent was concluded at l ast under Russian Mcdiution.
Hut England has not always been beliigcrent. When Auurcw
Jackson menaced Jotters o f marque against France, on account of
a failure to pay a sum stipulated i n a r ecent 'freaty with the
United States, Kiug William IV. proffered ltis Mediation between
the two Powers ; but happily the whole question was already
arranged . It appears also that, Lefore our wa r with Mexico, the
good offices of England were tendered to the two parties, but
11cither was williug to accept them, and war took its course.
S uch arc instances of interference in the external affairs of
nations, and siuce International L aw is to bo traced in history,
they furnish a guide which we cannot safely n eglect, especially
in view of the actual policy of Englaud and Frauce.

Intervention in Internal .A.flairs.
(2.) But the instances of Foreig n Intervention in th e internal
a{forrs of a n ation arc m ore pertinent to the present occasion.
They arc numerous and uot always harmonious, especially if we
compare the new with the old. In the earlier times su ch Intervention was regarded wilh r epugnance. But tho principle then
declared has Licen sapped on the one side by the conspiracies of
tyranny, seeking the s uppression of liberal institntious, and on
the other side, L,y a generous sympaLhy, breaking forth in support
of liberal institutions. According to the old precedents, most of
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which will be fonnd in the gossiping book of Wicqnefort, from
whence they ha,e been copied by Mr. Wildman, c,eu Foreign
Intercession was prohibited. Not e,·en in the name of charity
could one ruler speak to anolher on the domestic affairs of his
gorcrument. Peter, King. _of Arragon: refused ~o receive an
embassy from Alphonzo, Kmg of Castile, eutreatlllg mercy for
rebels. Charles IX:., of Franco, a detestable monarch, in reply to
ambassadors of the Protcstan t princes of Germany, pleading for his
Protestant subjects, insolently said th~t he required !lo tu~ors to
teach him how to rule. And yet tins same sorere1gn did not
hesitate to ask the Duke of Samy to receive certain subjects
"into his beni"n favor and to restore and re-establish them in
their confiscated estates." (Guizot's Cromwell, Vol. ii. p. 210.)
In this appeal tbere ~as a do1~ble inconsistenc.r; for it. was n?t
only an interference rn the affairs of another Pr1uce but 1t was rn
behalf of Protestants, only a few months before the massacre of
St. Bartholomew. Remy III., the successor of Charles, and a
detestable monarch also, in reply to the Protestant ambassadors,
announced that he was a sovereign prince, and ordered them to
)ca,c his dominions. Louis XIII. was of a milder nature, auJ. yet
when the Euglish ambassador, tlte Earl of Carlisle, presumed to
speak in favor of the Huguenots, he declared that no interference
between the King of France and his subjects could be approved.
The Cardinal Hicbelieu, who ·go,crned France so long-, learning
that a11 attempt was made to procure the Interees~ion of the
P.ope stopped it by a message to his Iloliness, that the King would
be displeased by any such interference. 'l'he Poµe himsclt~ on
another recorded occasion, admitted that it would be a pernicious
precedent to allow a subject to negotiate terms of accommodation
through a foreign Prince. On still another occasion, when the
King of France, forgetting his own rule, interposed in behalf of the
Barberin i Family, Innoceut X. declared, that as he had no desire
to interfere in the affairs of France, he trusted that his Majesty
would not interfere in his. Queen Christina of Sweden, on
merely l1i11ting a disposition to proffer her p:ood offices, for the
settlement of the unhappy dirisions of France, was told by the
Queen Regent, that she might give herself no tronhle 011 the
subject, and one of her own lllinisters at Stockholm declared that
the o,erture had been properly rejected. Nor were the States
General o~ Holland less sensitive. They even went so far as to
refuse audience to the Spanish ambassador, seeking to congratulate them on the settlement of a domestic question, a11d, when
th_e French ambassador undertook to plead for the Roman Catholics, the States by formal resolution denounced his conduct as
incon~istent with the peace and constitution of the Republic, all
of wl11ch was communicated to him by eight deputies who added
by word of mouth whatever the resolution seemed to waut in
plainuess of spceclt.
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Nor is England without similar examples. L ouis XIII.,
shortly aftc~ tho marriage of his sister llcnrietta ~Iaria with
Charles I. , consc11ted that the English ambassador should
interpose fo1 tho French P rotestants ; but when tho French
ambassador in England requested tho repeal of a law against
Roman Catholics, Charles expressed his surprise that tho King of
Prance should presume to iutermeddlc in English affairs. Eron
as kte as 1745, when, after the battle of Culloden, the Dutch
ambassador in France was induced to address the British Gorernment in behalf of Charles Edward, the Pretender, to the effect
that if taken he should not be treated as a rebel, it is recorded
that this Intercession was greatly resented by tho British Government which, not content with an apology from the unfortunate
official, required that ho should be rebuked by his own go,ernment also. And this is British testimony with re~ard to Intcrrention
in a civil war, even when it took the mildest form of Intercession
for the Ii fe of a prince.
B~t in the face of these repulses, all these nations at different
times have prncticed Intervention in c,·ery variety of form. Sometimes by Intercession or "good offices" only, sometimes by
:Mediation, and often by arms. E"on these instances attest tho
intermeddling spil'it, for wherever Intervention was thus repulsed,
it was at least attempted.
But there are two precedents belonging to the earlier period,
which dcscrYe to stand apart, not only for their histol'ic importance, but for their applicability to om· times. T he first was tho
effort of that powerful minister, who during tho minority of L ouis
XIV. swayed France-Cardinal Maz:u-in-to institute a :Mediation
between King Charles I. anti his l'arliament. The cidl war had
already been waged for years; good men on each side, had fallen,
Falkland fighting for the King and Ilampden fighting for the Parliament, and other costliest blood hud been shed on tho fields of
Worcester, Edgehill, Newbury, Man;ton .lloor, and Nascby, when
the ambitious Cardinal, wishing to serrn tho King, according to
Clarendon, promised" to press the padiament so imperiously, and
to denou11ce a war against them, if they refused to yield what was
reasonable." For this important sen"ice he selected tho famous
Pompouno de BelieHo, of a family tried in public duties-himself
President of the P arliament of P aris and a peer of Franco-conspicuous in personal qualities, as in place, whose beautiful head
preserrcd by the graver or Nanteuil is illustrious in art, and whoso
dying charity li,·es still in tho great hospital of the Hotel Dieu at
Paris. On his arrival at London, the graceful ambassador presented h imself to that Loug Parliament which knew so well how
to g uard English rights. l!..rery O\'Crture was at once rejected, by
formal proceedings, from which I copy these words : " We do
declare that we ourselves h are been carefol on all occasions to
compose these unhappy trouules, yet we ltave not, neither can,
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answer." Ou the committe~ winch _r~w . 11s rep Iy was J oI!n
~elden unsurpassed for learn111g and ability m the whol_e splendid
histor/ of the English b~r, on _every ~ook of whose library was
ritten "Before every thrng, Liberty and also that Harry Vane
;hom Milton, in one of Lis most inspired sonnets, addresses, as
"Vane young in years, but in sage counsel old,
Than'whom a. better Senator ne'er held
The helm of Rome, when gown s not arms r epelled
The fierce Epirot and the African bold.''

The answer of such men may well be a precedent to us; especially
should Eno-land takincr up the rejected policy of Mazarin, presume
to ;:end a~y a~bassaa°or to stay the Republic in its war with
Slavery.
But the same heart of oak, which was so strenuous to repel
the Intervention of France, in the great question between King
and Parliament, was not less strenuous even in Intervention-when
it could serve the rights of England or the principles of religious
liberty. Such was England when rnled by the great Protector,
called in his own day "chief of men." No nation so powerful
as to be exempt from that irresistible intercession, where beneath
the garb of peace there was a gleam of arms. From France,
c,eu under the rule of Mazarin, he claim~d respect for the
Protestant n ame, which he insisted upon making great and
glorious. From Spain, on whose extended empire the sun at
that timo never· ceased to shine, he insisted ·that no Englishman
should be subject to the Inquisition. Reading to his council a
despatch from Admiral Blake, announcing that he had obtained
justice from the Viceroy of Malaga, Cromwell said " that he
hoped to make the name of Euglishman as great as ever that of
Roman had been." In this same lofty mood he turned to propose
his :Mediation between Protestaut Sweden aud Protestant Bremen,
" chiefly bewailing that being both his friends they should so
despitefully combat one against another;"" offering his assistance
to a commodious accommodation on both sides," and " exhorting
them by no means to refuse any honest conditions of reconciliation."-~.ll1ilton's Prose Works, Vol. ,i. p. 315, 16.) Here was
lntcrvent1011 between nation and nation; but it was soon followed
by :in Intervention in the internal affairs of a distant country,
wluch of all the acts of Cromwell is the most touching and
s~blime. 'l'he French ambassador was at Whitehall urging the
signature of a treaty, when news unexpectedly came from a
secluded ,alley of the Alps-far away among those mountain
torrents which are the affiueuts of the Po-that a company of
pious Protestants, who had been for centuries gathered there
3
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whcro they kbpt the truth pure "when our fathers worshipped
stocks autl sto11es," wero no1v suffering terrible persecution fro
their sovereign, Emanuel of Savoy ; that they hat! I.Jeon despoiled
of all pos:;essious and liberties, brntally driven from their homes,
ginm over to a licentious and infuriate violence, and that whe"
they turned i11 self-defence, they had been "slain by the hlood1
Picmontcse, that rolled mother with iufant dow11 the rocks;" and
it was reported that French troops took par t in this dism
transaction . The Protector hear<.! the story, and his pity fla~hecl
iuto anger, ile declined to sign the treaty until France unite
with him in securing justice to these humble sufferers, whom
called the Lord's people. F or their relief he contributed out 0
his own purse £2.000, and authorized a. general collection through,;
out England, which roached to a largo sum; but, besides givin
money, he set apart a day of lJ umiliation a11d Prayer for the
Nor was this all. "I should be glad," wrote his Secrcta"1:
T hurloe, "to haxe a most particular account of that bm,in
and to know what has become of these poor people, for whom o
,ery souls here do bleed."-( Vaup-han's Prolectorale, Vol. i.
177.) But a mightier pen than that of a11y plodding secrete
was enlisted in this pious Iu tervcntiou. lt was J ohn :Milto
glowing with that indignation which his sonnet on tho mas!la
in Picinon t has made immortal in the heart of man, who wro
the magnificent despatches, in which the E11~lish nation of that
after declaring itself "li1_1ked togcthe1· with its distant broth
not only by tho sah1e type of h umanity, but by j oint commuu·
of the same r eligion," naturally and gloriously insisted
"whate,er had been decreed to their disturbance on account
the Reformed Religion should be abrogated, and that an cud
put to thcit· oppre!'sious." But not content with this call u
tho Prince of Savoy, tho Protector appealed to Louis XIV.
also to his Cardinal ~1 inister; to the ::;tates Oeueral of U oll
to tho Protestant Cantons of Switzerland; to the King of De111n
to Gustanis Adolphus, and oven to the Protestant Unitar
Prince of remote Transylvania; aud always by the pon of .Mil
- rallying these Princes and rowers in joint intt-eaty and in
vention and" if need be to some other speedy course, that su
numerous multitude of our i11nocent brethren may not misera
perish for want of succor and assistance." T he regent of ~a
wh o was the daughter of Ilenry IV. , professed to bo affected by t
English charity, and announced for her Protestant subjects "a(~
pardon, and also such privileges and graces as cannot but
t110 Lord Protector a sufficient e,idence of the great respect

both to !tis person and Mediation."-( O,uizot's Ilislory of C"
well, Vol. ii. p. 211-19; 111ilt,m's Prose W orks, Vol. vi. p. 318-S.
But there was still delay. Meanwhile Cromwell began to inqu

where English troops might debark in the Prince's territori
and Mazarin, anxious to complete the yet unfinished Treaty W
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land 'oined in requiring an immediate pacification in tl~e
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, Louis Xl V·• with his Card1na m1111ster uy 11s s1ue,
while foreign uatious watched the_scc~ie.
.
But this great instance, const1t11trng an 1~separable_ par~ of
tho glory of tho Protect.or, is uot_ t he ~ast occasion on which hng1 d · ten-cued in hehalf of the liberties of Protestants. T rouules
1~:,81: \1 Frauco with the rerncat(on of the edict _of Nantes; ?ut
t!l;so Lroko forth in tho relJclhon of tho Cam1s~rds, smartrng
,arns of the Ccdc r tllo rc"ocation. Sheltered hy the· Imo1111
un
. ". L'1ber ty
vcnnc!-, aud 11 crrcd by their ~oo d cause, wit
1 t I1e dcv1co,
of Con!-cieuco " on their ~tanclards, they made head agamst t"'.o
surccs~i,·o :Ma rshals or France, a nd perplexed the ol~ age of L oms
who~o arms were already e11fcebled by foreign war. At
la!-t t'hro1wh
tho l\fediation of England, tho great monarch made
tcr,;19 with0 1tis P rntesta11t r ebcls1 a ud tho civil war was endeu.
( ;lJ,,,-/in, article, 111inislt('. )
.
.
Iutcrven tion more often armed than unarmed, showed itself rn
the niiddlo of tho last contmy. All decency was set aside when
Frederick of Prns~ia, Catharine of Russia, and Maria 1'heresa of
Amtria, iurnded and partitioucd Poland, under the pretext of
suppressing anarchy. Ilc re was Iutorve11tio11 with a vengeance,
1111d on t lte side of arbitrary power. But such is human inconsbtency, there was almost at the same time, another I ntervention
in tho oppo~ito direction. l t was the .Armed Iuter\·cntion of
Fronce, followed by that of Spain and H olland, in behalf of
American ludependence. But Rpain began loter vcntion here by an
offer of Mediation, with a truce, w hich was accepted by Franco ou
condition that meanwhile the United States i:hould be independent
i,a fact. (J.1larl1•11s Ni.n,relles Causes Cf'lebres , Vol. i. p. 484.)
Tbcn came , in li~8, tho Armed lutcrvention of P rnssia, to sustain
an illiberal faction in Ilolla11d , which was followed after wards by the
compact between Great Brita i11, Prus~ia, and H ollaud, known as
tbe Triple Alliance, which began the business of its copartnership
by a'?- Armed Intervention to r econcile tho i11surgont provinces of
Belgtum to the German }~mpcror and their aucient Constitution.
As France began to be shaken liy domestic trouules Mediation in
her a~airs was oecai;ionally proposed. Among the papers of
Burke IS a draft of a :Memorial written in l i91 in tho name of
the Government, offeri11~ _what he calls" this he~ling m ediation."
Then came the nst co11ht10n fur Ariucd Iutcrvention in Franco to
put down ~he Re ruhlic. l~1~t e,·cn this dreary cloud was for a
moment bnghtened Ly n Bn11~h attempt in P arliamout throu"'h
BUccessivc. debates, to i11l'tituto an lutercession for Lafayette
Immured,, JD. the dunJrt'Ons of European de~potism. " It i~
reported, said one of tho orators, " that .America lias solicited

xn~.
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tho liberation of hor unfortunate adopted follow-citizen . Le
British magnanimity bo called in aid of American gratitude, ancj
exhibit to mankind a noble proof, that where,er the principles or
genuine liberty pre.ail, they never fail lo inspire sentimrnts of
generosily,feeli11~s of ltumanity, and a detestation of oppression."
(Parliamentary History, Vol. xxxi. p. 38; Vol. xxxii. p. 13-18.)
Meanwhile France, against which all Europe intervened, played
her part of Intervention, and the scene was Switzerland. In the
unhappy disputes between tho aristocratic and democratic parties, by which this Republic had been distracted, French :Mediation
had already become chronic, beginning in 1738, when it found a
partial apology in the invitation of so.era! of the Cantons and or
the government of Geneva; occurring again in 1768, and again
in 1782. The mountain Republic, breathing tho air of Freedom,
was naturally moved by the convulsions of the French Rc,olution. Civil war ensued, and grew in bitterness. At last, when
France herself was composed under the powerful arm of the First
Consul, we find him turning to compose the troubles of Switzerland. He was a military ruler, aud always acted under the
instincts of military power. By an address, dated at the palace
of St. Cloud, Bonaparte declared that, already for three years the
Swiss }iad been slaying each other, and that, if left to themselves,
they would continue to slay each other for three years more,
without coming to any understanding; that, at first, he had
resolrnd not to interfere in their affairs, but that he now changed
his roiud, and announced himself as tho :Mediator of their difficulties, proclaiming, confidently, that his Mediation would bo
efficacious as became tho great people in whose narno he spoke.
( Garden Histoire des Traites de Paix, Vol. viii. p. 2 L) Deputies
from the Cantons, together with all the chief ciLizens, wcro summoned to Paris, in order to declare the means of restoring the
union, securing peace and reconciling all parties. Of course,
this was Armed Mediation; but Switzerland was weak and France
was strong, while the declared object was union, peace and reconciliation. I know not if all this was accomplished, but tho civil
war was stifled, and the constitution was established by what is
entitled in history, the Act of Mediation.
From that pel'iod down to the present moment, Intervention in
the internal affairs of other nations has been a prevailing practice,
now cautiously and peaceably; now offensively and forcibly.
Sometimes it was against the rights of men; sometimes it was in
their favor. Sometimes England and France stood aloof ; sometimes they took part. The Congress of Vienna, which undertook
to setUe the map of Europe, organized a universal and perpet~al
Inter,ention in tho interest of monarchical institutions a11d e:usting dynasties. This compact was renewed at the Congress of
Aix la Chapelle, in 1818, with tho explanatory declaration that
tho five great Powers would never assume jurisdiction over ques-
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at Ci ence But this concession was obv10usly adverse to any
e; mo~emeut. Meanwhile the Holy Alliance was formed
s• ~~lly to watch and c~ntr?l the revolutionary tendencies ot: the
a~; but into this combmat1on England, ~o her h?nor, decl1n~d
t g enter. T he other Powers were sufficiently active. Austna,
Jussia nod P russia, did not hesitate at ~he Congress of La~bach,
in 18-!0, to institute an Armed Interve~t10n for the suppress10n of
liberal principles in Naples; and agam two years l~ter, at the
Congress of Verona, these same P~wers, together ~1th Fr3:nc~,
instituted another Armed Intervent10n to suppress liberal pr111c1plcs in Spain which ultimately led to the invasion of that kingdom and the dverthrow of its cons ti tu tion. France was the bell igerent a"ent and would not be turned aside, although the Duke
of Welnnaton at Verona and :Mr. Canning at home, sought to
arrest her°arrnies by the Mediation of Great Britain, which Mediation was directly sought by Spain and directly refused by France.
The British Go,ernment, in admirable letters, composed with
unsurpassed ~kill and constituting a noble page of International
Law, disclaimed fo1· itself and denied to other Powers the right
to require changes in ~he internal institutions of Independent
States, with the menace of hostile attack in case of refusal; and
it braxely declareJ to the Imperial and Royal Interventionists,
that " so long as the struggles aud disturbances of Spain should
be confined within the circle of her own territory, they could not
be admitted by the Britbh Government to afford any plea for
foreign interference," and in still another note it repeated that
" a menace of direct and imminent da11ger could alone, in exception to lite general rule, justify foreign inteiference." (Phillimore's Intcrnatioual Law, Vol. iii. pp. 757-66.) These were the
words of Mr. Canning; but even Lord Castlereagh, in an earlier
note, had asserted the same limitation, which at a later day had
the u nqualified support of Lord Grey and also of Lord Aberdeen.
Justly 111terprcted they leave no apoloay for Armed Intervention
except in a case of direct and immine~t dan,,.er when a nation
like an iudividual, may be thrown upon the gr;at rirrht
of sell
0

n~

defence.
But Great Britain bore testimony by what slie did, as well as
by w_ha t she refused to do. E\ en while resistin" the Armed Inter':e nhon of th~ g_rcat compiracy, her Governme1~t intervened sometimes by Mediation a nd sometimes by arms. Early in the contest
betwce!• ~ pain aud her Colonies, she cousented on the invitation
o_f ~~a m to, ac~ as Me?iator, in the _hope of effecting a reconciliat!on , but l--pam decl111cd the Mediation which she had invited.
From 1812 to 1823 Great Britain coustautly repeated her offer
I n the ca!-~ of P ort ugal she we11t further. Under the counsels of
Mr. Cau11111g, wllose i;pecch on the occasion was of the most
0
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memorable character, she inter,ened by landing troops at Lis
but this lu terveution was vindicated by the obligations of tre
Next came t he greater instance of Greece, when the Chris
Powers of Europe intervened to arrest a protracted strul,!gle
to save this classic land from 'l'u rki~h tyranny. Hero tho
step was a pressing invitation f,·om the Gruks to tho British
French governmcuts for their Mediation with the Ottoman Po
These Powers togcLl1er with Rus!>ia proffered the much desir
Iuterve11tio11, which the Greeks at once accepted and the Tur
rejected. Battle had already raged fiercely, accompanied by
barous massacre. Without delay, the Allied forces wore direc
to compel t he cessation of hostilities, which was accomplished
the destrnction of the Turkbh fleet at Navarino and the occ
pation of the Morea by French troops. At last, under the
continued li!ediation of these P owers, the independence of Greece
was recognized by the OLtoman l'orte, and anothct· Free State,
consecrated t o Freedom, took its place in the 1!,amily of Nations,
But Mediation in T urki!,h affairs did not stop hero. 'l' he example
of Greece was followed by Egypt, whose prodncial chief Mehemet
Ali reboiled, and, by a genius for war, succeeded in di~posses~ing
the Ottoman Porto uot only of Egypt, but of other possessions
abo. This civil war was first anestcd by temporary arrangement
at Kutoyah in 1831:$, under the Mediation of Great Britain a nd
Frauce, and, finally ended by a n Armed l\Iediation in 1840, when,
af'tcr elaborate and irritating di~cussions, which threatened to
involve Europe, a Trea!J' was concluded at London hetween Great
Britain, Russia, A ustria and Prussia, by which t ho P acha was
compelled to relinquish some of h is conquests, while he wa~
secured in tho go,·cmmcnt or Egypt, as a perpetual va~~al of the
Porte. France dis~atisfied with tho terms of this adjustment stood
aloof from the 'freaty, which found its apology, such as it hud,
first, in the invitation of the Sultan and sceondly, i n the de~iro
to J>retiene the integrity of the Turkish empire as e~sential to t he
balance of power and tho peace of Europe ; to which reason s way
also be ad<led the desire to stop the effusion of blood.
Even before the Eastern questions were settled, other complicatious had commenced in W estern Europe. Bel~ium, restless
from tho French R evolntion of H!30, rose against tho House
Orange and claimed her Indeµendcncc. Civil war ensued; hut
the Great P owers promptly interveued, e\·011 to tho cs.tent
arresting a Dutch army on its march. B~gi~111ing ,~ilh an a n~i&tice, there was a long and fine-spun negotiat1on, wl11ch, assum111g
the guise alternately of a. pacific ~Ic~iation a11d• o~ an .Armed. Interven tio11 ended at last III the establu,hed separa t1011 of Bclgmm
from lloll~ud and its Recoanition
as an Independent ~ation. Do
0
•
•
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yon a~k why ' Great 131'itain intervened on this
occasion
o
J uh n Russell, i II the course of debate at a subsequent ~lay, decla!ed
that a spacial motive was "the establishment of a tree comLltll-
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ard'1; P arliamentary Debntes, 3d series, , ol. xciii. p.

&ion,". ( an~cofCommons, Julyll, 1847.) ~Ieanwhile the peni1141i-6"-;- 11
. _on:1 d P ortu"al was torn by cidl war. '£he rcgcuts of
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doms respccth·ely appcn'.ed to Great Britain and
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e«pecially i11 the expub1011 of tho pretender Deb
Franco for aiSpiu ai;d the pretender Don l\li~ucl from Portugal.
Carlos. ~-o~r ose 'the Quad rup le Alliance of t hese Po\vers was
For 1~1~ P18
The moral support deri,·ed from this Treaty is
t'o!mc 1 ve be~n important; but Great Britain was compelled to
froops. This Iutervention, h owe,·er, was at _tlte solicila,.
P. of t!,e actual ~overnm~nts. E_ven aft~r the ~panish troubl?s
lwn ·cttlcd the war still l 111gered Ill the sister k111gdom, when m
wero ,i;the Queen appeale d to Grea t B ntam,
· · t I1~ auc1en
· t patr?n o f
ts.ti
p 1 "al to mediate between h erself and her msurgent suhJects,
;~
was accepted, in tho d eclared hope _of composing the
1
d "fficulties in a just and pennau eut manner "with all due regard
the dignity of tho Cro,~n ou the 0110 h~nd and_the Constit~1tioual liberties of the Nat!o.n on the other. . Tbo rnsurgents did
not submit u ntil after military demo11strat10ns. But peaco and
liberty wcro tho t wo watchwords here.
Then occurred the European u prising of 1848. France was
once wore a. Rcpul>lic ; but Europe wiser grown did not intcrfore
in her affairs, even so much as to write a letter. But the case
was difTcrcu t with Hungary, whose victorious armies, radiau t with
liberty re,,ained, expelled tho Austrian power only to bo arrested
by tho Ar~cd I ntervention of tho Russian Czar, who yielded to the
double pressure of an in,itation from Austria a nd a. fea r that successful insurrection might extend into P ol and. It was left for
France a t the same time in another country, with a strangeinconsisteucy, to play the part which Russia h ad played in Uu ugary.
Rome, which had risen against the temporal power of the P ope,
and proclaimed the Republic, was occupied by a French army,
which expelled the republican magistrates, and, thou g h fifteen
years have already passed since that unhappy act, the occupation
still continues. From this military fotencntion Great Britain
stood aloof. In a despatch, dated at London J anuary 28, 18-!9,
Lord P almerston has made a. permanent record to the honor of bis
country. IIis words are as follows : "Iler :Majesty's Gornrnment
would_ upon.every account, and not only upon abstract principle~
but with refe~cuce to the ge11e1·al i nterests of Europe, and from
the rnlue winch they attach to 1he maintenance of peace, sincerely
depre~ale a~1.11 attempt lo seltle the differences between tlte Pope
and_l11~ subjects by LIie military interference of f orei~n Powers."
(Plullimor_e, lutcrnational Law, Vol. ii. p. 676.) But he gave
fu_rther pomt to the whole position of Great Britain, in contrast
~uh Fraucc, when he said, "Armed In tervc11 tiou to assist iii retain,.
1
n1r a badgouermncnt would be u11iust1ifiial,le." (Ibid 448.) 8nch
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how much more unjustifiable must be assistance to fou nd a
go,crnmcnt, as is now proposed. The British Mini~tcr insi
that tile differences should be accommodated by " t he diplo
iutcrpositiou of friendly Powers," which ho declared a much be
mode of settlement than an authoritati,e imposition of term,
foreign arms. In harmony with this policy Great Britain du ·
this same year united with France in proffering Mcdi:ition betw
the insurgent Sicilians and the King of Naples, tho notori
Bomba, in the hope of helping the cause of good gornrnment
liberal principles. Not disheartened by rebuff, these two gove
ments in 1856 united in a frien dly remonstrance to t~10 88
tyrannical SO'\"ereign against the har:,h system of political a
which he maintained, and against l1is cruelty to good citizens tl1r
without any trial into tho worst of prisons. The ad,ico wa
indignantly rejected, and the two gornrnments that g:ixo it at
once withdrew their Ministers from Naples. The sympathy ot
Russia was on tho wrong side, and Prince Gortschakoff, while
admitting that "as a consequence of friendly forethought, one
government might give advice to another," declared iu a circular
that" to endea,or by threats or a menacing demonstration, to
obtain from the King of Naples concessions in the internal affairs
of his government, is a violeut usurpation of his authority, and
an open declaration of the strong o,er the weak." This was
practically answered by Lord Clarendon, speaking for Great Britain at tlie Cougress of Paris, when, admitting tho principle that
no go'\"ernment has the right to iater,ene in tho internal affair,, of
other nations, he declared that there were cases where an exct>ption to this rnle becomes equally a right and a duty ; t hat peace
must not be broken , but that there was no peace without j11,-tice,
and that, therefore, the Congre~s must let tho :King of r-:aples
k11ow its desire for an amelioration of his i:ystem of gm·er:uuent,
and must demand of him an amnesty for political offenders ~ufforing without a. trial. This language was bold beyond the practice
of diplomacy; but the luterrnution which it proposed was on tho
side of humanity.
But I must draw this part of the discussion to a close, although
the loua list of instances is not yet exhausted. Even while I
speak, ,~e hear of Intervention by E~gland an~ Fran_c e, in the
ci,·il war between the Emperor of Clnna and has sul~ccts; and
aho in that other war between the Empero1· of Rmsia on the_one
side and the Poles whom he claims as subjects on the other 1-1do ;
but with this difference, that, in China these Powers ha,·e taken
the part of the existing government, while in Poland t hey hav~
intenened against the existing government. In the face or p<>Slfo·e declarations of neutrality the British and French Adnurals
ha,·e united their forces with the Chinese ; bnt tl111s fa1· in l'ola11d
although there has been no declaration of n_eutrality, the ~uter•
veution has been uuarmecJ. ln both tllese 1m,tauces wo w1L11eliS
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t dency directed, it may be, by the interests or prejuthe sn~etl entirue ~nd so far as it has yet proceeded, it is at least
dices O a'°on tl;e side of liberal institutions. But alas! for

iu Polan sistency-the Freuch Empero1· is uow intervening in
bnm_an c~it,'· armies and navies, to build a throne for an Austrian
)[o:u co w1 u
.Archduke.

British Intervention against Slavery.

hr

But there is one l?ng-continu~d Intervention
~reat Br(tain,
which speaks now with con~rolhng power; and 1t 1s on t\11s act that I have re$erved 1t for the close of what I have to say
11
cout111•5 11ead. Thouah not without original shades of dark, it has
· · oxamp1e tot110 c1v1
. ·1•
r,on
more than half a"'century 1ucen
asI11mng
0
•
world. I rerer to that Interventio,i against Slavery, which
its first adoption l1as been so constant and brilliant as to
mnke us forget the earlier Intervention for Slavery, when, for
instance Great Britain at the peace of Utrecht inter,ened to extort the detestable prh·ilege of supplying slaves to Spanish America at the rate of 4,800 yearly for the space of thirty years, and
then again at tho peace of Aix la Cl~apello hig~lcd for a yet longer
sanction to this ignoble Intervention; nay 1t almost makes us
forget tho kindred Ioter.ention, at once most sordid and ?r_it~inal,
by which this P ower counteracted all efforts for the prolnb1t1011 of
the slarn-trade even in its own colonies, and thus helped to fasten
Sla\"cry upon T"irginia and Carolina. The abolition of the slavetrade by act of Parliament iu 1807 was tlie signal for a change of

;d

from

history.

But curiously, it was the whites who gained the first fruits of
this chan~o by a triumphant l11terventio11 fot· the suppression of
White Slavery in tho Barbary States. The old hero of Acre,
Sir ~idnoy Smith, released from his long imprisonment in France,
sou){ht to organize a "holy league" for this Intervention; the
suhjcct was discussed at tlie Congress of Vienna; and the agents
of ~pain a11d Portugal, anxious for the punishment of tlieir piratical 11cighbors argued that, because Great Britain bad abolished
for ibelf the traffic in African slaves, therefore it must see that
whites worn no lo11ger onsla,·ed in the Barbary States. Tlie argument was less loµical than humane. But Groat Britain undertook the wol'lc. .. With a fleet complete at all points, consisting of
fh·e lino-of-battlo ships, firn hea,·y frigates, four l,omb-vossels, and
~:o ~un-brigs, Lord Exmouth approached Algiers, whore ho was
JOmc<l by a considerable Dutch fleet, anxious to take part in this
lut<'r,·eutiou. "If force must be resorted to" said the Admiral
in his General Orders," we have the consolation of knowina that
we fight in the sacred cause of humanity and cannot fail of succc~s." A single day was enough-with such a force in such a
cau~e. Tho formidable castles of the great Slave-monger were
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battered to pieces, and he was compe1led to sign a Treat
firmed under a salute of twenty-one guns, which in
artic!e stipulated "The Abolition _of Chri1:,tia:1 8la\'cry forey
Glorious _and beneficent !nt~rveut1on !-~ot 111fcriot· to that
nowned instance of ant1qu1ty, where the Carthaoiniaus "
required to abolish the practice of sacrificing thci1· o~vu child
a 'l'rcaty which h as been called the noblest of l1i~tory bccauae
was stipulated in favor of human nature. 'fho Ad~nirnl
bad thus triumphed, was l1ailed as an Emancipator. Ile rc~ei
a new rank in the peerage, and a uew blazonry on his coat
arms. The rank is of course continued in his fami ly and
their shield, in perpetual memory of this great transaetio~1, is •
borne a Christian sla1:e Ito/ding aloft the cross and dropping
broken fetters. B ut the personal sath,factions of tho Adani
were more than rank or heraldry. Ju his despatch to the Go
ernment, describing tho battle and written at tho time, he say
"To have been one of the hnmble i11strnme11ts in the hands
Di,·iue Providence for bringing to reason a ferocious governme
and destroying forever the insufferable and l1orrid system
Christian 8lavcry, can nc,er cease to lto a somco of delight an
heartfelt comfort to e,ery individual happy enough to be employ
in it." (O::.ler's Life of Ex month, pp. 2U7, 334, 432.)
But I haYo said too much with regard to an instance, which,.
though beautiful and important, may be regarded ouly as a parenthesis iu the grander a11d more extensh-e Intcr,·enliou agaiusl
African Slavery, which was already organizing, destined at last to.
embrace the whole H uman Family. Even before Wilberforcetriumphed in P arliament, Great Britain intcr.cncd with Napoleon, in 180li, to induce him to join in the abolition of the r,Javetrado; but ho flatly refused. What France would not then yield,
was extorted from Portugal in 1810 ; from Sweden shortly afterwards; and from Denmark in 1814. An ineffectual attempt wu
made to enlist Spain, e,en by the temptation of pecuniary subsidies ; and also to enlist the restored monarch of Franco, Louis
XVIII. even by the offer of a sum of money outright or the
cession of a West India Island, in consideration of the desired
abolition. Bad gratitude to a benefactor pre\·ailcd, these Powers
could uot ha,e resisted; but it was coafcsseu by Lord Castlereagh,
in the !louse of Commons, that there was a distrust of lho Il1·itish Oo,ernment "c,·en among the better classes ~ people," who
thought that its zeal in this behal f was prompted by a desire to
injure the French Colonies and commtJrce, rather than by bene\·<r
Ienco. But the British Minister was more successful with Portugal,
which was induced, by pecuniary cquirnlents, to execute a Supplementary Treaty in January, 1815. This was fellowed by tho declaration of tho Con~t·css of Vienna, on motion of Loni Castlereagh,
15th Febrnary, 1815, denouncing the African sla\"e-trade "ns
inconsistent with the principles of humanity and universal bonev-
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while Napoleon retnrned from Elba, and what the
to acr.omplbh with the Bourbon :MonBll11~11
. 1 t tho Emperor had once flatly refused, was now
arch, nu '\ ia dono by him, doubtless in the hopo of couciliat1pe>11101~c.oi11' ~,1 t,·ment Jiis hundred days of power were signal•wg Br1t1s 1 ~c
· · · the s I avc-tra de m
· Fi ran co au d I1cr
·dinanco abol1shmg
ilcd
tiuis XVIII. ouce ngain restored by British arms and
~ 1~11 10· shadolV of Waterloo upon France, could uot do less than
,rit_~ ti •s imperial ordinance by a royal assurance that " the
w~s henceforth forc,·er forbidden to all tho subjects ~f his
tra t Cl1ristinn .Majesty." Holland came undet· the same rnflumos 011 d accepted the restitution of her colonies, except the Cape
euco
·
· o f t I10 entire
· a bo 1·1t1on
· of
of
Good IJopo
and Guiana, 011 con d'1~1011
ti la,·c.trado in tho restored colomcs and also everywhere else
~e ~th her flacr. Spain was the mo!>t indocilc; but this proud
~:~archy 1111 dc~· whoso auspices the A.frican sla,·c-trade first came
!11to bciug' at last yielded. By tho Treaty of Madrid, of 22d
m
. .
. st1pu
. Iated t 110
~eptcmber,' 1817, cxtortcd by ''
vreat B ntarn,
1t
hnmcdiate abolition of the trade uorth of tho Equator, and
also, after 18:20, its abolilion c,erywhc_re, in consideration of
.£400 000 the price of Fl'Cedom, to ho paid by tho other contracting 11drty.' In vindication of t his ln tervontion, Wilberforce declared
in Parliament that, "tho grant to Spain would be more tha11
rrpaid to Grea t Britain in commercial ad,·antages by tho opening
of a great continent to British industry,"-all of whicl1 was
impos~ible if the slam-trade was allowed to continue under the
8panbh flag.
At the Congress of A.ix la Chapelle in 1818, and of Vernna in
18:!~, Great Dritain continued her system of Intervention against
l-la,cry. IIc1· primacy in this cause was recognized by Eu1·opcau
Powers. It was tho common remark of continental publicists
that sho "made tho cause her own." (1 Phillimoro International Law, 330.) Oue of them portrays lier ,i,·idly "since 1810
waging incessant war against the principle of tho sla,e-trade, and
by this crusade, undertake11 in the name of Ilnma nity, making
liersclf Uie declared protectress of the .African race." ( Gussy,
Causes Celebres de Droit 11-larilime, Vol. i. p. 1.:;7, Vol. ii. pp.
362, G3.) 'l'hcso are tho words of a :French authority. According to l1im, it is nothing less than "an incessant war" aud a
"c~usadct which she has waged a nd tho position which she has
aclneYcd 1s that of" Protcctress of the .African race." In this
character she has uot been content with imposincr
o her maanani0
mous system upon the ci, ilized world, but she has carried it
among th_o tribes a.nd chiefs of Afric.1, who by this omnipresent
~ntervent1on, were summoned to renounce a. barbarous and crimuin_l custom. By a P ar!iame11tary Report, it appears that in
18?0,_ there were twenty-four treaties in force, between Great
Britam and foreign civilized Powers, for the suppression of the
~f

ole_n~-"1 1cr~-: ::tion failed
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8la,c-trado, and also forty-two similar treaties between Great
Britain and native chiefs of .Africa.
But this Intervention was not only by treaties; it was also by
correspondence and cil'culars. 1lnd here I approach a part of the
subject which illustrates the vivacity of this I nterveution. .All
British ministers and consuls were so many pickets on constant
guard in the out-posts whore they resided. They were held to
c,ery service by which the cause could be promoted, even to
translating and printing documents against the slave-trade, especially in countries where unhappily it was still pursued. There
was the Pope's Bull of 1839, which Lord Palmerston did not hesitate to transmit for this purpose to his agents in Cuba, Brazil,
and e,en in Turkey, somo of whom were unsuccessful in their
efforts to obtain its publication, although, curiously enough, it
was published in Turkey. (Parliamentary Papers, 1841, Vol. ::ux.
Slave Trade, Class B, p. 34, 197, 223; Class C, p. 73, Class D,
p. 15.)
Such a zeal could not stop at tl1e abolition of the traffic.
Accordingly Great Britain, by Act of Parliameut in 1834 enfranchised all the slaves in her own possessions, and thus again
secured to herself the primacy of a lofty cause. The Intervention was now openly declared to be against Slavery itself.
But it assumed its most positirn character while Lord Palmerston
was Foreign Secretary, and I say this sincerely to his great honor.
Throughout his long life, amon~ all the various concerus in which
he has acted, there is nothing which will be remembered hereafter
with such gratitude. By his diplomacy h er Majesty's Government constituted itself into a vast Abolition Society with the
whole world for its field. It was in no respect behind the famous
World's Convention against Slavery, held at London in June,
1840, with 'J:homas Clarkson, tho pioneer Abolitionist, as President; fo1· the strongest declarations of this Convention were
adopted expressly by Lord Palmerston as" the sentiments of her
Majesty's Govemment," and communicated officially to all British
fu nctionaries in foreign lands. The Convention declared" the
utter injustice of Slavery in all its forms; and the o,il it inflicted
u pon its miserable victims; and the necessity of employing eYery
means, moral, pacific, and religious, fo1· its complete abolitionan object most dear to tho members of tho Con,ention, and for
the consummation of which they arc e~pecially assembled."
These words became the words of the British Gorcrnment, and,
in circular letters, were sent over tho world. (Parliamentary
Papers, 1841, Vol. xxx. Class B, p. 33.)
Bnt it was uot enough to declare the true principles. They
must be enforced. Spain and Portugal hung back. The Secretary of tho Anti-Slavery Society was sent" to e11deavo1· to create
in these countries a public feeling in favor of the abolition of
Slavery," and tho Bl'itish Minister at Lisbon was desired by Lord
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Palmerston" to afford all the assistance and protection in his power
for promoting the object of his journey." (Ibid, ~- 128.) 1:3ritish
officials in foreir,u countries sometimes back-slided. Tl11S was
corrected by anoilier circular addressed to all the ~our quarters
of tho globe, setting forth, " that it would be ~~fittrng that any
officer, holding au appointment under the B1:1t1sh Oove_rnmeut
should, either directly or indirectly, hold or _be interested m ~lave
property." The Parliamentary Papers, which at~est th_e u!liversality of this instruction, sho~ the coi:ople~eness with w~1cb it w~s
executed. Tho consul at Rio Jauell'O, m slave-holdrng Brazil,
h ad among his domestics three negro slaves, " one_a groom and
the other a waiter and a woman he was forced to l11ro as a nurse
to his children·" but he discharged them at once under the .A.ntiSla.,ery discipline of the British Foreign office, and Lord Palmerston in a formal despatch "expresses his satisfaction." (lbid,
18-!2 Vol. xlviii. Class B, p. 732.) In Cuba, at the time of the
recc,;lion there was not a sin~le resident officer holding under its
British Crown "who was entirely free from the charge of countenancing Slavery." But only a few days afterwards, it was
officially reported, that there was "not a single British officer
residing there who had not relinquished or was not at least
preparing to relinquish the odious practice." (Ibid, p. 206.)
This was quick work. Thus was tho practice according to the
rule. Every person, holding an office under the Briti&h government, was constrained to set his face against Slavery, anu tlte way
was by ltaving nothing to do with it, even in employing or hiring

the slave of another; nothing, directly or indirectly.
But Lord Palmerston, acting in tho name of the British Government, did not stop with changing British officials into practical Abolitionists whenever t hey wore in foreign countries. He
sought to enlist Other European governments in the same policy,
and to this end requested them to forbid all their functionaries,
residing iu slave-holding communities, to be interested in slave
property or in any holding or hiring of slaves. Denmark for a
moment hesitated, from an unwillingness to debar its officers in
slave countries from acting according to the l aws where they
resided, when the _minister at once eited in support of his request,
the example of Belgium, H olland, Sweden, Naples and Portugal,
all of which without delay had yielded to this British Intervention; and Denmark ranged herself in t he list. (lbicl, p. 42.
Vol. xliv. Class C, pp. 7-15.) Nor was this indefatigaule P ropaganda confined in i ts operations to tho Christian Powers. With a
sacred pertinacity it r eached into distant Mohammedan regions,
where Slavery was imbedded not only in the laws, but in the
habits, the social system, and the very life of the people, and
called upon tho Government to act against it. No impediment
stood in the way ; no prejudice, national or religious. To the
Schah of Persia, ruling a vast, outlyiug slave empire, Lord Pal-
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merstou announced tho desire of the British Go,crnmont " to see
the condition of Sla,·cry abolished in every part of the worhl ; "
"that it conceived much good might be accomplished oven in
Mohammedan countries by steady perseverance and by nc,cr omitting to take advantage of favorable opportunities," and" that the
Schah would be d oing a thing extremely acceptable to the British
Gornrnment and nation if he would issue a. decree making it
penal for a P ersian to purchase sla,es." (lbid, 1842, Vol. xliv.
Class D, p. 70.) To the Sultan of Turkey, .whose mother was a
sla,e, whoso wives were all slaves, and whose very counsellors,
generals and admirals were originally slaves, he made a similar
appeal, and ho sought to win the dependent despot by reminding
him that only in this way could 110 hope for that good will which
was so essential to his government; "that the continued support
of Great Britain will for some years to come be an object of
importance to the Porto; tltat this support cannot be given ejfrct-

ually imless the .~entiments and opinions of lite majority of lite
British nation shalt be favorable to tlte Turkish Government, ancl
lltat tlte wlwle of lite Britislt nation unanimously desire beyond
ab,wst any t!ting else lo put an. end to lite practice of making
slaves." (Ibid, 16-H, Yo!. xxx. Class D, pp. 15-18; also, Ibid,
1842, Vol. xliv. Class D, p. 73.) 8uch a.t that time was.tho voice

of the Britbh people. Since Cromwell pleaded for the Vaudois,
no nobler voice had gone forth. The World's Couvention against
Slavery saw itself trausligured, while platform speeches wero t ransfused into diplomatic 11otcs. Tho Convention, earnest for UniYersal Emancipation, declared that "lite frie,ully interposition of
Great Britain could be employed for no nobler purpose;" aud, as
if to crown its work, in a n address to Lord Palmerston, humbly
and earnestly implored his lordship " to uso his hig h autho1·ity for
connecting the overthrow of slavery with thEf consolidation of
peace;" and all these words were at once adopted in foreign
despatches as expressing the sentiments of Her .Majesty's Government. (Ibid) 1841, V ol. xxx. Class D, pp. 15, 16.) Better
watch-words t here could not be, nor any more worthy of the
British name. Tltere can be no consolidation of peace without
the overt/trow of SlavPry. T his is as trne now as when first
uttered. Therefore is Great Britain still bound to her original
faith; n or can she abandon the cause of which she was the
declared Protcctress without the Letrayal of Pcaoo, as well as tho
betrayal of L iberty.
But even now while I speak this same conspicuous fidelity to a
sacred cause is announced by the recent arrivals from Europe.
The ship canal across the Isthmus of Suez, firs t attempted by the
early Pharaohs, and at last undertaken by French influence u nder
the auspices of t he Paoha of Egypt, is most zealously opposed by
G1·oat Britain-for the declared reason, that in its construction
"forced labo1·" is employed, which this Power cauuot iu con-
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science sanction. Not eYcn to complete this vast improvement,
bringing the East and the West near together, for which mankind
has waited throughout long centuries, will Great. Britain depart
from the rule which she has so gloriously declared. Slave ry is
wrong; therefore it cannot be employed. 'The canal must stop
if it cannot be built without" forced labor."

General Principles applicable to I ntervention.
And here I close the historic instances which illustrate the
right and practice of Foreign Intervention. 1'he whole sul>jcct
will be seen in t hese instances, teaching clearly what to avoid
and what to follow. In this way the L aw of Nat ions, like history,
gi,·es its best lessons. But, for the sake of plainness, I now
gather up some of the conclusions.
Foreign Intervention is armed or unarmed, although sometimes
the two are not easily distinguishable. An unarmed Intervention
may have in it the menace of arms, or it may be war in disguise.
lf this is the case, it must be treated accordingly.

Armed Inter vention is war and nothing less. Of course it can
be vind_icatcd only as war, and it must be resisted as war.
Believing as I do, most profoundly, that war can never be a game,
but must always be a crime when it ceases to be a dnty; a crime
to be slmnued if it be 11ot a duty to be performed swiftly nnd
snrely; and tha t a nntion, l ike an individual, is 11ot permitted t o
take the sword, except in just self-defence- I find tho same limitation in Armed lntcr,cntion, which becomes u11jnst invasion just
in proportion ns it departs from jnst self-defence. Under this
head is naturally included all that Inte rvention which is 1110,ed
hy a tyrannical or intermeddling spirit, because such Iutervcution,
whate\'Cr may bo its professions, is essentially hostile ; as when
Russia, P russia and Austria, partitioned Poland; when the H oly
Alliance intermeddled everywhere, aud menaced even America ;
01· when Russia. intervened to crush the iudepenaence of Hungary,
or France to crush the R oman Republic. All such Jntcr,ention
is illegal, inexcusable and scandalous. ]ts vindication cau be
found only in the effrontery that might makes right.
Unarmed Intervention is of a different character. If sincerely
unarmed, it may be regarded as obtrusive, but not hostile. It
may assume the form or Mediation, or the proffe1· of good offices,
at the invitation of both parties, or, in tile case of civil war, at
the invitation of the original au thority. With such iuvitation,
this Intervention is proper and honorable. Without such invitation it is of doubtful character. But if known to be contrary to
the desires of both parties, or to the desires of the original
authority in a distracted country, it becomes offensive aud inad-
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missible, unless obviously on the side of I-luman Riglds, when
the act of Intervention takes its character from the cause iu which
it is made. But it must not be forgotten that, in the case of a
civil war, any ·MediationJ or indeed, any proposition which does
not enjoin submission to the original authority, is in its nature
adverse to that authority, for it assumes to a certaiu extent the
separate existence of the other party, and secures for it temporary
immunity and opportunity, if not independence. Congress,
therefore, was right in declaring to Foreign Powers, that any
renewed effort of mediation in our affairs will be regarded as an
unfriendly act.
There is another case of unarmed Intervention, which I cannot
criticise. It is where a nation intercedes or interposes in favor
of Human Rights, or to secure the overthrow of some enormous
wrong, as where Cromwell pleaded, with noble intercession, for
the secluded Protestants of the Alpine valleys; where Great
Britain and France declared their sympathy with the Greeks
struggling for Independence, and where Groat Britain alone,
by an untiring diplomacy, set herself against Slavery everywhere
throughout the world.
The whole lesson ou this head may be summed up briefly. .A.II
Interventiou in the internal affairs of another nation is contrary
to law and reason, and can be vindicated only by overruling
necessity. If you inter,ene by war, then must there be the
necessity of self-defence. If you intervene by Mediation or Intercession, then must yon be able to speak in behalf of cirilization
endangered or human nature insulted. But there is no Power
which is bound to this humane policy so absolutely as England;
especially is there none which is so fixed beyond the possibility of
retreat or change in its opposition to Slavery, whatever shape this
criminal pretension may assu!'11e-whether it be the animating
principle of a nation-the" forced labo1·" of a multitude-or even
the scnice of a solitary domestic.

[III.]
INTERVENTION BY RECOGNITION.

'

There is a species of Foreign Intervention, which stands by
itself, and has its own illustrations. Therefore, I speak of it by
itself. It is where a Foreign Power undertakes to acknowledge
the independence of a colony or province which has renounced its
original allegiance, and it may be compendiously called Intervention by Recognition. Recognition alone is strictly applicable to
the act of the original government, renouncing all claim of allegiance and at last acknowledging the Independence which has
been in dispute. But it is an act of Intervention only where a
Foreign Go'ltcrnment steps between the two parties. Of course,
tho original government is so far master of its position, that it may
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select its own time in making this Recognition. But the question
arises at what time and under what circumstances can this Recognition be made by a Foreign Power. It is obvious that a Recognition, proper at one time and under special circumstances, wol\ld
not be proper at another and under different circumstances.
Mr. Canning said with reference to Spanish .America, that" H he
piqued himself upon any thing it was upon the subject of time,"
and he added that there were two ways of proceeding, "one went
recklessly and with a hurried course to the object, which, though
soon reached, might be almost as soon lost, and the other was by
a course so strictly guarded that no principle was violated and
no offence given to other Powers." (Hansard's Parliamentary
Debates, 2d Series, Vol. xii. p. 7, 8.) These are words· of wise
statesmanship, and they present the practical question which
must occur iu every case of Recognition. What condition of the
controversy will justify this Intervention?
Aud here again the whole matter can be best explained by
historic instances. The earliest case is that of Switzerland which
led the way, as long ago as 1307, by b-reaking off from the House
of Hapsburg, whose original cradle was in a Swiss Canton. But
Austria did not acknowledge the Independence of the Republic
until the peace of Westphnlia, more than three centuries and a
half after the struggle began under William Tell. Meanwhile
the Cantons had lived through the vicissitudes of war foreign and
domestic, and had formed treaties with other Powers, including
the Pope. Before Swiss Independence was acknowledged, the
Dutch conflict began under William of Orange. Smarting under
intolerable grievances and with a price set upon the head of their
illustrious Stadholder, the United Provinces of the Netherlands
in 1572 renounced the tyrannical sovereignty of Philip II., and
declared themselves independent. In the history of Freedom this
is an important epoch. They were Protestants, battling for rights
denied, and Queeu Elizabeth of England, who was the head of
P rotestantism, acknowledged their Independence and shortly afterwards ga,e to it military aid. The contest continued, sustained
on the side of Spain by the genius of Parma and Spinola, and on
the side of the infant Republic by the youthful talent of Maurice,
sou of the great Stadholder; nor did Foreign Powers stand aloof.
In 1594, Scotland, which was Protestant also, under James VI.,
afterwards the first James of Eu.gland, treated with the insurgent
P rovinces as successors of the Houses of Burgundy and Austria,
and in 1596 France also entered into alliance with them. But
the claims of Spain seemed undying; for it was not until the
peace of Westphalia, nearly eighty years after the revolt, and
uearly seventy years after the Declaration of Independence, that
this Power consented to the Recognition of Dutch Independence.
Nor does this example stand alone even at that early day.
Portugal in 1640 also broke away from Spain and declared herself
4
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independent, under the Dnko of Brag-anza as King. A year had
scarcely passed when Charles I. of E11gla11d negotiated a treaty
with the new sovereign. The contest had already ceased hut not
the claim; for it was only after twenty-six years tllat Spain made
this other Recognition.
'J'raversing tho .Atlantic Ocean in space and more than a century
in time, I come to the next historic instance which is so interesting to us all, while as a precedent it dominates tho whole
question. 'fhe Jong discord between t he colonies and the mother
country broke forth in blood on tl10 19th April, 1775. Independence was declared on tho 4th July, 1776. Battles ensued; Trenton, Priuccton, Brandywine, Saratoga, followed by the winter of
Valley Forge. The coutest was yet undecided, when on the 6th February, 1778, Fra11ce entered into a 'l'reaty of Amity and Commerce
with the United 'tates, containing, among other things, a Recognition of their Independence, with mutual stipulations between the
two parties to protect tho commerce of tho other, by conrny on
tho ocean," against all attacks, force and Yiolence;" ( Statutes at
Large, Vol. ,iii. p. 16,) and this T reaty on the I .5th March was
communicated to the British Government by the French Ambassador at London, with a diplomatic note in which tho United
States are described as "in full posse:,sion of the Independence
pronounced by the Act of 4th J nly, 1776," and tho British Go\'•
ernmc11t is warned that the King of Franco, " in order to protect
effectively the legitimate commerce of liis subjects and to sustain the honor of his flag, l1as taken further measures with the
United States."-(.tlfartens Nouvelles Causes Celebres. Vol. i. p.
406.) A further T reaty of Alliance, who~o declared oqject was
the maintenance of t ho Independence of tho United States, had
been siE!'.ned on the same day; but this was not communicated;
nor is there auy e,idence that it was known to the British Government at the time. T he communication of the other was enough;
for it was in itself an opon Recognition of the uew Power, with a
promise of protection to its commerce on the ocean, while tlte war
was yet flagrant belween the two parties. As such it must be
regarded as au Armed Recognition, constituting iu itself a belligerent act-aggrarnted and explained by the circumstances undct·
which it was made-tho warning, iu tho nature of a menace,
by which it was accompanied-tho clandestine preparations by
which i t was preceded-and tho corsairs to cruise against British
commerce, which for some time had been allowc<.l to swarm
under the American flag from French ports. I t was so accepted
by the British Government. T he British Minister was summarily withdrawn from P aris; all French vessels in British harbors
were seized, and on the 17th March a message from the king
was brought down to P arliament, which was iu the nature of a
declaration of war against France. In this declaration there
was no allusion to any thing but t he Treaty of Amity and Com-
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mcrco, officia11y communicated by the French .A.mbassado1·, which
was denounced by his majesty as an "unprovoked and uujnst
aggression 011 the honor of his crown and the essential interests
of his kingdoms, contrary to tlte law of nations, and injurious to
the rights ({{ every Foreign Power in Eur<pe." Only three days
later, ou the 21st March, the Commissioners of the United States
wcro received by the King of France, in solemn audience, with
all the pomp and ceremony accorded by the Court of V crsailles
to the representatives of Sovereign Powers. War ensued between
France and Great Britain •on land and sea, in which Holland and
Spain afterwards took part against Great Britain. With such
allies a just cause prevailed. Great Britain by Provisional
Articles, signed at Paris 30th November, 1782, acknowledged the
United States " to be free, sovereign and independent," aud
declared the boundaries thereof.
Tho success of colonial Independence was contagious, and the
contest for it presented another historic instance more discussed
and constituting a precedent, if possible, more interesting still.
This was when the Spanish Colonies in America, following the northern example, broke away from the mother country and declared
themselves independent. The contest began as early as 1810;
but it was long continued and extended over an immense reg1011from New Mexico and California in the North to Cape Horn in
the South-washed hy two vast oceans-traversed by mighty rivers
and dh·ided by lofty mountains-fruitful in silrer-capµed with
snow and shooting with volcanic fire. At last the United States
satisfied that the ancient power of Spait1 had practically ceased to
exist, beyond a reasonable chance of restoration, and that the
contest was ended, acknowledged the Independence of Me.xico and
five other provinces. But this act was approached only after frequent debate in Congress, where Henry Clay took an eminent
part, and after most careful consideration in the cabinet, where
John Quincy .A.dams, as Secretary of State, shed upon the question all tlie light of his unsurpassed knowledge, derived from
long practice, as well as from laborious study, of Interuatioual
L aw. The judgment on this occasion must be regarded as an
authority. President Munroe in a Special Message, on the 8th
:March, 1822-twelve years after the war began-called the attention of Congress to the state of the contest which he said "had
now reached such a stage and been attended with such decisive
success on the part of the provinces, t hat it merits the most
profound consideratio11 whether t heir right to the rank of independent nations, with all the advantages incident t0 it, in their
intercourse with the United States, is not complete." After
setting forth the de facto condition of things, he proceeded;
" T hus i t is manifest that all these provinces are not only in
the fu ll enjoyment of t heir independence, but, considering lite
state of tlte war and other cir:;umstances, tltat tltere is not the
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most remote prospect of their bein« deprived of it." In proposing
their Recognition the President declared that it was done" under
a thorough conviction that it is in strict accord with the law of
uations," and further that "it is not contemplated to change
thereby, in the slightest manner, our friendly relations with ei thcr
of the parties." In accordance witll this recommendation Congress authorized the Recognition. T wo years later, the same
thing was done by Great Britain, after much debate diplomatic
and parliamentary. No case of Iuternational duty has been illustrated by a clearer eloquence, au ampler knowledge or a purer
wisdom. The despatches were written by Mr. <Janning, and
upheld by him in Parliament; but Lord Liverpool took part in the
discussion-succinctly declaring, that there could be no right to
Recognition" while the contest was actually going on," a conclusion
which was cautiously but strongly enforced by Lord Lansdowne
and nobly vindicated in an Oration, reviewing the whole subject,
by that great publicist Sir James Mackintosh. (Mackintosh's
Works Vol. iii. p. 438.) All inclined to Recognition but admitted
that it could not take place so long as tile contest continued ; and
that there must be "such a contest as exhibits some equality of
force, so that if the combatants were left to themselves, the issue
,vould bo in some degree doubtful." But the Spanish strength
throughout the whole continent was reduced to a single castle in
:Mexico, an island on the coast of Chili, and a small army in
Upper P eru, while in Buenos Ayres no Spanish soldier had set
foot for fourteen years. '' I s this a con test" said Mackintosh
"approachiug to equality? Is it sufficieut to render the independence of such a country doubtful? Does it deserve the name
of a contest?" It was 11ot until 1825 that Great Britain was so
far sati~ficd as to ackuow ledge this Independence. France followed in 1830; and Castilian pride relented in 1832, t wen ty-two
years from the first date of the contest.
The next instance is that of Greece, which declared itself Independent J auu ary 27, 1822. After a cou test or more than five
years, with alternate success and disaster, the Great Powers intervened forcibly in 1827; but the final Recognition was postponed
till May 1802. Then came the instance of Belgium, wliich
declared itself Independeut in October, 1830, and was promptly
recoguized by the Great Powers who intervened forcibly for this
purpose. The last instance is Texas, which declared its Independence in December, 1835, and defeated the Mexican Army under
Santa .A.nua, making him prisoner, in 18136. The power of Mexico
seemed to be overthrown, but Andrew Jackson, who was then
President of the United States, in his Message of December 21,
1836, laid down the rule of caution and justice on such an occasion, as follows; "The acknowledgment of a u ew State as iudependent and entitled to a place in the family of nations, is at all
times au act of great delicacy aud resvonsibility; but more
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especially so when such state has forcibly separated itself from
another, of which it had formed an integral part and which still
claims dominion over it. A premature recof(nition under these
circumstances, if not looked upon as justifiable cause of war, is
always liable to be regarded as a proof of an unfriendly spirit."
And he concluded by proposing that our country should "keep
aloof" until the question was decided "beyond cavil 01· dispute."
During the next year-when the contest had practically ceased
and only the claim remained-this new Power was acknowledged
by the United States, who were followed in 1840 by Grnat Britain,
France and Belgium. Texas was annexed to the United States
in 1845, but at this time Mexico had not joined in the general
recognition

Principles Applicable to Recognition.
Such are the historic instances which illustrate Intervention by
Recognition. As in other cases of Intervention, the Recognition
may be armed or unarmed, wilh an intermediate case, where the
Recognition may seem to be unarmed when in reality it is
armed, as when France simply announced its Recognition of the
Independence of the United States, and at the same time prepared
to maintain it by war.
Armed Recognition is simply Recognition bJJ Coercion. It is a
belligerent act constituting war, and it can be vindicated only as
war. No nation will undertake it, unless ready to assume all the
responsibilities of war, as in the recent cases of Greece and Belginm, uot to mention the Recognition of the United States Ly
France. But an attempt, under the guise of Recognition, to
coerce the dismemberment or partition of a country is in its
nature offensive beyond ordinary war; especially when the country to be sacrificed is a Republic and the plotters against it are
crowned heads. Proceeding from the consciousness of brutal
power, such an attempt is an insult to mankind. If Anncd
R ecognition at any time can find apology, it will be only where
it is sincerely made for the protection of Huma,n R ights. It
wonk! be hard to condemn that Intervention which saved Greece
to Freedom.
Unarmed Recognition is where a Foreign Power acknowledges
in some pacific form the Independence of a colony 01· prO\'ince
against the claim of its original Government. Although excluding all idea of coercion, yet it cannot be uniformly justified.
No Recognition where the Contest is still pending.
Ano liere we arc brought to that question of "time,'' on which
Mr. Cauning so pointedly piqued himself, and to which President
J ackson referred, when Ito i,uggested that" a premature Recognitiou" llliglit be "looked upon as justifiable cause of war."

Nothing is more clear than that Recognition may ho favored at
0110 time, while it mn~t bo rt•jectcd at another. So fat· as it
as~umos to ascertain Ri~hts i11stoad of Facts, or to anticipate
the result of a contest, it is wrongful. No Kation can undertake to sit in judgment on the r ights of another Nation without its consent. 'l'herefore, it cannot declare that de Jure a
colony or pro\·ince is entitlful to ludepcndenco ; but from the
necessity of the case and that international intercou rse may uot
fail, it may ascertain the facts, carofully and wisely, an<l, on
the actual evideuce, it may declare that de facto tho colony or
pro,ince appears to lie in possession of Independence, which
mcaus, first, that the original Go\·ornmcnt is dispossessed beyond
tho possibility of r ecor ery, and secondly, that the uew Go,ornmcnt h as achieved that r easonable stability with fixed limi ts
which ~i\·es ass urance of a solid Power. All of this is ~imply
fact aud uothing more. But just in proportion as a F oreign
Nation anticipates tho fact, 01· imagines the fact, or s ubstitutes its
ow11 passious fo r the fact, i t transcends the woll-defi11cd bo unds
of Jntcl'llational L aw. Without the fact of ludepc11dence, positi,o a11d fi xed, the l'c is nothing b11ta claim.
'ow nothing can be
clearer than that while the tcrrihle litigation is still pending and
t ho Trial by Bartle, to which appeal has been made, is yet undecided, tlte fact of Independence cannot exist. Thero is only a
paper ludevendcnce, whieh thou~h r eddened with blood, is 110
betrcr tl1a11 a paper e mpire or a paper blockade, and any pretended
R ecognition ofit is a wrongful lutcrvcntion, inconsbtc11t with a
Ju~t 11eutrality, since the OU\'ious effect must be to encout·age
tho ini.u l'j!Cn t party. Such has I.Jeen tho declared j11dg111cn t of
0111· coun try and its practice, even under circumstances tempting
in another d irectio11 , aud such also was tho declared judgment
and pl'acticc of Great Britain with r eference to 8pa11 i,-h America.
'l'he co11clusio11, the11, is clear. In order to ju~tify a Rocognitio11 it must appear beyond doubt that de fut:lo the coutest is
fi1,bhcd, and that de facto the 11ew go1·ernme11t is established
secure within fixed limits.
1'/use are conditions precedent
which ca1111ot bo avoided, without an open offeuce to a friendly
P ower, a11d an open violation or that Internation al Law which is
tho g uardian of t he peace of the world. 1t will I.Jc for us shortly
to i11q11ire if there be not another conditiun precedent, which
civil ization i11 this al!e will reqnil'c.
n o you a~k 110w it' Foreign Powers can acknowledge om Sla..-cmo11iro1· embryo as an ludependeut Nation? 'I'herc is madness in
tho thought. A Recog11ition, accompanied by the breaking of the
Llockade woul<l I.Je war-impious war-agaim,t the United States,
where ::ilave-monl!ers would be the a llies a nd ~Javery the inspiration . Or all wars in histol'y none more accursed; 110110 more
suro to draw duwn upon its authors the judgment alike of God
aud man. .But the though t of Recognitioa-uudcr cxisti11g cir-
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cumstances-whilc the contest is still pending-e,en without any
breaking of the blockade or attempted coercion, is a Satanic
absurdity, hardly less impious than the othel'. Of course, it
would unblushingly assume that, in fact, the Slase-mongers
bad already succeeded in establishing an Independent Nation
with an untronbled gornmmcnt, and a secure conformation
of territory-when in fact, nothing is established-nothing is
untroubled-nothing is sccnre,-not e,en a single boundary line;
and there is no element of Independence except the audacious
attempt; when, in fact, the confiict is still waged on numerous
battle-fields, and these pretenders to Independence haYe been
dri\'eu from State to State-dri\·en away from the Mississippi,
which parts them-dri,·en back from the sea which surrounds
them-and shut up in the interior ot· in blockaded ports, so that
only by stealth can they communicate with the outward world.
Any Recognition of such a pretension, existing only as a pretension, scouted and denied by a whole people with in,incible
armies and uavies embattled against it, would be a flaming
mockery of Truth. It would assert Independence as a fact
when uotoriously it was not a fact. It would be an cnormons lie.
Naturally a Power thus guilty would expect to support the lie by
arms.

[IY.J
lllIPOSSIBILITY OF .ANY RECOGNITION OF REBEL SL.A.VE-MONGERS
WITH SL.A.VERY AS A CORNER-STONE.

I

But I do not content myself with a single o~jection to this
outrageous consummation. There is another of a different nature.
Assuming, for the moment, what I am glad to believe can never
happen, that the new Slave Power has become Independent in
fact, while the national flag has sunk away exhausted in the contest, there is an objection which, in an age of Christian light, thank
God ! cannot be overcome-unless the Great Powers which, by
solemn CO\'enants, have branded Slavery, shall forget their Yows,
while England, the declared protectress of the African race, and
France, the declared champion of "ideas," both break away from
the irresistible logic of their history and turn their backs upon
the past. Vain is honor; vain is human confidence, if these
natious at a moment of J1igh dn ty can thus ignobly fail. " Renown
and grace is dead." Like the other ohjection, this is of fact
also; for it is founded on the character of the ~lave-monget· pretension claiming Recognition, all of which is a fact. P t!rhaps it
may be said that it is a question of policy; but it is of a policy
which ought to be beyond question, if tlte fact be established.
Something more is necessary than that the new Power shall be
de facto Independent. It must be de facto flt to he Independent and
from the 11ature of the case every nation will judge of this fitness
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as a fact. In undertaking to acknowledge a 11ew Power, you
proclaim its fitness fol' welcome au<l association in the Family of
Nations. Can England put forth such a proclamation in favor of
tho whippers of women and sellers of children ? Can l!'rance
permit Louis Napoleon to pnt forth such a proclamation?
And here, on the threshold of this inquiry, the true state of the
qne~tion must not be forgotten. lt is uot whether old and existing
relations shall be continued with a Power which permits Slavery;
but wltetlter relations shall be bPgun with a new Power, which
not me1·ely permits Slavery, but builds its whole intolerable
pretension upon this Barbarism. "No New Sla,e State" is a
watchword with which we are already familiar; but even this cry
docs not reveal the full opposition to this new revolt against Civilization ; for even if disposed to admit a new Stare State, there
mu~t be, among meu who have not yet lost all sense of decency,
an undying resistance to the admission of a New Slave Power,
ha,·i11g such an unquestioned origin and such an unquestioned
purpose as that which 110w flaunts in piracy and blood before the
ci,·ilized worlJ, seeking Recognition for its criminal chimera.
Here is nothing for nico casuistry. Duty is as plaiu as the moral
law or the multiplication table.
Look for a moment at the unprecedented character of this pretension. A President had been elected by the people, in the
autumn of 1860, who was known to be against the extension of
Slavery. This ,vas all. Ile had not yet entered upon the perfonnance of his duties. But the Slave-mongers saw foat 8larery
at home must suffer under this popular judgment against its
extension, and they rehelled. Under this inspiration State after
State pretended to withdraw from tho Union and to construct a
new Confederacy, whose" corner-stone" was Sla,·cry. A Co11~titutio11 was adopted, which declared in these words: (1.) "No
law denying or impairing the right of property in negro slares
shall be passed;" and (i.) "iu all territory, actual or acquired,
the institution of Negro olavery, as it now exists in the Coufo<lerate
8tntes, shall bo recognized and protected by Congress and the
'l'crritorial Government." Do not start. These are the authentic
words of the text. Yolt will fiud them in the Constitution.
Such was the unalterable fabric of the new Government. Nor
was there any doubt or hesitation in proclaiming its distincti,-e
character. ] ts Vice-President, 1\Ir. Stephens, who thus for had
been remarked for his moderation on Slavery, as if smitten with
diabolic light, undertook to explain and vindicate the Magna Carta
just adopted. B is words are already familiar; but they cannot
be omitted in an accurnto statement of the case. " The new
Constitution," he said, "has put at rest forever all the agitating
que~tions relating to our peculiar institution, African Slavery, as
it cxbts among us," which he proceeds to declare "was tho
imruc<liate cau~e of the lato rupture and present revolution."

•
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The Vice-President then announced unequivocally the change
that had taken place. Admitting that "it was the prevailing
idea of the leading statesmen at the foundation of the Old Constitution that the enslavement of the African was wrong in principle,
socially, morally and politically, and that it was a violation of the
laws of nature," he denounces this idea as "fundamentally
wrong," and proclaims the 11ew government as "founded upon
exactly the opposite idea." There was 110 disguise. "Its foundations," he avows, " are laid, its corner-stone rests upon the great
truth, that the negro is not equal to the white man; that Sla,·ery,
subordination to the superior race, is his natural and normal coudition." Not content with exhibiting the untried foundation, he
boastfully claims for the new government the priority of invention.
" Our new Government," he Yaun ts, "is the first in the history of
the world based upon this great physical, philosophical and moral
truth. This stone which was rejected by the first builders is
become the chief stone of the corner." And then, as if priority of
invention were not enough, he proceeds to claim for the new
Government future supremacy, saying that it is already" a growing
power, which if true to itself, its destiny and its high mission, will
become the controlling power upon this continent."
Since Satan fil'st declared the " corner-stone" of his new
government and openly denounced the Almighty throne, there
has been no blasphemy of equal audacity. In human history
nothing but itself can be its parallel. Here was the gauntle.t
thrown down to Heaven and Earth, while a disgusting Barbarism
was proclaimed as the new Civilization. Two years have already
passed, hut, as the Rebellion began, so it is now. A Governor of
South Carolina in a message to the Legislature as late as 3d
.April, 1863, took up the boastful strain aud congratulated the
Rebel 8lave-monp;e1's that they were" a refined, cultirnted and
enlightened people," and that the new Government was "the
finest type that the world ever beheld." God save the mal'k !
And a leading journal, more than any other the organ of the
Slave-mongers, has uttered the original vaunt with more than the
original brutality. After dwelling on "the graud career and
lofty destiny" before the new Government, the Richmond
Examiner of 28th May, 1863, proceeds as follows; "Would that
all of us understood and laid to heart the true nature of that
career and that destiny and the responsibility it imposes. T!te
establishment of the Confederacy is, verily, a di~tinct reaction
a!(ain.~t the whole course of the mistaken ciuilizatiun of tlte age.
Fur Liberty, Equality and Fratemity, we have deliberately
substituted tilavel'y, 8ubor<lination and Government. Reverently
we feel tltat our Confederacy is a God-sent missionary to tlte
nations with great truths to preach. We must speak thus boldly;
but whoso hath eal's to hear let him hear." lt is this God-sent
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missionary to the nations, which it is now proposed to welcome at
the household hearth of the ci dlized wol'ld.
Unhappily there arc old nations, still tolerating Slavery, already
in the Family; but now, for the first time in history a new uatio11
claims admission there, which not only tolerates Slavery, lrnt,
exulting in its shame, strives to rev.erse the j11dgment of mankind
against this outraire, and to make it a chief support and glory,
so that all Recognition of the new Power will be tile Recognition
of a sacrilegious pretension,
" With one vast blood-stone for the mighty base."

Elsewhere Sla.ery has been an accident; here it is the principle. Elsewhere it has been an instrument 011ly; here it is the
inspiration. Elsewhere it has been kept bac~ in a becomiug
modesty; here it is pushed forward in all its brutish nakedness.
Elsewhere it has claimed nothing but liberty to live; hern it
claims liberty to rule with unbounded empire at home and
abroad.
Look at this candidate Power as yon will, in its
whole continued existence, from its Alpha to its Omega, a11d it
is nothi11g but Sla,·ery ! Its origin is Slarery; its mai11-spring is
Slavery; its object is Slavery. Wherever it appears, whaterer it
does, whatever form it takes, it is Slavery alone and nothing else,
so that, with the contrition of Satan, it might cry out,
Me miserable! wliich ,vay shall I fly
Infinite wrath and infinite despair?
Which way I fly is hell; myself am hell.

T he Rebellion is Slavery in arms; Slavery on horse-hack;
Slavery on foot; Sla,ery raging on the battle-field; Slarery
raging on the quarter-deck, robbing, destroying, buruing, killing,
in order to uphold this candidate Power. Its legi::>lation is
simply Slavery in statutes; Slavery in chapters; Slavery fo
sections- with an enacting clause. Its Diplomacy is Slavery in
pretended ambassadors; Slavery in cunning letters; Slavery in
cozeniug promises; Slavery in per>'istent negotiations-nll to
secure for the candidate Power its much desired welcome.
Say what you will; try to avoid it if you can ; you are compelled to admit that the ca11didate Power is 11othi11g else
than organized Slavery, which uow in its madness-surrounded Ly its criminal clan, and led by its felon chieftainsbraves the civilization of the age. A ny Recognition of Slavery is
bad enough. But this will be a Recognition of Slavery with
welcome aud benediction, imparting to it nPw consideration and
respectability, and worse still, securing to it new opportuuity and
foothold for the supremacy which it opeuly proclaims.
In ancient days the candidate was robed in _white, while at the
Capitol and in the Fol'llm, lie canrnssed the people fo1· their ,·otes.
The candidate Nation, which is not ashamed of Slavery, should
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be robed in black, while it conducts its great canva~s and asks
the ,otes of tho Christian Powers. "1I ung be the hearens with
black, yield dcy to 11ight," as tho outrage procords ; for the
candidate gra,ely asks the international R~cognition of the
claim to hold property in man; to sell the wife away from the
husband; to sell the child away from the parent ; to shut the
gates of knowledge; to appropriate all tho fruits of another's
labor. And yet the candidate proceeds in his canrass-although
all history declares that 8la,·cry is essentially barbarous, and
that whatever it touches it changes to itself ; that it barbar izes laws; barbar:zes business; barbarizes manners; barbarizes
social life, and makes the pc >plo who cherish it barbarians. And
still the candidate proceeds-although it is known to the Christian
P owers that the partisans of Slavery aro naturally" ftlibusters,"
always apt for lawless incursions and for robbery ; that, during
l atter years, under their instigation and to advance their pretensions, expeditions, identical in 111otive with the present Rebellion,
were let looso in tho Gulf of Mexico, twice against Cuba, and
twice also against Nicaragua, breaking the peace of the United
States and threatening the repose of the world, so that Lopez
and Walker were tho predecessors of Beauregard and JefT-:rson
Da,is. And yet the candidate proceeds-although it is olidons
that tho Recognition which is urged, will be uothing less than a
solemn sanction by the Christian P owers of lavery everywl1ore
throughout the new jurisdiction, whether on land or sea, so that
every ship, which is a part of the floating territory, will be S/al)e
Territory. And yet with the phantasy that man cau hold property
in man shooting from his l ips; with the shack lo and la~h in his
hands ; with Barbarism ou his forehead; with Filibusterism in his
recorded life; and with Sia,,ery flying ia his fLig wherc,·cr it
floats on land or sea; tho candidate clamors for Christian Rccoguition. It is sad to think that there has been delay in repelling
the insufferable canvass. "Is thy servant a dog that ho shou Id do
this thing?" It is not necessary to boa Christian; it is sufficient
to bo a. man-iu orde1· to detest and combat such an accursed
p retension.
If the R ecognition of a de facto Power was a duty imposed
u pon other )iations by International Law, there woulu bo no
oppor tunity for ohjections founded on principle or policy. But
there is no sudt duty. foternational Law leaves . t o each nation,
precisely as tho nrn uicipal law l ca,·es to eaclt citizen, what company to keep or what copartner$hip to form. No company and
no copartnersbip can be forced upon a uation. It is all a que~tion
of free choice and acceptance. International L aw oa t his head
is liko the Constitutio11 of t he Uuitod States, which declares :
"New States may be admitlPd by the Congre~s into this Union."
Not 11111st uut may-; it ueing in tho discretion of Con_gre~s to
determiue whether tllo StaLO i,hall be admitted. Accordingly, in
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the exercise of this discretion, Congress for a long time refused
to admit Missouri as a Slave State. .A.nd now the old Missouri
Question, in a more outrageous form, on a grander theatre, "with
monarchs to behold the swelling scene,"-is presented to the Christian Po'Yers of the world. I f it were right to exclude Missouri,
having a few slaves only and regarding Slavery merely as a
temporary condition, it must be right to excl ude a pretended
nation, which not only boasts its millions of slaves, but passionately proclaims the perpetuity and propagation of slavery as the
cause and object of its separate existence.
Practical statesmen have always treated the question of Recognition as one of policy-to be determined on t he facts of tho
case-even where the Power was de facto established ; as
appears amply in the debates of the British P ~rliament on
the Recognition of Spanish America.
If we go behind the
practical statesmen and consult the earliest oracles of In tern at.ion al Law, we shall find that, according to their most app1·oved
words, not only may Recognition be refused, but there aro
considerations of duty this way which cannot be evaded. It is
not enough that a pretender has the form of a Commonwealth.
' A people," says Cicero, in a definition copied by most jurists,
"is not every body of men howsoever congregated, but a gathered
multitude, associated under the sanction oj jitstice and f11r the
oommon f.fOOd." - Juris co-nsensu et utilitalis communione sociatus.
(De Repub. Lib. i., 25.) And again he goes so far as to say, in
the Republic," when the king is unjust, or the aristocracy, or
the people itself, t he Commonwealth is not vicious bu.t null." Of
course a Commonwealth that was null would not be recognized.
But Grotius, who speaks always with the magistral voice of learuing
and geni us, h as given the just conclusion, whe11 he presents the
disti11ctio11 between a body of meu, who being already a Recogn ized Commonwealth, are guilty of systematic crime, as, for
instance, of piracy, and another \Jody of men, who, not yet R rcngnized as a Cornmonwealth, are banded together for the sake of
systematic crime-sceleris causd coeunt. ( De Jure B elli, ac Pacis,
Lib. iii., cap. 3, 2.) The latter, by a happy discrimination, he
places beyond the pale of honor or f ellowship; nam hi criminis
causcl sociantur. But when before in all history, have creatures,
wearing the human form, proclaimed the criniinal principle of
their association, with the audacity of our Sla\"e-mongers?
It might be argued, on grounds of reason aud authority even,
tllat the declared ptinciple of the pretended Power, was a violation
of International Law. Eminent magistrates have solemnly ruled,
that, in the de\"e]opmeut of civilization, the slave-trade has
become illegal, by a law h igher than any statute. Sir William
Grant, one of the ornaments of the British bench, whose elegant
mind was !):o,·erned always by practical sense,adjudged that" this
trade cannot, abstractedly speaking, have any legitimate existence,"
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(Amedie, 2 Acton R. 240J ; and our own great authority, Mr.
Justico Story, in a remarkable judgment, declared himself constrained " to consider the trade against tlie iiniversal law of
society." (La Jeune Eugenie, 2 Mason R. 451.) . But tho arguments which a.re strong against any R ecognition of the slarntrado, are strong also against any Recognition of Slavery itself.
It is not, however, necessary, in the determination of pre::ent
duty, to assume that Slavery, or the slave-trade, is positi,ely forbidden by existing International Law. It is enough to sl1ow,
that according to tlte spirit of that e:overeign law which " i-.its
empress, crowning good, repressing ill," and according also to
those commanding principles of justice and humanity, whicil
cannot be set at nau~ht without a shock to human nature itbelf,
so foul a wrong as Slavery can receive no voluntary support f,om
the Commonwealth of Nations. It is not a question of law but
a question of Morality. The Rule of Law is sometimes less comprehensive than the Rule of Morality, so that the latter may
positirely condemn what the former silently tolerates. But within
its own domain the Rule of Morality cannot be less authoritative
than the Rule of L aw itself. It is, indeed, nothing less than the
Law of Nature and also the Law of God. If we listen to a
Heathen teacher we shall confess its binding power. ' · Law,"
says Cicero, "is the highest reason impla nted in 11atme, whiclt

prescribes tltose things wlticlt ougltt to be done, and forbids lite
contrary."-(DeLPgibus, Lib. i., cap. 5.) T his law is au essential
part of International Law, as is also Christianity itself, and,
where treaties fail and usage is silent, it is the only l aw between
nations. Jurists of all ages and countries h a,e delighted to
acknowledge its authority, if it spoke only in the still small voice
of conscience. A colcl.Jrated professor or Genna11y in our own
day, Sa,igny, whose name is honored by tho students of jurisprudence ernrywhere, touches upon t his monitor of nations, when
he declares that "the re may exist between different nations a
common consciousness of Right similar to that which engenders
the P ositi,·e L aw· of particular n ations." - ( System des !teutigen
R o111isdten Recllts, L. vii., cap 11, 11.) But this common consciousness of right is identical with that law, which, according to
Cicero, is " the highest r eason implanted in nature." Such is
the Rule of Morality.
Tho Rule of Morality differs from the Rule of Law in this
respect : that the funner finds its support in the l1uman conscience ; the latter in the sanctions of public force. But moral
power prevails with a good man as much as if it were physical. I
know no diffe rent rule for a good nation than fot· a good man.
I am sure that a good nation will not do what a good man would
scorn to do.
B11t there is a rule of prudence superaddcd to the Rulo of
Morality. Grotius in discussing trnaties does not forget the
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wisdom of Solomon, who, in not a few places, warns against
fello1v:,hip with tho wicked, although ho adds, that these were
maxims of prudence nud 11ot of law.-(Lil>. ii., cap. 15, § 9.)
And ho remi11ds us of tho saying of Alexander, "that thoso
grio1·ously offend who enter the sen·ice of Barbarians." (Ibid,
§ 11.) Hut Letter still are the words of the wi~o historian of
classical autiquity, who enjoi11s upon a Commonwealth the duty of
comidcriug carcf'ully, when sued for a~$ista11ce," whether what is
sought is sufficiently pious, safe, p.lurious, or on tlte oilier ltand
uribecoming-;"-(Sallust Fragm ., iv. 2) and also those words
of Scripture which after rebuking au alliance with Ahab, ask with
scorn, '' Shouldst thou help the 1111godly?" (Z Chr o11., xiv. 2.)
If the claim for R ecognition he brought to tho touch-stono of
these priuciplcs, it will l>o easy to decide it.
Vain is it to nrgo tho Practice of Nations in its behalf. Ne,er
before in history has such a cu11didacy been put forward in the
name of Slavery; aud tho terrilile outrage is aggra,ated uy tho
Christian light which ~urronnds it. T his is not the age of darkness. But e,cn in the Dark .Ages, when the Slave-mongers of
Algiers" had reduced themsel...-es to a government or state," the
renowned Louis I X." treated them as a nest of wasps." ( l Phillimore, p . 80.) Afterwards but slowly they obtained" the rights
of legation" and •· the reputation of a f!Overnme11 t;" but at last,
weary of their criminal pretenl;ions, tho aroused vengeance of
Great Britain and France blotled out t his P ower from the list of
11ations. Louis XI. , who has beeit descl'ibed as" the so...-creign
who best understood l1is interest," iudignant at Richar d JU. of
England, who had murdered two infa1:ts in tho tower, and usurped
the crown, sent back his ambassadors without holdinl-{ any intercourse with them. T his is a suggestive precedent; fur the parricide
usurper of England had never mmdered so many infants, or
usurved so much as tho pretended Have Power, which is strangely
tolerated by the sagacious so,·ereign who sits on the throne of
Louis X I. B ut it is 11ot necessary to go so far in history; nor
to dwell on tho practice of nations in withholding or conceding
R ecognition. T he whole matter is stated l>y Burke with his
customary power :
"In the case of a divided kingdom by the Law of Nations, Great Britain,
like every othet· Power, i$ free to take any part she pleases. She may
decline. witlt more or less formality, according to lter discretion, to acknowledge this new system; or ~he may reC'ognize it a~ a go,•ernmeot de facto,
setting aside ull discussion of its original Jpgality, and considering the
ancient monarchy as at an end. The L aw of Nations leaves our court
open to its choice. The declaration of a new species of irovernment on new
principles i~ a real crisis in the politics of Europe." (T!toughts on Frcnclt
..djfairs, 179 1.)
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Another eloquent publicist, Sir James Mackintosh, while urging
on Parliament the Recog11ition of 8panish America, sayfi, "The
reception of a new State into the society of ci\'ilized nations by
those acts which amount to r ecognition is a proceeding, which, as
it has no legal character, is purely of a moral nature;" and he
proceeds to argue that since Eugland is" the only anciently free
State in the world, for her to reruse her moral aid to communities
strugglinf( for liberty, is an act of unnatural ha rshness." (Mackintosh's Works, V ol. iii. p. 408.) 'l'h us does he vindicate R ecognition for the sake of ]freedom. How trnly he would have
repelled any Recognition for the sake of Slavery, let his life
testify.
But, perhaps, no better testimony to the practice of nations can
be found than in the words of Vattel, whose work, presenting the
sul0cct in a familiar form, has done more, during the last century,
to fashion opinion on the Law of Natio11s than auy other aULhority.
Here it is briefly:"If there be any nation that makes an open profession of trampling justice
un<ler foot, of despis ing an<l violating the right of olhcr~, whenever it finds
an opportunity, the interest of human socie1y will authorize all 01hers to
bumble and chastise it." (Book ii., cap. 4, § 70.) "To furm and support
an imjust pretension is to do an ii1jury not only to him who is interested in
this pretension, but to mock at j11s1ice in general and to injure all nations."
(Ibid.) "He who assists an odious tyrant-be who declare$ for an unjust
and rebellious people-dolates his du1y." (Ibid, § 56.) "As to those
mon~ters, who under the title of sovereigns, render tbem~elves the scourges
and lio1-ro1· of the human race, they are savage beasts, whom every brave
man may justly exterminate from the face of the ear1h." ([bid.) "But if
the maxims of a religion tend to establish it by violence and to oppress all
those who will not emb1·ace it, the law of nature forbids us to favor that
religion or to contract any unnecessary alliance wilh its inhuman followers,
and the common safety of mankind invites them rather to enter into an
alliance against such a people; to repress such outrage011s fanatics, who
dist11rb the piiblic repose and threaten all nations." ( Ibid, Book ii., cap. 12,
§ 162.)

Vainly do you urge this Recognition on any principle of the
Comity of Nations. This is an expansive term ittto which enters
much of the refinements, amenities and hospitalities of Civilization, and also something of the obligations of moral duty. But
where an act is prejudicial to 1Jational interests or coutrary to
national policy or questionable in morals, it cannot be commended
by any considerations of courtesy. 'l'here is a paramouut duty
which must not be betrayed by a kiss. For the sake of Comity, acts
of good will and friendship not required by law are performed
between nations; but au English Court has authoritatively
declared that this principle cannot prevail "where it violates the
law of our own couu try, the Law of Nature or the Law of God ; "
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and on this adamantiue ground it was decided, that an American
~laYc, who had found shelter on board of a British man-of-war,
could not be recognized as a slave. (Forbes v. Gocltrane, i Barn.
and Cres., R. 4-!8.) But the same principle would prevail against
the Recognition of a new 81ave Nation.
Vainly do you urge this Recognition on any reason of Peace.
There can bo no peace founded on injustice; and any Recognition
is an injustice which will cry aloud resounding through the
unircrse. You may seem to have peace; but it will be only a
smothered war, destined to break forth in war more direful than
before.
TIius is every argument for Recognition repelled, whether it be
under the sounding w01·ds, Practice of Natious-Comity of Nations
-or Peace. There is nothing in Practice, nothiug in Comity,
nothing in Peace, which is not against any such shameful surrender.
But applying the principles which have been already set
forth;- assuming what cauuot be denied,- that every Power is
free to refuse Recognition; assuming that it is not every body of
men that can be considered a Commonwealth, bnt only " those
associated imder lite sanction ofjustice and fot· the common good;"
that mc11 " banded together for the sake of systematic crime" cannot be considered a Commonwealth ;-assuming that every member
of the Family of Nations will surely obey the Rule of Morality;
that it will" shun fellowship with the wicked;" that it will not
"en tor into the service of Barbarians;" that it will avoid what is
" u11becoming" and do that only which is " pious, safe and
glorious;" and that abo,e all things it will not enter into an
alliauce "to help the ungodly;" assuming these things-every
such member must reject with indignation a new pretension whose
declared principle of association is so essentially wicked. Ilcre
there can be no question. The case is plain; nor is any language
of contumely or scorn too strong to express the irrcprnssible
repugnance to such a pretension, which, like vice," to be hated
needs only to be seen." 8urely there can be no Christian Power
which will not leap to expose it, saying with irresistible voice :
(1.) No new sanction of l::>la.very. (2.) No new quickening of
Slavery in its active and aggressive Barbarism. (13.) No mw
encouragement to the" filibusters" engendered by Slavery. (-!.)
No new creation of Slave territory. (5.) No new creation of a
Slave Navy. (6.) No new Slave Nalion. (7.) No installation
of Slavery as a new Ci,·ilization. But all this Litany will fail, if
Recoµ:nition prernils-from which Good Lord deliver us ! Nor
will this be the end of the edl.
Slavery, through the new Power, will take its place in the
Pal'liameut of mankind, wilh all the iromunilies of au lndopendcnt Nation, ready always to uphold aHd adn:tnce itself, and
orgauizcd as au unreltmting Propaganda of the new Faith. .A.
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Power, having its inspiration in such a Barbarism, must be essentially barbarous; founded on the asserted right to whip women
and to sell children, it must assume a character of disgusting
hardihood, and, openly professing a determination to re,olutionize
the Public Opinion of the world, it must be in open schism with
CiYilization itself, so that all its influences will be wild, savage,
brutal, and all its offspring kindred iu character.
Pard genders pnrd; from tigers tigers spring;
No dove is hatched beneath the vulture's wing.

Such a Power, from its ,cry nature, must be Despotism at home
"tempered only by assassination," with cotton-fields instead of
Siberia, while abroad it mu!ft be aggressive, dangerous and revolting, in itself a Magnum Latrocinium, whose fellowship can ha,e
n othing but" the filthiness of Eril," and whose very existence will
be au intolerable nuisance. When Dan to, in the vindictive judgment
which he hurled against his own Florence, called it bordello, he
did not use a t erm too strong for tho mighty D ouse of Ill Fame
which the Christian P owers are now asked for tho first time to
license. Such must be the character of the new Power. But
though only a recent wrong, and pleading no prescription, the
illimitable audacity of i ts nature will hesitate at uothing ; nor is
there any thing offensive or detestable which it will not absorb
into itself. I t will be an I shmael with its hand against every man.
It will be a brood of H arpies defiling all which it cannot steal.
It will be the one-eyed Cyclop of nations, seeing only through
Slavery, spurning all as fools who do not see likewise, and bellowing forth in savage egotism :
Know· then, we Cyclops are a 1·ace abo'IJe
T hose air-bred people and their goat-nursed Jove;
And lenrn our power proceeds with thee and thine
Not as Jove wills, but as ourselircs incline.

Or worse still, it will be the soulless monster of Frankenstein- the
wretched creation of mortal science without God-endowed with
life and nothing else-forever raging madly, the scandal to humanity-powerful only for evil-whose destruction will be essential to
the peace of t he world.
Who can welcome such a creation ? Who can consort with it ?
Thero is something loathsome in tho idea. There is contamination oven in tho thought. If you li.e with tho lame, says the ancient
prol'erb, you will learn to limp; if you keep in the kitchen you will
smell of smoke; if you touch pitch you will be defiled. But what
lameness so pitiful as that of this pretended P ower ; what smoke so
foul as its brcatlt; what pitch so defiling as its touch? It is an
Oriental saying that a cistern of rose-water will become impure,
if a dog be dropt into it; but a continent of rose-water with
4
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Rebel Slave-mongers would be changed into a vulgar pnddle.
I111agi11e, i'f you please, whatc,·er is most disgusting, and this
pretended Power is more disgusting still. Naturali~ts report
that the pike will swallow any thi11g except the toad; but this it
cannot do. Tho experiment has been tried, aud, though this fish!
in its unhesitating voracity, always gulps whate,er is thrown to
it, yet iurnriably it ~pews this 1111isance from its throat. ]fat our
Shi 1·c-monge:, preteusion is worse than tho toad; a11d yet thero
aro Foreign Nations " hic:h, instead of i::pewing it forth, are already
turning it like a precious mor:.cl on the tongue.
But there is yet another ground on which I make this appeal.
It is a part of tho triumphs of Ci,·ilization, that llO ~atiou can
act for itself alone. "'hate,cr it does for good or for evil,
affects all the rest. Therefore a Nation cannot forize t its obligations to othc1s. E~pecially docs International Law, when
it declares tho absolute Equality of Independent Nations,
cast upon all Nati011s the duty of considering well h ow this
prh·ilege shall be bestowed, so tl1at the welfare of all may bo
be~t upheld.
But tho whole }family of Nations • ··lfi be
degraded by admitting this new pretension to any tolcrati
..idch
.11ission;
less to any equality. There can be 110 reason for sue:
for it can bring nothi11g to the general weal. Cinl society is
created for safety and tranquillity. Nations como together a11d
fraternize for the common good. But this hateful proten~ion can
do nothing but evil for ci, il society at homo or for n~lio11s in lhei1·
relations with each other. It can sho,v no title to Recognition;
110 passport for its tra,·cls; no old creation. It is all new; and
here let mo borrow the language of Burke on another occasion ;
"It is not a new Power of au old kind. It is a new Power of a
new species. When such a questionable shape is to be admitted
for tlte first time into tho brotherhood of Christendom, it is not
a mere matter of idle curiosity to consider how far it is in its
nature alliable witlt the 1·est." (Regicide Peace, 2d L etter.)
Tho greatest of corporations is a nation; the s1tl>limest of all
associations is that which is composed of nations, independent
and equal, knit together in the bonds of peaceful Fraternity as
the great Christian Commonwealth. The ~lave-mongers may be
a corporation in/act; but no such corporation can find a place in
that sublime Commonwealth. As well admit tho Thugs, whose
first article of faith is to kill a stranger-or the Buc~aneers, those
old " brothers of the coast," who plundered on the. sea-or better
still revive the old Kingdom of the Assassins, where the king was
an assassin, surrounded by counsellors and generals who were
assassins, and all his subjects were assassins~ Or yet again better
at once and openly recognize Anti-Christ, who is the supreme and
highest impersonation of the Slave-Power.
Amidst the general degradatiou t:.at would follow such an
obeisance to Slavery, there are two Christiau Powors that would
0
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appear in sad and shameful eminence. I refer to Great Britainthe declared" protectress of the African r,1ce,"-and to France, the
declared champion of" ideas,"-who, from the very largess of their
pledges, are so situated, that they cannot desert the gond old
cause and turn their faces against civilization without a criminal
tergiversation, which 110 mountain of diplomacy can cornr.
Where then would be British devotion to the African race?
Where then would be French devotion to i deas ?-Remembered only to point a tale aud show how 11ations h ad fallen.
Great Britain knows less than France of national vicissitudes;
but such an act of wro11g would do somethiug in its inflneuce to
equalize the conditions of these two nations. Better for the fastanchored i5le that it should be sunk beneath the sea, with its
cathedrals, its castles, i ts fields of glory, Runnymede, W cstruiuster Ball and the home of i:-:hakspeare, than that it should do
this thing. In other days England bas valiantly striven against
Slavery; and now she proposes to surrender, at a moment when
more can be done than ever before against the monster whcrc\·cr
it shows its head, for Sla,ery everywhere h as its neck in this
R ebellion. In other days France has valiantly striven for iueas;
and 110w she too proposes to sunender, although all that ~he has
professed to have at heart is involred in the doom of Shivery,
which a word from h er might hasten beyond recall. But it is in
Eugland, more even than in France, that the strongest sentiment
for Rebel Slarn-mongers has bec11 manifest, constituting a rnoral
mania, which menaces a pact and concordat with the R ebellion
itself,- as when an early P ope, the head of the Christian Church,
did not hesitate to execute a piratical convention with a pagan
enemy of the Christian u ame. It only remains that the uew
coalition should be sigued, in order to consummate the unutterable
degradation. It was the fate of lEdipus, in tile saddest story of
antiquity, to wed his own mother without knowing it; l>ut
England will wed the Slave-Power with full knowledge that the
relation, if not. incestuous, is ,ile. 'l'he contracting parties will
be the Queen of England, and J efferson Davis, once the patron of
"repudiation," now the clii"cf of Rebel Slave-mongers. It will
only remain for this virtuous Lady, whose pride it is to seek
justice always, to beud it1 pitiful abjectness to receive as a plenipotentiary at her Court the author of the Fugiti\·e Slave Bill.
A Slave-mo11ger P ower will take its seat at the great councilboard, to jostle thrones and be11ches, while it o~rsha<lows
Humanity. Its foul attorneys, r eeki11g with Slavery, will have
their letter of license, as the ambassadors of Slavery, to ro~·e
from court to court, over foreign carpets, poiso11i11g that air which
has been nobly pronounced too pure for a slave to breathe. Alas!
for England, vowe<l a thot1sa11d times to the protection of the African
race and knit perpetually by her best renown to this sacred
loyalty, now plunging into adulterous honey-moon with 8lavory-
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recognizing tl10 n ew and impious Protestantism against Liberty
itself--and wickedly IJecomiug the D efender of the Faith even
as professed by Rebel Slave-mongers.. Alas! for England's Queen
-woman and mother-carried off from the cause of Wilberforce
and Clarkson to sink into unseemly dalliance with tho scourgors
of women and the auctioneers of children; for a" stain ," d.eoper
than that which aroused the angnish of Maria Theresa, is settling
upon her reign. .Alas! for that R oyal Consort, humaue and
great, whose dying ,oico was given to assuage the temper of that
ministerial despatch by which, in an e,il hour, England was made
to strike hands with Robel Slave-mongers ; for the councillor is
needed now t o sa,e the laud which he adorned from au act of
iuexpiable shame.
And for all this sickening immorality I hoar but one declared
apology. It is said that tho Union permitted and still permits
Slavery; therefore Foreign Nations may recognize Robel Sla,emougcrs as a new Power. B ut here is the precise question.
Euglaud is still in diplomatic relations with Spain, and was only
a short time ago in diplomatic relations with Brazil, both permitting Slavery; but these two Powers are not new; they are
already established; there is n o question of their Recognition;
nor do t hey pretend to found empire on Slavery. 'rhere is no
reason i n any relations wi th t hem why a new Power, with Slarnry
as its declared " corner-stone," whose gospel is Slavery and whose
evangelists are Slave-mongers, should be recognized in the Family
of Nations. If I reland were in triumphant rebellion against the
British Queen, complaining of rights denied, it would bo our duty
to r ecognize h ct' as an Independent Power ; but if I reland
rebelled, with the declared object of establishing a new Power,
which should be nothing less than a giant felony and a nuisance
to the world, then it would be our duty to spurn the infamous
pretension, and no triumph of the Rebellion could change this
plnin and irresistible necessity. And yet, in the face of this commanding rule, we aro told to expect the Recognition of Rebel
Slave-mongcrs.
But au aroused P ublic Opinion," the world's collected will"
and returning reason in England and France will see to it that
Civilization is saved from this shock and tho nations themselves
from t he terrible retribution which sooner or later must surely
attend i t. No P ower can afford to lift itself before mankind and
openly TOte a new and untrammelled charter to injustice and
cruel ty. God is an unsleeping a,·engor; nor can armies, fleets,
bulwarks or" towers along the steep" prevail against his mighty
anger. There is but ono word which the Christian Powers can utter
to any application for this unholy Recognition. It is simply and
austerely "No," with an emphasis that shall silence argument
and extin~uish hope itself. And this Proclamation should go
forth swiftly. E,ery moment of hesitation is a moment of apos-
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tacy, casting its lengthening shadow of dishonor. Not to discourage is to encourage; not to blast is to bless. Let this simple
word be uttered and Slavery will shrink away with a ma1·k onits
forehead, like Cain-a perpetual vagabond-without welcome or
fellowship, so that it can only die. Let this simple word be
uttered and the audacious Slave-Power will be no better than the
Flying Dutchman, that famous craft, which, darkened by piracy
and murder, was doomed to a perpetual cruise, unable to enter a
port;
Faint and despairing in their watery bier,
To every friendly shore the sailors steer;
R epelled from port to port they sue in vain,
And track with slow, unsteady sail the main,
Unblest of God and man ! Till time shall end
Its view strange horror to the storm shall lend.

[V.]
NO

CONCESSION OF O CEAN BELLIGERENCY WITHOUT A
COURT ;-ESPECIALLY TO REBEL 8LAVE-1\IONGERS.

P RIZE

Too much have I spoken for your patience, if not enough for
the cause. But there is yet another topic which I have reserved
to the last, because logically it belongs there, or at least i t can be
best considered in the gathered light of the previous discussion.
Its immediate, practical interest is great. I refer to the concession of Belligerent Rights, being the first stage to Independence.
Great Britain led the way in acknowledgiug the embryo government of Rebel Slave-mongers as Belligerents on sea as well as
on land, and, by a Proclamation of the Queen, declared h er
neutrality between the two parties, thus lifting the embryo government of Rebel Slave-mongers, which was nothing else than
organized and aggressive Sla\'ery, to an Equality on sea as well
as on land with its ancient ally, the National Government. H ere
was a blunder if not a crime-not merely in the alacrity with
which it was done but in doing it at all. It was followed immediately by France, and then by Spain, H olland and Brazil. The
concession of Belligerent Rights on land was only a name and
nothing more; therefore I say uothing about it. But the concession of B elligerent R ights on, tlte Ocean is of a widely different
character, and the two reasons against the Recognition of the
independence of the emhryo government are applicable also to
this concession. First, The embryo government has no maritime
or naval Belligerent Rights, de facto; and secondly, an embryo
government of Rebel Sla\·e-mongers cannot h:H·e the character de
facto which woulJ jnstify the concession of maritime or naval
Belligerency; so that conld the concession be vindicated on
the first ground, it must fail ou the second.
The concession of Or:f'an B!'/ligerency is a Letter of License
from the cu11se11ti11g 1-'vwers to every
cruiser, or
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rather it i- the countersign of the~e Powers to the commission of
every such crniser. WiLhout such couutersign the l::-lave-mouger
cruiser would be an outlaw, with no right to enter a single foreign
port. The declaration of Bcllig:erenc:y µ ivcs to him legal competency and admits him to testify by flag a11d arms. Without such
competency he could liavc no flag, and no right to bear arms on
the ocean. Burke sententiously descriues it as an" intermediate
Treaty which 7,uts rebels in pussessiun of the Law of Nations."
And this is plai11 ly trne.
The magnitude of this concession may be seen in three aspects;
first, in the immunities which it co11fers; putting an emuryo
government of Relic! 8larn-mo11gers on an equality with established
governments, maki11g its cruiEers lawful i11stcad of piratical,
and opeuing to them boundless facilities at sea aud in port, so that
tl1ey may obtain supplies aud even hospit'ality. Secondly, in the
degradation tl1at it fastens upon the National Government, which
is condemned to see its ships treated ou a11 equality with the ships
of Reuel Sla,;e-mongcrs, a11d also the just rule of "neutrality"
between Bclligere11 t Powers call0d in to fetter its activity against a
giant felony. .Allll thirdly, it may be seen in the disturbance to
commerce which it sa11ctions, by letting loose lawless sea-rovers,
armed with Belligerent Rights-i11cluding the right of search
-wlwso uatural recklcss11css is left unbridled, and without
any remedy even from diplomatic intercourse. 'rhc ocean is a
common highway; but on this accou11t it is for the interest of a.11
who share it, that it should not be disturbed by predatory
hostilities. Such a concession should be made with the greatest
caution, and then, 011ly uuder the necessity of the case, on tho
ovenvhelming authority of the fact; for, from ueginuing to end,
it is simply a question of fact, ausolutely dependent on those
conditious and prerequisites without which Ocean Belligerency
cauuot exist.
.As a general rule, Belligerent Rights are conceded only where
a rebel gorernme11t, or contcudiug party in a civil war, has
acquired such form and liody, that, for the time being, within
certain limits, it is sovereign de facto, so far at least as to
command troops and to administer justice. The concession of
Belligerency is the Recognition of such l imited sovereignty, which
bears tho same relation to ackuowlu<lged lndepcnde11ce as gristle
boars to bone. It is obvious that such sovereignty may exist
de facto on laud without existing de facto on the ocean. It may
prernil in armies and yet fail in naYics. In short tlie fact may
be one way ou laud, and tho other way on the ocea~; nor can it
bo inferred on tlie ocean simply from its existence 011 the land.
Si11ce every such concession is ad,;crse to tho original gornrn mont,
and is made only under the necessity of the case, it must be
ca1·efully limited to the actual fact. Indeed, :Mr. Canning, who
has shed so much light 011 these topics, opeuly took the ground
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that" Belligerency is not so much n principle as a fact." And
the question theu arises, whether the Rebel ::--la\·e-mongcrs ham
acquired such de faclo sovereignty on the ocean as entitles them
to Ocean Belligereut rights.
There are at least two "facts" which are patent to all, first,
that the Rebel Slave-mongers ha,o not a siuglc port into which
C\'Cn legal crui~ers can take thei1· prizes for adjudication; and
secondly, that the ships which now presume to exercise Ocean
Belligerent rights in their namc-con~tituting the Rebel i_..ilavemong:er navy, which a member of the British Cabinet said was
"to be created "-were all" created" in England, which is the
naval base from which they sally forth on theit· predatory cruise
without once eutering a port of their own pretended Government.
The.,e two "facts" are different in character.
The first
attaches absolutely to the pretended P ower, rendering it incompetent to exercise Belligerent jurisdiction on the ocean. The
second attaches to the individual ships, rendering them piratical.
But these simple and unquestionable" facts" are the key to uulock
the present question
From the reason of tho case, there can be no Ocean Belligerent
without a port into which it can take its prizes. Any other rule
would be absmtl. It will 11ot be enough to sail the sea, like
tho Flying Dutchman; the Ocean Belligerent must be able to
touch the land and that land its own. 'l'his pt·oceeds on tho idea
of ch·ilized warfare, that something moro than naked force is
cssen tial to the completeness of a capture. .According to the
earlier rule, transmutation of property was accomplished hy the
"pernoctation" of tho captured ship within the port of the
Belligerent, or as it was called, dedur:tio infra prresidia. As early
as 1-1:14, under Henry V., of England, there was an Act of Parliament, r equiring privateers to bring their pri::;es into a port of
the kingdom, and to make a declaration thereof to a proper officer,

bPfore undertaking to dispose of tltem.

(Rumzingt01i's Statutes.

Vol. i., p. 401.) But the modern rule interposes an additional
check upon lawless ,iolcnce by requiring tho condemnation of a
competent court. This rule, which is among the most authoritatiYe of the British Admiralty, will be found in tho famous
letter of Sit· William Scott and Sir John Nichol, addressed to
John Jay, as follows; "Before the s!tip or goods can be disposed
of by the captors, there must be a regular judicial proceeding,
wherein both parties may be heard and condemnation therefrom
as Prize in a Court of Admiralty,jndging by the Law of Nations
and Treaties." This is explicit. .But this rule is French as well
as English. Indeed it is a part of luternational Law. A seizure
is regarded merely as a preliminary act, which does not di\·cst the
property, though it paralyzes tho right of the proprietor. A
subsequent act o( condemnation, by a competent tribunal, is neee:ssary to determine if the seizure is , alid. The question is
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compendionsly called prize or no prize. Where the property of
neutrals is involved this requirement becomes of absolute__importtauce. In conceding Belligerency, all the customary bclligerant
rights with regard to neutrals are conceded also, so that the
concession puts in jeopardy n eutral commerce. But wilhout
dwelling on this point, I content myself with the authority of two
recent French writers. M. Hautefeuille, in liis elaborate work,
says " the cruiser is not recognized as the proprietor of the objects
seized, but lte is held to bring tltern before the tribumal and obtain
a sentence declaring them. to be pri:::e." (Hautefeuille, Des
Droits et des Devoirs des Nations neutres, Vol. iii., p. 209, 323,
352.) And a later writer, M. Eugene Cauchy, whose work has
appeared since our war began, says, "A usage, which evidently
has its source in natural equity, requires that, before proceeding
to divide the booty, there should be an inquiry as to tho regularity
of tho prize; and to this end, every prize takenfrorn an enemy
should be carried before the judge established by the sovereign
of the captor." ( Cauchy, D ruit .il:Iaritime lnternational, Vol. i.,
p. 65, ()6. But if the P ower, calling itself Belligerent, cannot
comply with this condition; if it has no port into which it can
bring the captured ship, and no court, according to the requ irement of the British Admiralty, with" a regular judicial proceeding
whel'ein both parties may be heal'd," it is clearly not in a situation
to dispose of a ship or goods as prize. Whatever may be its force
in other respects, it lacks a ·vital element of Ocean Belligerency.
In that semi-sovereignty, which constitutes Belligerency on land,
there must be a provision for the administration of justice, without
which there is nothing but a mob. In that same semi-sovereignty
on the ocean there must be a similar provision. It will not be
enough that there should be ships duly commissioned to take
prizes, there must also be courts to try them; and the latter are
uot less important than the former.
Lord Russell himself, who was so swift to make this concession,
has been led to confess the necessity of Prize Courts on the part
of Ocean Belligerents, and thus to expose the irrational character
of his own work. In a letter to the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce, dated 1st Jan uary, 1862, occasioned by the destrnction of
British cargoes, the Miuister says : "'l'he owners of any British
property, not beiug contraband of war, on board a Fedel'al vessel
captured and destroyed by a Confederate vessel of war, may claim
in a Confederate Prize Court compensation for destruction of such
7n-operty." (Wheaton's Elements, Lawrence's edit., p. 1024.)
But if there be no Prize Court, then justice must fail; and with
this failure tumbles in fact the whole wretched pretension of
Ocean Belligerency-except in the galvanism of a Queen's
Proclamation, or a Cabiuet concession.
lf a cruiser may at any time burn prizes, it is only because of
some exceptional exigency iu a particular case, end not according
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to any general rule. The general rule declares that there can be
no right to take a prize, if there be no port into which it may be
carried. T ho right of capture and tho right of trial are tho complements of each other-through which a harsh prorogathso is
supposed to be rounded into tho proper form of civilized warfare.
Therefore, every ship and cargo, burned by the captors, for tho
reasou that they had no port, testifies that they are without that
vital sovereignty on the ocean, which is needed in tho exorcise
of Belligerent jurisdiction, and that they are not Ocean Belligerents in fact. Nay more ; all these bonfires of the sea cry out
against that Power, which by a precipitate concession of a false
Belligerency furnished the torch. .As well inYest the rebellious
raj ahs of India, who have never tasted salt water, with this Ocean
prerog&!,ive, so that they too may rob and burn; as well constitute
land-la ed Poland, now in arms for Independence, an Ocean
Belligerent; or enroll mountain Switzerland in the same class; or
joi n with Shakspoare in making inland Bohemia a country with
hospitable ports on the ocean.
To aggrarntc this concession of a false Belligerency, the ships are
all built, rigged, armed and manned in Great Britain. It is ont
of British oak and British iron that they are constructed; rigged
with British ropes ; made formidable with British arms; supplied
with British gunners and navigated by British crews, so as to constitute in all respects a British naval expedition. British ports supply the place of Rebel Slave-monger ports. British ports arc open
to them when their own are closed. British ports constitute their
naval base of operations and supplies, furn ishing every thing needful-except an officer-the ship's papers-and a court for the trial
of the prizes-each of which is cssen tial to the legality of the expedition. And yet these same ships, thus equipped i n British ports
and never touching a port of the pretended government i n whose
name they rob and burn,-being simply a rib taken out of tho side
of England and contributed to a Slave-monger Rebellion,-rccci\"e
the further passport of Belligerency from tho British Government
when in fact the Belligerency does not exist. 'l 'he whole proceeding, from tho laying of the keel in a British dockyard to the
bursti ng flames on tho ocean, is a mockery of Interuational La\'r
and an insult to a friendly Power.
T he case is sometimes said to be new; bnt it is new only inasmuch as no snch "parricide" is provided against in express
terms. It was not an ticipated. B ut the principles which govern
it are as old as justice and humanity, in the in terests of which
Belligerent Rights are said to be conceded. Hore i t is all reversed,
and it is 110w appareut that, whatever may have been t he moti,·es
of the British Government, Belligerent Rights have been conceded
in the interests of injustice and inhumanity. Burning ships and
scattered wrecks arc the witn.esses. If such a· case is not condemucu by lutcrnational Law, then has this law lost its virtue.
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Call such cruisers by whateve1· polite term mo~t pleases tho ear,
and you ab not chauge their character with their 1Ja1ue. Wilhout
a home and without a legal charactet·, they are mere l?Jp,ics of
the sea, who by their criminal acts ha\·e become disturbers of tl:e
common highway, outlaws and e11emies of tho human race.
But there is a precedent, which shows how impossible it is for
a pretended Power, without a single port, to possess Belligerent
Rights on the ocean, and how impo~siule it is fo1· the ship of such
pretended Power to be any thi11g but a felon ship. James II. of
England, after he had ceased to be de facto king and while he was
~u exile without a single port, u ndertook to issue Letters of
Marque. It was argued unanswerably l>efore the Privy Council
of William III., that, whatever might be the claims de Jure of a
deposed prince, he could not receive from any other so"-ereign
"intel'national privileges;" "that, if he couhl grant a con. 1ission
t o take the ships of a single nation , it would in effect be a general
license to plunder, because those who were so commissioned would
be their own judges of whatever t!tey took; and that the reason of
the thing which pronounced t hat rob!Jers and pirates, when they
formed themsel res into a civil society, became jn~.t enemies, pronounced also t hat a king without territory, without power of
protecting the innocen t 01· punishing the guilty, or in an!J walJ of
administering justice, dwindled into a pirate if he issued commissio11s to seize the goods and ships of nations, and that they who
tool£ comniissinns from him must be held by legal infercnr:e to /1.ace
associated' see Ieris causa' and coul,t not be considered as n,embers
of cfoit society." (Phillimore, International Law, Vol. i. 401.)
These words arc strictly applicable to the present case. Wliaterer
may be the force of the Rebel ~::ilare-mongcrs on la.11d, they arc no
better on the ocean than the "deposed prince"-" without
power of protecting the innocent or punishing the guilty, or in any
wav of administering justice;" a11d, like the prince, they too ha,e
"dwindled into a pirate,"-except so far as they may be sustained
by British Recognition.
.Aud there is yet another precedent, which shows that the
appropiation of a captured sl1ip or cargo will1ou t judicial proceedings, is piracy. 'l'he case is memorable. It is 110110 other than
that of the famous Captain Kidd, who, on his indictme11t for piracy,
as 1011g ago as 1608, produced a commission in justification. But
it was at 011ce declared that it was not enough to show a commission ; he m.ust also show a conde,uation of tlte captured sltip. The
Lord Chief Baron of that day said that" if he had acted purs uant to
his commission lie ougftt to !tare condf'mned ship and goods; that
by not condemning them he showed his aim, mind·and iHtention,
and that he did not act in that case by Yirtue of his commission,
but quite contrary to it; that he took the ship and shared the
money and goods, and was taken iu that very ~hip, so that there
is no color or pretence tltut lte ifltended to bring t!tis s!tip to Eng-
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land to be condemned or to have condemned it in any nf the Englisli
plantutions; and that whilst men pursue their commissious they
must l>e justified; but when they do thiugs not authorized or ever
intended by them, it was as if they !tad no commissions. (llargrave's State Trials, Vol. v. p. 314.) Capt. Kidd was condemned
to death and executed as a pirate. If he was a pirate, worthy of
death, then, by the same rnle, those rovers who l)urn ships, rob
cargoes and adorn theii- cabins with rows of stolen chronometers,
-without any pretence of a Pi-ize Court-must be pirates, worthy
of death likewise.
Bnt without now considering more critically what should be
the fate of these ocean-incendiaries, or what the re~µonsibilities of
E11glaud, out of whom they came, I content myself ,vith the
conclusion that they are not entitled to Oceau Belligerency.
But e\·en if Rebel Slave-mongers coagulated in embryo
go1·ernment, have arri1°ed at that semi-so.,ercignty de facto on
the ocean which justifies the coucession of Belligerent Rights, yet
the Christian Powers should indignantly decline to make the
concc,-~ion, because they cannot do so without complicity with a
shameful crime. Hei-e I avoid details. It is sufficient to say,
that every argument of fact and reason-c,ery whisper of conscience and humanity-every indignant outburst of an l1onest
man against the Recognition of Slave-monger Independence is
equally strong against any concession of Ocean Belligerency.
Iudeed such concession is tlte half-way house to Recognition, and
it can be made only where a nation is ready, if the fact of Independence be sufficiently established, to acknowlPdgc it-on the
principle of Vat tel that "whosoever has a right to the cud has a.right
to the means." (Book IV. cap. v. § 60.) But it is equally clear,
that where a nation, on grounds of conscience, must refuse the
Recognition of Independence, it cannot concede .Belligerency, for
wltere the end is forbidden tlte m.eans must be forbidden also.
But the illogical absurdity of any such concession by Great
Britain, so persistent always against Slavery a11d now for more
than a generation the declared " protectress of the African race,"
becomes doubly apparent when it is considered, that every rebel
ship built in Eugland and invested with Ocean Belligerency,
carries with it the law of SlaYery, so that tho ship becomes an
extension of Slave Territory by British concession.
And yet it is said that such a monster is entitled to the concession of ocean rights, and the British Q11een is made to proclaim
them. Sad day for England when another wicked compromise
was struck with SlaYery, kindred iu nature to that old Treaty,
which mantles the checks of honest Englishmen as they read it,
by which the slave-trade was protected and its profits secured to
British subjects! I know not the profits which have been secured
by the destruction of American commerce; but I do know that ,..
the Treaty of Utrecht, crimson with the blood of slaves, is not
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so crimson as that reckless Proclamation, which gave to Slavery a
frantic life, and helped for a time, nay still helps the demon, in
the rage with which it battles against Human Rights. Such a
ship with the Law of Slavery on its deck and with the flag of
Slavery at its mast-head, sailing for Slavery, buming for Slavery,
fighting for Slavery and knowing no other sovereignty than the
pretended govemment of Rebel Slave-mongers, can be nothing
less, in spirit and character, than a Slave-Pirate aud the enemy of
the human race. Like produces like, and the parent Power,
which is Slavery, must stamp itself upon the ship, making it a
floating offence to Hea,en, with no limit to its audacity-wild,
outrageous, impious, a monster of the deep to be hunted down by
all who have not forgotten their duty alike to God and man.
Meanwhile there is one simple act which the justice of England
cannot continue to refuse. That fatal concession of Ocean
Belligerency, made in a moment of eclipse, when reason and
humanity were obscured, must be annulled. The blunder-crime
must be renounced, so that the Slave-pfrates may no longer sail the
sea, burning, destroying, robbing, with British license. Then will
they promptly disappear forever, and with them will disappear
the occasion of strife between two Great Powers, who ought to
be, if not as mother and child, at l east as brothers among the
Nations. And may God in his mercy help this consummation!
And here I leare this part of the subject, founding my objections on two grounds :
(1.) The embryo government of Rebel Slave-mongers has not
that degree of sovereignty on the ocean which is essential to
Belligerency there.
(2.) Even if it possessed the requisite sovereignty, no Christian
Power can make any such concession to it without a shameful
complicity with Slavery.
Both of these are objections of fact. Either is sufficient. But
even if the Belligerency seems to be established as a fact, still its
concession in this age of Christian light would seem to be impossible, unless under some temporary aberration, which, for the
honor of England and the welfare of Humanity, it is to be hoped
will speedily pass away.

Our Duties.
Again, fellow-citizens, I crave forgiveness for this long trespass
upon your patience. If the field that we have traversed has ueen
ample, it has been brightened always by the light of International
Justice, exposing clearly from beginning to end the sacred landmarks of duty. I have been frank, disguising uothing and keeping
nothing back ; so that you have been able to see the perils to which
the Republic is exposed from the natural tendency of war to breed
war, as exhibited in the examples of history, and also from the

,
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fatal proclivity of Foreign Powers to intermeddle, as exhibited in
recent instances of querulous criticism or intrusive proposition, all
adverse to the good cause, while pirnte ships have been permitted
_to depredate on our commerce; then how the best historic instances
testify in favor of Freedom and bow all Intervention of every kind,
whether by proffer of mediation or otherwise, becomes intolerable
when its influence tends to the establishment of that soulless
anomaly a professed Republic built on the hopeless and everlasting
bondage of a race-and especially how Great Britain is sacredly
engaged by all the logic of her history and all her traditions in
unb1·oken lineage against any such unutterable baseness; then.
how all the Christian Powers, constituting the Family of Nations,
are firmly bound to set their faces against any Recognition of the
embryo government of Rebel Slave-mongers, on two grounds;
first, because its Independence is not iii far.t established; and
secondly, because, even if in fact established, its Recognition is
impossible without criminal complicity with Slavery; and lastly,
how these same Christian Powers are firmly bound by the same
two-fold reasons against any concession of Ocean rights, to this
hideous pretender.

It only remains that the Republic should lift itself to the height
of its great duties. War is hard to bear-with its waste, its pains,
its wounds, its funerals. But in this war we have not been
choosers. We have been challenged to the defence of our
couutry, and in this sacred cause, to crush Slavery. There is no
alternative.
Slavery began the combat, staking its life and
determined to rnle or die. That we may continue freeme n there
must be no slaves; so that our own security is linked with the
redemption of a race., Blessed lot, amidst the harshness of war,
to wield the arms and deal the blows under which the monster
will surely fall! The battle is mighty, for into Slavery has
entered the Spirit of Evil. It is persistent, for such a gathered
wickedness, concentrated, aroused and maddened, must have a
tenacity of life, which will not yield at once. But miglit will not
save it now; nor time either.
That the whole war is contained i n Slavery may be seen, not
only in the acts of the National Government, but also i n the
confessions of the Rebel Sla,e-mongers. Already the P resident,
by P roclamation, has announced that the slaves throughout the
whole rebel region "are and henceforward shall be free," and, in
order to give the fullest assurance of the irreversible character of
this sublime edict, he has further announced "that the Executive
Government of the United States, including the military and
naval authorities thereof, will recognize and maintain the freedom
of such persons." Already an enlightened Commission has been
constituted, to consider how these thronging freedmen can be
best employed for their own good and the 11ational defence. And
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already the sons of Africa, as mustered soldiers of the U nion,
ham put forth a discipline and a bravery, not unworthy of their
fath r rs of old, when the prophet Jcrcmiuh said, "Let the mighty
men come forth, the Ethiopians that handle the shichl;" ( cap.
xhi., v. 9,) and still further, by their stature, by their appearance•
in the ranks and e\·en by the unexpected testimony cf sa11itary
statistics-according to which for e\·ery black sol<lie1· disal>k<l l>y
sickness there are more than ten white, thus making the army
health of the black ten times as sure as that of the white-by all
these things, they have shown that the Father of History, who is
our earliest classical authority, was not entirely mistaken when
he spoke of Ethiopia as "the most distant region of the earth,
whose inhabitants are the tallest, most beautiful and most longlived of the human race." (Herodotus III., 11-!.) Bnt eve11 if
these acts of the National Government were less significaut, all
dou bt is removed by the Rebel Slave-mongers themselves, who in
Satanic audaci ~y, openly avow that Slavery is the end a11d aim of
the Government which they seek to establish, so that the whole
bloody war which they wage is all in the name of Slavery. Therefore, in battliug against the Rebellion we battle against Flavcl'y.
Freedom is the growing inspiration of our armies and the jnst
inscription of our banners. By this sign conquer. Such a war
is not in any just sense a war of subjugation; but a war of
Liberation-in order to save the Republic from a petty oligarchy
of task-masters, and to rescue fo11r n1illious of human beings from
a cruel oppression. Not to subjugate but to lil>ei-a.te is the oldcct
of out· Holy War. .And yet British statesmen, forgetting for the
moment all moral distinctious-forgettiug God who will not be
forp:otten-gravely announce that our cause must fail! Alas !
indi l"idual wickedness is too often successful; Lut a pretended
Nation, suckled in wickedness and boastin 6 its wicked11ess- a
11e1V Sodom, with all the guilt of the old, wa~"\ing to be blas ted
and yet, in its effrontery, openly seeking the fellowship of
Christian Powers-is doomed to defeat. Toleratio11 of such a
pretent<ion is practical Atheis m. Chro11ology and geography are
both offended by it. Piety s tands aghast. lu this age of light
and in countries boasting civilization, there can be no place for
its barbarous plenipotentiaries. As well expect crocodiles crawling on the pavements of London and Paris, or the carnivorous
idols of Africa installed for worship in W estmiuster .Abbey and
Notre Dame.
Even if the Republic were less strong, yet I am glad to believe
that the Rel>ellio11 must foil, from the esseutial impossibility of any
such wicked success. The responsibilities of the Christian Powers
would be increased by om· weakness. Behind our blockade there
would be a moral blockadP; behind our armies there would be the
aroused judgment of the civilized world. But not on this account
can we hesitate. This is 110 time to stop. Forward; Forward.
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Tims do T, who formorly pleaded rn often for peace, now sound to
arms. But it is because, in this terrible molllent, there is no
other way to that si ncere and solid peace without which there will
be endless war. Even on eco1101uic grounds, it were better that
this war should proceed, rather than recoguize any partition,
which, beginning with humiliatiou, must iurnlve the perpetuation
of armaments and break out again in blood. But there is something worse than waste of money; it is waste of character. Give
me any peace hut a Liberticide peace. In other days the immense
eloquence of Burke was stirred aguinst a Re!ficide peace. But a
peace founded on t he killing of a king is not so bad as a peace
founded ·on the killing of Liberty; nor can the sadde,t scenes of
such a peace be so sad as the daily life which is legalized by
Slavery. A. Queen on the scaffold is not so pitiful a sight as a
woman on the auction-block. 'l'herefore, I say agaiu, Forward !
Forward!
But while thus steady in our purpose at home, we must not
neglect that proper moderation abroad, which becomes the consciousness of our strength aud the nolileness of our cause. The
mi~taken sympathy which Foreign Powers now be!>tow upon
Slavery,- or it may be the mistaken insensibility-under the
plausible name of" ueutrality," which they profess-will he worse
for them than for us . . For them it will be'a record of shame which
their children would gladly blot out with tea rs. Fur us it will be
011ly anothe1· obstacle vanquished in the battle for CivilizaLion,
where unhappily false frieods are mingled with open enemies.
E1•en if the cause shall seem for a while imperilled from FL>reign
Powers, yet our duties are 11oue tho less urgeut. If tho pressure
be great, the resistance must be greater ; 11or can there be any
retreat. Come weal or woe this is the place for us to stand.
I know not if a Republic like ours can count eveu now u pon the
certain frieudship of any European Power, unless it be the R..:public
of William Tell. The ,ery uume is unwelcome to the full-1.Jlown
representatives of monarchical Europe, who forgot how proudly,
even in modern history, Ve11ice bore the title of &renissima
R espublica. I t will be for u s to change all this, and we shall do
it. Our successful example will be e11ough. Thus far we have
been known , chiefly through that vital force which Slavery could
only degrade but not subdue. Now at h st, l>y the death of
Slavery, will the Republic begin to live. For what is life without
Liberty? Stretching from ocean to ocean-teeming with population-bountiful in resources of all kinds-and thrice-happy in
universal enfranchisement-it will be more than conqueror.
Nothing too vast for its power; nothing too minute for its care.
T riumphant over the foulest wrong ever inflicted-after the bloodiest war e,•er waged-it will know the majesty of Right and the
beauty of P eace- prepared always to uphold the one and to cultivate the other. Stro11g iu its own mighty stature-filled with all
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tho fnlness of a new life and covered with a panoply of renown,

it will confess that no dominion is of value which does not

contribute to human happiness. Born in this latter day and the
child of its own struggles, without ancestral claims, but heir of
all tho ages-it will stand forth to assort the dignity of man, and
where,c1· any member of the Ruman Family is to be succored,
there its voice will reach-as the voice of Cromwell reached
across France e,en to the persecuted mountaineers of the Alps.
Such will be this Republic ;-upstart among tho nations. Aye!
as the steam-engine, the telegraph and chloroform are upstart.
Comforter and llelper like these, it can know no bounds to its
empire over a willing world. But the first stage is the death of
Slavery.
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